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The Role of Frost as a Limiting Factor
to Wheat Production in the Red River Settlement

W.F. Rannie

ABSTRACT. Independent data reported in this article support W.l. Morton's contention that
the wheat grown by farmers in the Red River settlement from 1820 to about 1870 had a short
growing season requirement of 11-0 days or less and that the harvest was normally in the third
week of August. or about a month earlier than was claimed by A.S. Morton. W.L. Morton was
not correct, however. in dismissing the threat posed by frost since. it is argued here. the
probability of August frost was significantly greater during the Red River settlement period than
twentieth-century climatic data would suggest.

SOMMAIRE. Des donnees independantes rapportees dans cet article viennent appuyer
l'affirmaticn de W.l. Morton selon laquelle Ie ble cultive par les fermiers de la colonie de la
Riviere-Rouge de 1820 jusqu'a environ 1870 avait une courte saison de croissance de 110
jours ou moins et que la moisson se daroulait normalement au cours de la troisierne semaine
d'aout, solt approximativement un mois plus tot que ne Ie prstendalt A.S. Morton. Toutefois,
W.L Morton avait tort d'ecarter la menace que representait la gelee blanche en aoOt etait
conslderablement plus eJevee aI·epoque de la colonie de la Riviere-Rouge que les donnees
climatiques du XXe siecle ne Ie suggerent.

Introduction

The litany of difficulties faced by the small agricultural community in the
Red River settlement between Winnipeg and Lower Fort Garry is long and
well documented: drought, flood, severe storms, pests,.disease, isolation,
inexperience, and indifference or hostility from local interests. Opinions
differ, however, as to the role of frost in this catalogue of adversity. In his
History of Prairie Settlement, A.S. Morton concurred with Governor
Simpson's assertion that "crops are frequently destroyed by early frosts"
and concluded

From the few data to hand it has been calculated that on average the wheat in
the Settlement matured in about 137 days. As sowing frequently came in the last
days of April and first of May. harvest would often be in the middle of September,
and the crop would be SUbject to danger from frost.2

This opinion, modified only slightly, was restated in A History of the
-Canadian West to 1870-71:

the wheat of Red River took on the average 135 days to mature unto the harvest.
In favourable seasons it was garnered in the last week of August, but as often as
not, deep in Se~tember. when the frosts. forerunners of autumn, would damage.
ifnot destroy it.3

In contrast, W. L. Morton argued that the growing season requirement of
Red River wheat was much shorter and that the harvest occurred in August:

the crop season - from the first day of sowing to the first day of reaping - for
Red River wheat ... was. in conservative figures. from 110 to 120 days. The
better Red River farmers at least grew wheat without much fear of early frosts."

Thus two of the most prominent historians of prairie agriculture ex
pressed diametrically opposed opinions regarding the risk posed by frost.
Their arguments were reviewed in detail by F.G. Roe who decidedly
favoured those of W.l. Morton, but added little new information.5'n a study
of the Hudson's Bay Company farm near Lower Fort Garry, C. Podruchny
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noted several years between 1857 and 1870 in which the wheat crop was
damaged by frost (as well as drought and grasshoppers) but reached no
general conclusion regarding its importance as an environmental hazard."
Other historians make only passing reference to frost, perhaps implying
general acceptance of W.L. Morton's dismissal of the dancer.'

There can be no question that on occasion frost did devastate the wheat
crop, as in 1832 when the settlement was hit by two August frosts. On the
morning of 19 August:

the air was excessively cold, a thick hoar frost covered the ground and the
stagnant waters of the swamps were frozen ... the potatoe tops are blasted."

and on the night of 29-30 August:

A most unexpected frost last night which completely cut down everything in the
shape of vegetation; there are many sorrowful faces at Red River today as by far
the greatest part of the wheat is in an unripe state.9

Four years later, on 19 August 1836, Reverend David Jones reported:

we were visited by a most destructive frost which destroyed the reward of the
farmer ... inwheat; it was trulya gloomy morning the whole of the vegetable world
drooped and blackened as the sun grew warm and [the] air was filled with a most
unpleasant odour ... All garden seeds have been destroyed. 1o

Isolated occurrences of damaging early frosts such as these do not settle
the matter, however, since they could be matched by other instances where
frost did not occur until late September or even October, long after the
harvest was completed. For example, on 1 October 1827, the Hudson's Bay
Company daily journal at Fort Garry reported

Last night we experienced a light frost, the first of the autumn which was
succeeded this day by fine clear weather. 11

.

The threat posed by frost depends on the frequency of frosts which occur
before the wheat has ripened sufficiently to harvest, and thus the timing of
two events - frost and wheat maturity - are involved. The difference of
opinion between the two Mortons was principally a disagreement over the
length of growing season required by the wheat grown in the Red River
settlement, with little reference to the timing of actual frosts. This article
considers both aspects of the question and demonstrates that both Mortons
were partly right, and both were partly wrong. (

Growing Season Requirements of Wheat in the Red River Settlement

A.S. Morton estimated the time-to-maturity forthe wheat in the Red River
settlement to be 135-137 days which, assuming completion of seeding by 1
May, would imply an expected harvest date of about 14 September. He
based this estimate on a very mixed set of "data" and opinion, ranging as
far afield from the Red River settlement as Fort Alexander (at the mouth of
the Winnipeg River on Lake Winnipeg) and Fort Edmonton. Concrete data
from the vicinity of the settlement were mostly drawn from the early efforts
of the Selkirk settlers in 1815 and 1817 when the harvest did not occur until
mid-September; even in this period, however, the late August harvest of
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1818 was dismissed by A.S. Morton as a "specially favourable season.?"
Later in the same volume, he applied similar qualifications to Hind's
comments on the climate of theHed River region:

[Hind] quotes figures furnished by (Donald) Gunn of the Red River Settlement
indicating that in 1856 the wheat matured in 112 days. and was harvested in 120
days by August 28th. A slight frost was experienced on August 30. If the figures
are correct it was an extraordinarily favourable season [emphasis added]. The
moisture of the year June tst, 1855-56 was given as 43 inches of rain and 39
inches of snow ... yet in this very wet season. the harvesting of wheat com
menced on August 15. Our Marquis wheat could not have done better. if as
well. 13

Donald Gunn was an observer accepted by the Smithsonian Institution
and there is no reason to doubt his testimony or that of Hind. The latter was
an astute observer of the natural and human landscape during his expedi
tions to the Prairies in 1857 and 1858. His statements regarding agriculture
in the Red River region and elsewhere were clear and precise, and were
based on the testimony of experienced local farmers. For example, he
reported that in 1857

"Scotch whsar'was sown [by Abraham Cowley] on the 16th and 18th of May. It
was ready for the sickle and reaped on the 24th of August. having been 97 days
in arriving at maturity. The common wheat of the country was sown May 5th and
harvested August 18th. having required 105 days to grow and ripen. 14

From Donald Gunn's records, Hind reported that in 1855 wheat was
harvested on 15 August and in 1856, wheat sown at the beginning of May
was ripe on 20 August and that sown on 29 April was ripe 107 days later on
14 August. 15 Furthermore, A.S. Morton did n01 mention Hind's general
observation that in favourable years, ''wheat ripens and is ready for the
sickle three months from the day of sowing.,,16 Thus A.S. Morton dismissed
as unusual as much evidence for August harvests as he accepted for
September dates. He ignored a great deal of other evidence in favour of
August harvests, and he accepted Governor Simpson's opinion that crops
were frequently destroyed by early frosts without acknowledging other
testimony by Simpson that wheat was sown "in the early part of May" and
harvested in August (implying a time-to-maturity of significantly less than
123 days)." In another influential discussion of early agriculture on the
Prairies, W.A. Mackintoshwas similarly dismissive of Palliser's report on the
Red River growing season:

Some of [Palliser's] observations betray a lack of knowledge of agriculture. It is
stated. for example, that agricultural operations in the Red River Settlement may
usually be commenced by the end of May. and that the cereal harvest begins
about the 10th of August- a growing season of 71 days!18

In contrast, W.L. Morton surveyed a much larger set of data and opinion
to arrive at his conclusion that the growing season required for Red River
wheat was at most 110 to 120 days, an estimate which he admitted was
conservatively high since several of the accounts he surveyed referred to
maturity in 90-100 days under favourable conditions. The sources he cited
were all knowledgeable and referred specifically to conditions in the Red
River settlement.
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W.L. Morton argued that the seed used in the settlement after 1820 was
an early-maturing strain imported from Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin, in that
year. Having been sown after 5 June,

It had ... at once been subjected to natural selection of the severest sort. for
plainly only the hardiest and earliest strains would mature after the June sowing.
Whatever wheat survived from the years before 1820 ... was to be similarly
selected by adverse seasons after 1820. And in 1826 the great flood caused the
wheatto be sown even later than in 1820. Again only enough was saved for seed.
Frost on September 30 must have further eliminated late ripening kernels. The
Prairie du Chien strain, so tested, became the standard Red River wheat ...
drought years in the eighteen-forties, as well as the previous bad years of 1836
and 1838, must have operated to (further) select the early maturing strains in the
Prairie du Chien wheat. 19

According to W.L. Morton, natural selection was replaced by conscious
experimentation, beginning with the introduction of "Black Sea" wheat in
1848. All of these subsequent strains appear to have had growing-season
requirements as short as or shorter than the Prairie du Chien variety and,
according to testimony by James Taylor to a ·Senate committee in 1887,
rather shorterthan the 115-125days required by Red Fife which became the
staple wheat of the Prairies before the introduction of Marquis in the
twentieth century:

In the matter of grain, particularly wheat, a great mistake is being made by our
new farmers in sowing varieties that take a long time to ripen. In the earlier days
in the country before we entered Confederation, the wheat raised on the banks
of the Red River and also along the Saskatchewan River matured in ninety

-~ -

This is in marked contrast to A. S. Morton's conclusion regarding Red Fife:

We now know that itwas the introduction in the 'eighties of Red Fife - an early
maturing wheat, taking on the average 125 days but often 115 - which gave the
western farmers some security against the early autumn frosts.21

W.l. Morton argued that "the significance of the introduction of Red Fife lay
not in its shorter season but in its superior milling qualities," a claim strongly
supported by Roe.22

The evidence assembled by W.l. Mortonln favour of a shorttime-to-ma
turity for Red Riverwheat was more extensive, more authoritative, and more
convincing than that of A.S. Morton but it nevertheless relied heavily on
reports by secondary observers. An excellent primary record of agricultural
practices in Red River which was not used by either A.S. or W.l. Morton in
arriving at their estimates is contained in the diaries of Reverends David
Jones, William Cochran, John Smithurst, and Abraham Cowley of the
Church Missionary Society who maintained active farms and gardens at
various sites between present-day Winnipeg and lower Fort Garry, 28 km
down the Red River. Dates for sowing and reaping wheat reported in their
diaries, supplemented by miscellaneous other archival reports, are shown
in Table 1. Spring planting was begun at the earliest opportunity in the last
week of April or the first week of May and was typically completed within a
week; reaping normally began between 15 and 20 August. Typical time-to
maturity indicated by the dates in Table 1 was about 110-112 days and
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Table 1

Date of Sowing and ReapingWheat in the Red RiverSettlement Reported
in Archival Documents

Sowing Reaping

Year Began Intermediate· Finished Began Intermediate· Finished

1827 May41 May 10'
1828 Apr. 282 Aug. 19' Aug. 231

1829 Apr. 181 Apr. 291 Aug. 173

1832 Aug. 244

1833 Apr. 2-,4 Sept. 2'
1836 Sept. r'
1837 Apr. 264

1838 Apr. 271 Sept. 10 1

1839 Aug. 17' Aug. 24'
1840 Apr. 305 May65 Aug. 155

1841 May 55 May 125 Aug. 195 Aug. 245

1842 Apr. 186 May35 Aug. 225

1843 May85 May 125 Sept. 41 Sept. 11'
1844 Apr. 24' May65 May 105 Aug. 265 Sept. 25

1845 May95 Aug. 196 Aug. 206

1846 May 26 May S6 Aug. 196

1847 Apr. 286 Apr. 306 Aug. 167

1848 Apr. 267 May37 Aug. 177 Aug. 217

1849 May 57 May 117 Aug. 207 Aug. 297

1850 May 137 May 187

1853 Aug. 178

1854 Apr. 278 Aug. 238

1855 May 129 Aug. 15'0
1856 Apr. 2910 May 10'0 Aug. 14'0 Aug. 28'0
1857 May 139 May 219 Aug. 189

1858 May 119

1860 Aug. 1612

1862 May 111 May 101
'

1864 Aug. 1613

1865 Apr. 2611

1869 Apr.2S14 May lS'4 Aug. 2814

1870 Aug. 2214

-Intermediate" date indicatesoperationbeganon earlierday and is notyet completed.
Sources:
1. ProvincialArchives of Manitoba(PAM), MG7 B2CMS A8S,Journal of WilliamCochran.
2. Hudson's BayCompanyArchives (HBCA),B.2351a/9, 1827/28,FortGarry PostJournaJ of Occurrences.
3. Ibid.,B.2351a/9, 1829/30,FortGarry PostJournal.
4. PAM MG7 82 CMS A92,Journal of DavidJones.
5. Ibid.,Journal of John Smithurst.
6. Ibid., MG7 82 CMSA96,Journal of John Smithurst.
7. Ibid., MG782 CMSA97.Journal of John Smithurst.
a.lbid., MG2C1S M154,Diaries of Dr. WilliamCowan.
9. Ibid., MG7 82 CMS A86,Journalof AbrahamCowley.
10. Gunn,cited in H.Y. Hind, Narrativeof theCanadianRedRiverExploringExpeditionof 1857

andof theAssiniboineandSaskatchewanExploringExpeditionof 1858,Vol. 2 (London:
Longman,1860).

11. PAM, MG7 82 CMS A87,Journal of AbrahamCowley.
12. TheNor'Wester(newspaper),28 August 1860.
13.HBCA,8.2351b/11, 1864fa.623, LowerFortGarry PostJournai.
14. Ibid., B.303la/1, 1868-74,LowerFortGarry PostJournal.
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intervals between sowing and reaping as short as 103 days appear to have
been possible, as in 1845. On 27 April 1833, ReverendDavid Jones wrote
in his diary: "Men busily engaged sowing wheat which [we] expect to reap
early in August.,,23 If "early in August" is taken to mean 8-15 August, a crop
season of 104-111 days is implied and the casual nature of Jones's
statement, obviously made with no foreknowledge of the nature of the
coming growing season, seemedto be a normal expectation.

These data substantiate the testimony of observers such as Hind,
Palliser and Simpson regarding the normal harvest date and confirm W.L.
Morton's contention that Red River wheat had a short-growing season
requirement. Under normal conditions, wheat sown by 1 May would be
readyto harvest in the thirdweekof August andeven if sowingweredelayed
until the second week of May, anAugust harvestdate could still normally be
expected. This implies a harvest period up to a month earlier than the
"middleof September"period suggestedby A.S. Morton. Both W.L. Morton
and Roe attributedA.S. Morton'svery late date to his equationof the end of
the crop season with the end of the harvestperiod,whereas the critical date
is the date of wheat ripening and/or the.beginning of reaping. In the Red
River settlement, the wheat crop was normally cut at the earliest opportu
nity, stacked in the field, and then gathered in when dry. The harvest was
not considered complete until all the crop had been gathered and the time
difference betweencutting and gathering could be severalweeks.

If W.L. Mortonwas correct in his estimateof the growing-seasonrequire
ment and normalharvestdates,was he alsocorrect in his assertionthat "the
better Red River farmers at least grew wheat without much fear of early
frosts?" The answer to this clearly depends upon the frequency of frost
occurrence before the wheat had reached maturity (Le. the frequency of
frost in the last two weeks of August).

Timing of Fall Frost in the Red River Settlement Period

Neither A.S. Morton nor W.t.Morton addressed the question of the
probable timing of fall frosts in the Red River settlement period, although
W.L. Morton referredto an averagefrost-free period of 120 days in the Red
Rivervalley.24 It must be assumedthen that they basedtheir argumentson
the frost characteristicswhich prevailed in Winnipeg in the decades priorto
their writing. Climatic "normals" are usually established for thirty-year
periods and 1911-40 may be taken as a convenient normal period which is
representativeof theclimaticexperienceavailableto both Mortons. InTable
2, O°C frost normals for Winnipeg (compiled from the record of daily
temperature minima) are summarizedfor 1911-40.

The data in Table 2 clearly show why A.S. Morton assumedfrost to be a
major factor in Red River settlement agriculture and equally why W.L.
Morton concluded that it was of little importance. A.S. Morton's growing
season requirement of 137 days was morethan two weeks longer than the
1911-40 average frost-free seasonand in fact was rarely achieved. Even if
planting were completed by 1 May, the presumed harvest date of 14
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Table 2

Summary Statistics for 0°0 First Fall Frost and Frost-Free Season, 1872-1910 and 1911-40

1911-1940 1872-1910

First Fall Frost-Free First Fall Frost-Free
Frost Season Frost Season

Mean Sept. 20 118 days Sept. 11 108 days
Median Sept. 20 120 days Sept. 12 105 days
Standard Deviation 11 days 18 days 11 days 18 days
10th Percentile Sept. 9 93 days Aug. 27 84 days
80th Percentile Sept. 25 134 days Sept. 22 125 days
Earliest/Shortest Aug. 26 80 days Aug. 15 70 days

Septemberwas perilously close to the average first fall frost and damage by
frost prior to maturity would probably have been a common occurrence. In
contrast, W.L. Morton's 110-day growing-season requirement was well
within his assumed 120-day average frost-free season (or the 118-day
average from Table 2) and a harvest in the third or fourth week of August
would only occasionally, if ever, be threatened by frost.

This analysis assumes, however, that twentieth century climatic data are
representative of the conditions faced by farmers in the Red River settle
ment. In another paper, this writer has demonstrated that the distribution of
frost occurrences in Winnipeg changed significantly during the period of
instrumental record (1872 to present). From 1872 to 1910, the average first
fall frost occurred ten days earlier and the frost-free season was twelve days
shorter than for the period 1911-88; no statistically significant change was
found in the distribution of spring frosts." The earlier average first fall frost
in the 1872-1910 period corresponds to mean August, September and
October minimum temperatures which were respectively 1.5°C, 1.3°C and
1.7°C cooler than those after 1910. For comparison with the frost data from
1911-40, summary statistics for 1872-1910 are included in Table 2 and
cumulative frequency curves for both periods are given in Figure 1.

If the 1872-1910 data are representative of frost conditions faced by
farmers in the Red River settlement (a question which will be addressed
later), A.S. Morton's position becomes quite untenable. Frost would have
preceded a mid-September harvest in more than half of the years and a
137-day frost-free-season would have been achieved only rarely. Even W.L.
Morton's much shorter growing-season requirement just equalled the aver
age frost-free season and the likelihood of August frosts would have been
significantly greater. In the 1872-1910 period. the earliest frost was on 15
August, 107 days after 1 May, and a frequency curve of first fall frost for that
period indicates that a O°C frost on or before 31 August would have had a
"return period" of five to six years."

How representative of the Red River settlement period are the 1872
1910 data? Diaries, letters and journals from the period in the Manitoba and
Hudson's Bay Company Archives contain numerous references to frosts in
August which are difficult to reconcile with twentieth-century climate data
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(Table 3). A frequency curve compiled for 1911-8827 indicates a "modern"
return period of about seventy years for a O°Cfrost on or before 31 August.
Yet in his diary entry for late August (probably 27 August) 1862, Samuel
Taylor noted "I think there is no frozen wheat this year,,,28 as if the risk were
common enough and indeed, the incidents described in Table 3 and the five
to six year return period for August frost indicated by the 1872-1910
frequency curve suggest that it was.

The earlier the frost date in Table 3, the more dramatic is the difference
in return period between the two frequency curves. For example, the 24 and
27 August frosts reported by Dr. W. Cowan have 1911-88 return periods of
500 and 200 years respectively, but only thirteen and nine years based on
the 1872-1910 curve, and the 1911-88 return period in excess of 1,000
years for the devastating 19 August frosts in 1832 and 1836 becomes a
much more credible thirty years from the 1872-1910 curve. There seems
little question, then, that the 1872-1910 distribution of first fall frost better
represents the archival "data" in Table 3 than does the 1911-88 distribution.

Perhaps the most unusual frost occurrences were those of July and
August 1863, reported by Samuel Taylor. 29 An apparently slight frost on the
morning of 11 July was followed by a more severe frost on 16 July (and
possibly another. in late July) which had a noticeable effect on the crop.
Frosts on 13 and 14 August "did no harm" but on the mornings of 15 and 24
August, the crops were generally frozen. Dr. William Cowan reported that on
the night of 21-22 August frost "affected the vegetation" and on the morning
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Table 3

References to August Frosts Contained in Archival Materials
from the Red River Settlement Period

9

1824 27 August "There was a light frost on the ground this morning and the weather continued
cold throughout the day. Wind North. It

'

1832 19 August "This morning the air was excessively cold, a thick hoar frost covered the ground
and the stagnantwaters of the swamps were frozen ... the potatoe tops are
blasted.a2

30 August "A most unexpected frost last nightwhich completely cut down everything in
the shape of vegetation: there are many sorrowful faces at Red River today
as by far the greatest part of the wheat isin an unripe state.,,3

1836 19 August "Had a sharp frost during the night the potatoe tops are quite withered and the
wheat considerably damaged. The barley that was sown late, is all destroyed.,.4

1836 19 August "Wewere visited by a most destructive frost which destroyed the reward of the
farmer ... in wheat; it was truly a gloomy morning the whole of the vegetable
world drooped and blackened as the sun grew warm and (the] air was filled with
a most unpleasant odour ... All garden seeds have been destroyed.ltS

1852 9 August "There was said to have been a slight frost last night...6
1853 27 August "Frost during night, rimeseen:7

1855 30 August "Slight frost on the 30th:,s
1856 30 August "slight frost on the 30th."9
1859 26 August "frost on the 26th but did no harm" 10

1863 11 July "there was a frost upon the 11th a.m...11
16July "there was frost a.m. 16th ...12

25 (1) July "a great many people has [siq their wheat frosen badley, and potates also..13

13-14August "frost a.m. the 13th and 14th did no harm:,14
15 August "there was a strong frost a.m. 15th some wheat and potates was frosen [Sic].lt15
22 August "frost last night has affected the vegetation."16
24 August "there was a great Frost upon Monday a.m. 24th it froze most all the wheat

and barley in the settlement..,17
24 August "frost last night ground white this morning:,18

1865 16August "frost a.m. the 16th."19
20 August "p.m. frost."20

1866 15 August "there was a frost a.m. the 15th.,,21
24 August "Frost a.m. 24th itdid not hurt :,22

1869 2 August "[wind] has been N. for some days and cold, frost three nights ago:.23

Sources:
1. HBCA, B.235Ja/6, 1824/25, Fort Garry Post Journal.
2. PAM, MG7 82 CMS A8S, Joumal of William Cochran.
3. Ibid., MG7 82 CMS A92, Diary of David Jones.
4. Ibid., Journal of William Cochran.
5. Ibid., MG7 82 CMS A92, Letter from Reverend David Jones to Reverend William Jowett. dated

20 October 1836, Red River Settlement.
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of 24 August. the ground was white with trost." Such a sequence of frosts
during the summer months has no parallel in the modern record and
appears to have been extreme even by nineteenth-century standards.

Archival materials such as those in Table 3 have many imperfections as
a climatological database. Although it is based on a thorough search of the
Manitoba and Hudson's Bay Company Archives, Table 3 should be re
garded as a minimum representation of August frost occurrence since
materials are not available for some years and observers differed in their
tendency to report natural phenomena such as frost. In some years, frost is
not mentioned at all, presumably implying that it was not especially early or
did no damage, and in other years, casual mention of a frost in September
is not identified as a first occurrence and does not preclude an earlier event.
The temperatures during the events described in Table 3 "are unknown but
the dramatic effects on crops and other vegetation and reference to hoar
frost, rime ice, frozen swamps, and white ground suggest that minimum
screen-equivalent temperatures of at least O°Cwere achieved in several of
the events. Even allowing for these uncertainties, however, the events in
Table 3 imply a frequency of August frost more in keeping with the return
period of five to six years indicated by the 1872-1910 frequency curve than
the seventy years from the 1911-88 curve.

Other evidence exists to suggest that the late summer and fall climate of
the Red River settlement period was somewhat" more severe than in the
twentieth century. This writer found that the average freeze-up date of the
Red River in Winnipeg was eleven days earlier in the nineteenth century
than in the twentieth and concluded:

Examination of the record of measured temperatures from 1872 to 1981 ...
reveals a comparatively rapid warming about 1900 such that average (October
November) temperatures from 1872 to 1900 were 2.5°C cooler than those which
have prevailed in the 20th Century; the consistently earlier freezeup dates of the
19th Century suggest that these cooler fall temperatures were typical of the
entire century.31

E.W. Wahl and T.L. Lawson found that mean summer (July-August) and
early fall (September-October) temperatures for the period 1850 to 1870
were 1-1.5°C cooler than the 1930-60 normals in the area of the United
States north-central Great Plains adjacent to southern Manitoba." These
studies, combined with the number of reported occurrences of seemingly
"early" frosts in August listed in Table 3, strongly suggest that frost
conditions in the Red River settlement period were, at the least, not more
favourable than those from 1872 to 1910, and in some decades (eg. the
1830s, 1850s and 1860s) may have been more severe.

The data presented here, then, support W.L. Morton's argument that the
wheat in the Red River settlement required only about 11odays to mature
and that the harvest could normally be expected in the third week of August,
almost a month earlier than had been proposed by A.S. Morton. It does not
follow, however. that frost during the harvest season was the rare event
implied by W.L. Morton, whose dismissal of the frost threat faced by the
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"better Red River farmers" was too casual. The fall frost regime in the Red
River settlement period differed significantly from that of the twentieth
century on which he based his conclusion; and, even with the short season
wheat which was available, the risk of an August frost was real.
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Theoretical and Practical Ideologies in the Making of
Early Twentieth-Century Manitoba Farm Men

Jeffery M. Taylor

ABSTRACT. The material life of Canadian farmers is characterized by two contradictory
realities: on the one hand, the farmer is an owner of means of production; on the other, he is
subordinate to capital in the marketplace. But the ideological world of farmers cannot easily be
unravelled by mere examination of the material position of farmers. Both conservative and
radical ideologies among farmers are socially constructed, each emphasizing differentaspects
of farmers' material life and developing differentperspectives on how farmers can best improve
their position within the marketplace.

This article, focussing on Manitoba farm men. examines the ways in which a conservative world
view was reinforced among farmers by a variety of conservative ideologues. The view of the
farm man as a scientific professional and practicing capitalistwas propagated in various forms
in the developing fields of rural sociology, rural economics and farm marketing as well as in the
extension programs to which farmers had access.

SOMMAIRE. Deux realites contradictoires ceracterisent la vie materielle du termier canadien:
il est d'une part proprietaire de moyens de production et, d'autre part. iI depend du capital
disponible sur Ie marche. Mais un simple examen de la situation rnateriejle du termier ne suffit
pas a eclaicir son univers ideologique. Chez les termiers, les ideologies conservatrices et
radicales sont socialement consnuites. chacune mettant l'accent sur differents aspects de la
vie rnaterielle du fermier et cJeveloppantdiverses perspectives sur la rnaniere dont les termiers
peuvent Ie mieux ameliorer leur poslfion sur Ie rnarche.

Cet article, qui se concentre sur les fermiers du Manitoba, examine comment une vision
conservatrice du monde a ete rentorcee chez les fermiers par toute une variete d'ideologues
conservateurs. L'iooe du fermier professionnel scientifique et capitaliste pratiquant a ete
propaqee sous diverses formes dans les domaines en expansion de la sociologie rurale, de
I'economie rurale et de la commercialisation agricole ainsi que dans las programmes auxquels
les fermiers ont eu acces par Ie biais de programmes d'extension.

In a 1989 article Ian MacPherson and John Thompson argue that
between 1880 and 1950 prairie farmers adopted "business methods" as part
of an adaptive strategy "for influencing the pace and mitigating the effects of
modernization." Furthermore, they suggest that this strategy was pursued
as a means of improving rural family life.1 In other words, the oft-noted
tension between "business" and ''way of life" in the history of rural society is
really a question of farm folk devising means of maintaining their lifestyle in
the modern world. But what is this modernized society to which farm people
are forced to adapt? Is it not more accurate to view the prairie farm
experience in these years as part of the capitalist expansion, transformation
and reconstitution of rural society and agriculture that, while including
elements of strategy and adaptation, also involves conflict, struggle and
exploltanon?"

These, of course, are theoretical questions for which there are no simple
answers. It would seem, though, that the struggle or tension between
business and way of life in agrarian rhetoric is surely a signal that the "farm
business" is not an enterprise like the others. The farmer, or more precisely
the (normally male) head of a household production unit, occupies a
significantly different social position than the capitalist businessman. And, if
that is the case, further questions follow. Is the farm household capitalist? If

13
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not, what is it and how is it related to capitalism? What is the relationship
between the material realm and ideas? How are agrarian identities formed?

This article attempts some answers to these questions by first posing a
theoretical argument about the place of the farm household in capitalist
society and the relationship between this material phenomenon and the
formation of subjective identities. The theoretical and practical components
of a dominant ideology in early twentieth century Manitoba agriculture are
then analyzed. This theoreticaVpraetical distinction, which comes from
Althusser, separates those aspects of ideology that form part of abstract,
conceptual systems and those that are actually addressed to people in
practical, everyday language. The theoretical categories of agricultural
economics and rural sociology, as they were taught at the Manitoba
Agricultural College (MAC), are discussed. Attention then turns to the
practical language used to address Manitoba farm men in and through the
agricultural college and the rural extension service.

As Harriet Friedmann has argued, there are two types of household
production in agriculture - simple commodity production (farming) and
peasant productlon," Peasants, while they may purchase and sell some
products in the capitalist market, do not depend on the market for their
livelihood. Such things as food, clothing, labour, credit and production tools
are obtained through kin and community ties that are unaffected by the
market. Farmers, meanwhile, depend on the capitalist market for the
disposition of their produce and the purchase of all of their inputs otherthan
labour. Labour, although it may be purchased occasionally, is normally
supplied on a kin basis in farming, and this distinguishes it from capitalist
production where all inputs, including labour, are supplied through the
market. There is a continuum, then, from peasant subsistence through
farming to capitalism. While peasants engage solely or primarily in subsis
tence, farmers and capitalists engage solely or primarily in commodity
production.

The basic material existence of all producers - workers, peasants,
farmers and so forth - is governed by the pursuit of acceptable, historically
determined standards of living. In the case of farmers, this is achieved
through the household-based production of commodities for the capitalist
market. By combining land, labour and instruments of production, farmers
seek to achieve, maintain and possibly expand their incomes and enter
prises. In this sense they seem to act like capitalists. Yet, whereas the
capitalist is engaged in capital accumulation through the extraction of
surplus value from labour, the farmer is merely attempting to sustain himself
within a production process effectively controlled by capital. Since.capital is
able to appropriate the surplus from farmers, through effective control of the
labour process in exchange relations, even the most successful efforts will
produce only a modest expansion of their incomes and enterprises. Hence,
any expansion that does take place is more akin to a worker's wage
increase than a capitalist's enhanced protlt."
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Ideology plays a significant role in ensuring that production and surplus
extraction proceed with as little struggle or resistance as possible. Ideology
refers to the production and transformation of meaning, which occurs in the
realm of ideas. Although it moves far beyond it, ideology begins and ends
with the production process, but it is neither a reflection of a material base
nor in any sense material. As Marxist feminist analysis has shown, there are
two sides to production - the production of goods and the production of
labour power. In turn, two components of the ideolopical realm are con
nected directly to production - gender and class. But how does the
material relate to the ideal? To begin with, following Gramsci, ideology
should be seen as a contested terrain, demanding constant organization
and intervention by both dominant and subordinate social groups. But,
taking account of Althusser, the epistemological distance between subject
and object must be recognized. There is no direct relation between social
being and social identity; rather, as discourse theory suggests, identity is
shaped through intermediate languages and discourses." It is here that
ideologies are formed. But how are they formed?

Dominant ideologies subject people to their place in a mode or form of
production and qualify them to take up and perform productive roles. At its
most basic level, a dominant ideology renders the inherent antagonisms in
production as functional difference: women and men, workers and employ
ers, or farmers and agribusiness people have different roles to perform. In
postmanufactory capitalist societies the state, particularly in its educative
capacity J is the primary site for the organization and construction of domi
nant ideologies.7 But states and parastate institutions are not mere
reflections of the economies and societies they support." Rather, they follow
their own path at some distance from material production. Specifically, there
are two processes - one practical, the other theoretical - by which
ideologies are constructed in mstltutons."

Practical ideology operates in the realm of people's everyday experi
ences, addressing them as individuals and members of social collectivities.
This is the process that Althusser describes as interpellation, whereby
human SUbjectivity is constituted. Interpellation .essentially means that
ideologies are not received as something external by a fixed and unified
SUbject. Rather, with the reception of an ideological message, the receiver
is participating in an ongoing social process of constitution and reconstitu
tion. It is here that we acquire our social identities, notably class and gender
identities, and become 5ubjectedto a system or systems of representation.
But in order to be effectively interpelIative, practical ideology must be
structured in such a·way as to have resonance for those receiving it. It needs
to connect with the experience of the receivers, ordering their world in a way
that is meaningful. It plays on the contradictions in society, and openings
and lapses in various ideologies, to coax and shape identity in a particular
direction.

Theoretical ideology provides the epistemological space in which practi
cal ideology may operate. Abstraction occurs here, in that the ordinary
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language of practical ideology is organized in terms of a specific theoretical
or disciplinary field. An area of knowledge (law, economics and so on) is
defined in relation to other areas of knowledge, a problematic - "the
objective internal reference system of [a theory's] particular themes, the
system of questions commanding the answers given" - or organizing
method is established, and an organizational structure (professional asso
ciation and specialist vocabulary, for example) is produced." But the
operation of any dominant theoretical ideology is ultimately determined by
its relationship to practical ideologies and, more importantly, the interaction
of practical ideologies with ideologies of resistance.

Agricultural economics was constituted as a distinct area of study at that
point in the history of American economics when marginal utility theorists
such as John Bates Clark were resolving the conflict between classical
economists and "new school" political economists. Richard Ely, who taught
economics to agricultural economists at Wisconsin and whose texts were
used at MAC, was a leading proponent of new political economy. Thomas
Nixon Carver, who was influenced by J.B. Clark, was the author of one of
the first texts in agricultural economics and, later in his career, contributed
to a modification of the concept of marginalism. Texts produced by Ely,
Carver and Henry Taylor, a University of Wisconsin agricultural economist
taught by Ely, defined the theoretical domain of agricultural economics as it
was understood and taught in Manitoba between 1908 and 1925.

While a discussion of the meaning and significance of the emergence of
marginalism in the context of the ostensibly conflicting visions of classical
and historical economics is beyond the scope of this analysis, it is important
to note the fundamental points of agreement among these approaches, and
the characteristics which distinguished them. These three forms of eco
nomic enquiry were variants of bourgeois economics and, as such,
accepted certain characteristics of a capitalist economy as given: commod
ity production, private property, a distinction between labour and capital
and, central to the whole enterprise, the market. "New school" political
economists challenged the extreme abstraction of the market in the classi
cal schema by undertaking historical and statistical studies of "real" (Le.
historical) economies, arguing in the process that there was a role for the
state in regulating the market in the interests of a smoothly reproducing
capitalism. Marginalists, meanwhile, had a different view of the market's
operation than either the classical economists or the new political econo
mists. For them, both the factors of the production market and the final
goods market were interrelated and unified by consumer preference - the
free consumer market of individual utility maximizers determined the eco
nomic realm. This emphasis on consumption distinguished marqinallsts
from both classical and new-school economists who, employing Ricardian
models, differentiated between input and output markets. For the latter,
extra-market forces in the form of social classes limited market determina
tion on the factor, or input, side. Marginalism, then, extended the
determining power of the market, shifting focus from production to con
sumption, from supply to demand and, most importantly, from relations
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between classes of people to relations between people and goods. In the
process a new law of value was defined, based upon subjective consumer
preference, to displace the labour theory of value."

The emergence of agricultural economics as a discipline represented the
subordination of farm management to economics in the analysis of North
American family farming. Drawing on classical economics, North American
agricultural economists described the production and distribution of agricul
tural wealth in terms of a theory which assumed a triad of classes, namely
landlord, capitalist and labourer. The relevant factors of production -land,
labour, capital (and management) - were identified, and the division of
agricultural income was described in terms of rent, wages, interest and
profit. Furthermore, marginal utility theory completely shifted the analytical
focus from production to consumption and exchange, thereby giving the
commodity-producing household an equal standing with the capitalist firm
in the economy.

The category profit, and its companion category management, provided
the fundamental link between agricultural economics and farm manage
ment as theoretical practices.: Farm 'management," wrote G.F. Warren in
FarmManagement, "may be defined as the science of the organization and
management of a farm enterprise for the purpose of securing the greatest
continuous profit." Farm management specialists, however, had a different
interpretation of profit than did the agricultural economists. Although they
arrived at basically the same conclusions, they took different routes. Agri
cultural economists, closely following classical-cum-neoclassical
economics, defined profit as the difference between a farmer's gross
income and the total of rent, interest and wages, each accruing to the
respective factors according to definite economic laws. In farm manage
ment, profit was determined through a simple cost accounting process.
More importantly, though, it was considered to be part of labour income. By
calculating the difference between farm expenses and farm receipts a
farmer arrived at net farm income. His labour income was then determined
by deducting from net farm income an amount equal to the interest on capital
invested in the farm and an amount for unpaid family labour. This constituted
his return for labour and for management. In some analyses there was no
further distinction drawn between wages and profits. In others, an amount
equal to a hired man's wages was deducted, representing the farmer's
return for labour, while the remainder was interpreted as net farm profit."

Subtle differences in the conception of profit should be understood in
terms of the hierarchy of rural social science. Farm management was less
theoretical than agricultural economics. This is evident in the organization
of texts. Although Carver's Principles of Rural Economics was not purely
theoretical, containing as it did chapters on historical development and
social context, the book was organized in terms of "the factors of agricultural
production" and "the distribution of agricultural income." Warren's Farm
Management, meanwhile, had a much more practical and interpellative
tone, with chapter titles such as "Shall I Be a Farmer," "Types of Farming,"
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"Farm Records and Accounts," and "Choosing and Buying a Farm." While
containing the agricultural economists' general categories, the farm man
agement literature was addressed to farmers and their immediate problems.
The distinctive factors of production were subordinated to the subjective
unity of labour, management and capital in individual farmers. The task of
agricultural economics was to deconstruct this unity, to reveal the economic
reality beneath its surface. The task of farm management was to use this
reality to mediate the reconstitution of the unity for individual farmers on
individual farms.

Rural sociology was constituted as part of the sociological rejection of
classical political economy and the sociology that had been built upon it.
Parallelling Ely's work in economics, sociologists such as Lester Ward,
Albion Small and Edward Ross constructed an alternative vision of society
to rival the organicist, evolutionary and tslssez-telre approach of Herbert
Spencer's social Darwinism. This new sociology accepted Spencer's natu
ralistic method - the observatory technique and the amassing of data in the
tradition of Darwin - but turned it in a different direction. Whereas Spencer
and the Spencerians perceived the social world as natural, governed by
identifiable laws, and therefore beyond human intervention, Ward and his
colleagues considered society to be unnatural and requiring human guid
ance. In this new view of the social world, a naturalistic method could be
used, not to identify social laws, but to identify social problems which could
be addressed through social policy. The central social problem (expressed
through studies of crime, delinquency, poverty and immigration) was the
discovery, study and maintenance of moral or ideological community. 13

The theoretical structure that governed rural sociology contained three
elements or procedures: establishing a specifically rural domain in sociol
ogy, defining the problems in the domain, and identifying the mechanisms
through which the problems could be solved and rural people could enterthe
ideological community. A reading of John Gillette's Constructive Rural
Sociology (used as a sociology text at MAC)and some of Robert Murchie's
Manitoba studies reveal how this structure operated in actual texts. 14

The domain of rural sociology was established primarily through the
classification of communities. In establishing a claim for an area of study,
rural sociologists distinguished the distinctive characteristics of rural com
munities. Gillette drew a distinction between urban and rural communities
on the basis of factors such as population, function, associational life and
'1he density of group living." He then classified four types of rural communi
ties: a "pure agricultural" type, based upon established, specialized
agricultural production; a "mixed agricultural" type based upon established,
generalized production: frontier communities; and backward communities.
It was noted, however, that all rural communities were primarily or com
pletely agricultural, close to nature, sparsely populated and socially
homoqenecus."

Murchie, following Gillette, used the survey method to define the rural
domain and to establish the parameters of community. In the Turtle Moun-
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tain and Swan River surveys, geographic community was determined on the
basis of municipal borders." Beyond this, various questionnaires specified
the social phenomena under scrutiny, which were population, religious
organization, schools, and the attitudes of farm people to rural lnstnutlons."

Defining the problems in rural society meant conceiving of it as an area
of human intervention amenable to change through social organization, and
identifying the socially integrative and disintegrative elements in a commu
nity. Gillette presented the social domain as an interdependent network in
which the conditions of farm people were determined by factors beyond their
immediate control, but which could be affected through organization. Thus
social analysts (and farm folk themselves) had to recognize and cultivate the
rural capacity for social action. Indeed, Gillette understood this in class
terms:

We are coming to a recognition that the farmers as such are a distinct and organic
class in the national and international social mechanism, occupying a distinct
place, having specific functions, with rights to obtain and defend. possessing
characteristics by which they may be defined, and holding certain interests in
common which constitutes [sic] a basis on which they may rise to class
consciousness.l''

But the purpose of this class agency was to ensure rural participation in the
broader community, rather than to transform social relations. Agency
presupposed an impetus to action, however. The impetus in this instance
was the necessity of integrating rural society into an harmonious social
order. What were deemed to be problems, then, were those institutions
which were failing to perform this important task.

In Gillette's sociology people entered ideological community, and institu
tions facilitated that entry, through socialization. "The socialisation of a
community," he wrote, "involves revolutionising its citizens' minds to its
institutions and utilittes.?" To socialize an institution was to reconstruct it
and make it amenable to the uses society demanded. The specific subordi
nation of the individual and the local to the social proceeded through a
number of avenues. Schools became social centres for the community and
they became relevant to scientific agriculture and scientific homemaking.
Churches began to act as social centres and as stimuli for rural im
provements. Transportation and communication were improved to
overcome rural isolation and put the country in touch with urban centres.
Women's clubs helped keep the home in contact with the larger society so
that women - "the great social factor" - were able to institute the reforms
necessary for a better community and sociallife.20 Through these avenues
and others, rural people became more conscious of their sociability. be
came more amenable to social control and, crucially, became active and
willing participants in their adaptation to a broader social milieu.

In Murchie's work, problems were defined and solutions were proffered
through an assessment of educational, economic, religious and social
conditions. In the case of the Turtle Mountain and Swan River surveys, the
positive and negative features of the community were delineated. Commu-
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nity leadership was considered a problem in Turtle Mountain in that,
although there was leadership in specific areas, there was little wider
community leadership ''which is of such value in uniting the people in
movementsfor ruralbenerment.?" Localism, parochialism and opposition
to reformweredeemedto be problems.Activitiesthat builtcommunityspirit
andcontributedto asenseof socialunityweredeemedsociallyprogressive.
Cooperativeactivitywas progressive, and hencean ideologically cohesive
factor. when itwas broadlybased. In Turtle Mountain cooperation was still
largely economic. whereas in Swan River (and most other areas of rural
Manitoba) it had movedbeyondeconomics, fostering communityspirit:

The most striking thing,perhaps, in rural Manitobafor the student of sociology is
the growing feeling of solidarity... Especially is Swan River remarkable in this
regard: co-operative enterprises ... take the form ... of beef rings, livestock
associations. farmers' elevators. co-operative stores. Boys and Girls' clubs.
Home Economicssocieties,consolidatedschools,and unionSunda~chools ...
These co-operativeendeavorsare the best index to the social mind.

As a theoretical ideology, then, rural sociology was an investigatory
disciplinethat conceivedof rural societyas a field requiringactive interven
tion. Problemswere identifiedand solutionswereoffered in orderto ensure
that ruralpeoplewerepartof the ideological community.

In 1920 the Grain Growers' Guide published an advertisement for
Seager Wheeler's Profitable Grain Growing and John Bracken's Crop
Production in Western Canada, presentingthe two authors as the agricUl
tural equivalent of efficiency engineers in industry. Suggesting that the
engineer "mustcombinethe latestscienceandthe mostworkablepractice
and applythemto solvethe problemshe meets,II the advertisement offered
the farmers of westernCanadathe hire of Wheelerand Brackenfor $3.00
for life.23 Although explicit use of the languageof industrial efficiencywas
peculiar to the postwar years, the knowledge/production equation was
common throughout the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Speakers and participants in the farmers' institute meetings of the 18905
drew the connection closely,particularlyindiscussions of the depressionin
the early years of the decade." The "Better Farming Trains" in 1912-14,
sponsoredby the railways andconductedby the agriculturalcollege, were
designed to introduce farmers to better agricultural techniques in the
interestsof increasing procucton." And, generally,discussionsof agricul
tural education from the late 1890s through the war years began with the
premise that the most importantfactor in an enhanced productivitywas for
Manitobafarmersto havegreateraccessto.agricultural advice."

A particulartypeof farmerwas mostsuccessful intranslatingagricultural
knowledge into a moreproductive and efficientfarm.This specialtype was
practicallyoriented,accepting the limitsof naturewhilebecomingageneral
expert inthe variousfieldswhichboreuponagrarianlife.Heapproached his
work systematically, drawing upon scientific innovations while retaining
past wisdom. Scientificfarming, accordingto The Farmers' Advocate, was
"simply farming in harmonywith the laws which the great Architect ... has
implanted in the soil, the air, the plants, and animals..." Within this cosmic
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context, the successful farmer was a botanist in his knowledge of plant life,
an architect or engineer in constructing a barn, an entomologist in combat
ting insects, and so forth across the many fields of agricultural knowledge.27

With the systematization of knowledge in the agricultural college, this image
of the producer became more tightly organized, yet the basic elements
remained. In a curricular reorganization in 1919-20, the notion of the general
expert was invoked to justify and explain the diversified diploma program in
agriculture. "The typical farmer," it said, "is his own engineer, his own
manager and worker, his own carpenter, and sometimes his own veterinary
surgeon.Jl28

While a systematic and general expertise could be partially built through
received wisdom, the truly successful farmer was responsive to literature
and thereby accepted the importance of formal education. Farmers had to
accept the leadership of the colleges, institutes and extension service by
reading and utilizing their products. In the institute approach farmers
presented papers using bulletins, books and agricultural newspapers as
source material." That method was never truly effective in reaching the
"less progressive"farmer, however. The Extension Service was designed to
overcome this problem, but even a well-organized lecturer's program faced
many of the difficulties of the institute approach. In 1913 E. Ward Jones of
MAC lamented that many Manitoba farmers did not take advantage of the
educational material available to them, suggesting "these men ... do not
often attend agricultural meetings, and, if they do attend, they make little
effort to grasp the material being presented." For Jones the solution lay in
the "up-to-d~te farmer," who attended meetings, carrying the message to
his less progressive neighbours by example. 30Two years later this role was
largely appropriated with the initial appointment of district representatives
who would work directly with farmers, combining scientific education with
practical training.31

Competition was an important element in the construction of an efficient
agricultural producer. In the nineteenth century the agricultural society fair
(basically a livestock show) and plowing matches were the main media of
producer competition. But after the turn of the century, with the expansion of
grain growing and the establishment of the Extension Service, Manitoba
farmers were able to participate in various competitions, ranging from the
traditional ones to summerfallow competitions and seed fairs. And all of the
competitions had a common purpose - to improve agricultural technique
and increase efficienc~ through friendly rivalry and the raising of community
production standards. 2 .

For his place in the market, the farmer acquired a sense of himself as an
agricultural businessman. The categories generated in economics and
agricultural economics - profit, demand, supply, production, consumption
and so forth - were used here to address producers as economic actors.
Farm men were identified first as producers in the market and second as
businessmen ofthe market. The producer in the market had to understand
its mechanisms and adjust his production to its demands. More importantly
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though, the producer had to become part of the market as a manager and
an entrepreneur. As an entrepreneur he participated in the wider economic
world; as a manager he organized his enterprise in conformity with that
world.

The first and most general element in a producer's market identity was a
recognition of the dynamics of capitalism as an international system. In a
representative text which appeared in the Grain Growers' Guide during
1924, for example, Henry Grant sought to correct certain misconceptions
concerning the economic situation of the day. He wanted to show farmers
that the depression through which they were suffering was not peculiar to
their own country nor was it a unique historical event. "Farmers," Grant
wrote, "should realize that periods of depression and progress have an
inevitable habit of recurring, and that from now on, the advent of good times
should breed sane conservatism, and the arrival of depression bring
fortitude and faith." Grant went so far as to suggest that the farm man truly
became a business manthrough his entry into the world market:

The western farmer now realizes that he must producefor the world. He is no
longertheslaveof pioneerrestrictions and rusticconventions. It exaltsa manto
be madea part of a world system,and thewholesomeness of great relationsis
meaningthat the indolent,passive,vegetative farmeris givingplace to the virile
strenuousman.33

More specifically, the various components of the economy were conveyed
in the agricultural economics courses taught at MAC. College examination
papers suggested that such things as the role of supply and demand in
agriculture, the importance of the gold standard, the advantages of the
North American method of marketing grain crops (and the role of "middle
men" in that system), the positive features of banking in a community, and
the place of capital and labour in the economy were important themes. 34

The farmer ofthe market was a manager pursuing profit in his combina
tion of land, labour and capital, and an entrepreneur maximizing returns
through different marketing strategies. When farm management became a
distinct offering in the MAC agricultural economics curriculum in 1913,
Warren's Farm Management was the text. In that and subsequent years
(1913-17) farm management students studied the organization and man
agement of a farm business, the various types of farming, farm size and the
investment of capital inthe enterprise, and the organization of labour on the
tarm."

The entrepreneurial farmer actively participated in the market, pursuing
various marketing strategies for his grain and livestock. Marketing courses
at MAC taught agricultural students how to understand the market and
participate fully in it. "Principles of Marketing," offered in 1925-26, involved
"analyses of market functions, marketing channels and marketing agencies
with special reference to storing, grading and market financing of farm
prooucts.r" In the examinations set for marketing courses, students were
asked to identify the components of the grain trade, as in this example from
1915:
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a) Define the following terms as applied to the speculative wheat market: 'Bull
Speculator"; "Bear Speculator"; Ulong" and "Short"; and "Pur and "Call";

b) What is meant by "cash" or "spot" wheat.

Or, they were asked to solve marketing problems like those contained in the
following scenario:

Mr. J.R. Dutton of Gilbert Plains shipped to his own order at Port Arthur one car
of wheat weighing 60,000 pounds, which graded No. 1 Northern with a dockage
of 1%. The car arrived at Fort William on September 15th and the grain was
stored in the terminal elevator until October 30th, when he sold it through the
Grain Growers' Grain Company for $1.00 per bushel. The freight rate from
Gilbert Plains to Fort William is 15 cents per 100 pounds. Interest rate is 6%.

a) What amount did he pay for storage?

b) What amount did he pay the CNR?

c) On the form provided make out the account sales rendered to Mr. Dutton by
the Grain Growers' Grain Company.37

As the reference to the Grain Growers' Grain Company in the above
quote suggests, cooperation was an important marketing option for farmers.
By 1914-15, cooperative. marketing was being taught as a component of
agricultural economics and, in the "Rural Economics" courses offered after
1916, the subject of agricultural cooperation (Ctits history, co-operative
legislation, formation of co-operative organisations, scope of agricultural
co-operation") accounted for about one-third of the subject matter." By
1925-26, there was a separate "Principles of Co-operation" course involving
an "intensive study of motives, methods of organisation and business
management of co-operative assoctatlons.r"

As a 1925 extension bulletin illustrates, however, the subject of cooper
ative marketing was constrained within acceptable limits in this material. In
his introduction to the bulletin, John Bracken wrote:

To those who are starting in co-operative enterprise, it should be emphasized
that co-operation of itself carries with it no miraculous solution for our problems
of marketing: we must produce what the market demands and produce more
efficiently than our competitors. Producer organizations. whether co-operative or
otherwise, cannot evade the laws of economics and business. They can do a
great deal, however, towards standardizing production, eliminating wastes in
marketing, and providing new markets.

In the main text of the bulletin, Henry Grant enumerated the benefits that
would accrue from adopting cooperative methods, notably efficient action in
the market and the construction of a market mentality. The four "possibilities
of co-operative marketing" that he listed were: 1) standardizing and improv
ing education; 2) regulating the flow to market; 3} improving the distribution
between markets; and 4) developing new markets. Much less irnportantwas
the development of cooperative ideals. The seventh and last item in a list
entitled "What should a co-operative member do?" was "Develop an intelli
gent understanding of the meaning of co-operation," well below "Eliminate
excess varieties and improve his products" and "Make intelligent use of
market intormatlon.""Hence, cooperation was a marketing option which the
market-wise farmer could use in pursuit of a better return on his investment.
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But the farm was something more than a capitalist firm; it was also the
material foundation of family and home. The farmer had to operate his farm
as a business while using it to construct a family environment. The task of
providing material support for the family was accomplished by being a good
farmer. So the farmer who produced efficiently, and managed his farm as a
business, was serving his family well. But the creation and maintenance of
a solid family environment was a more difficult process. Physically, it meant
organizing an attractive farmstead. An ideal farmstead included a tree-lined
avenue from the main road directly to the house, a shelterbelt on the north
and west, a lawn inside the shelterbelt and around the house. beds of
flowers, and a space "for such enjoyable summer games as tennis, croquet,
and like pastimes." Such a comfortable and pleasant environment provided
a context for "father and mother, sisters and brothers [to] gather together."
By making the home "magnetic and attractive" in this way, the farm man did
his duty to family and cornrnunlty." In his domestic relationship, meanwhile,
he treated his wife as a partner in the farm, leaving her alone to manage her
own department in the enterprise. The "only way that seems to work out in
terms of cash profit for both of them," Margaret Phillips argued in 1923, "is
when certain departments of the farm are called John's and Mary's and each
carries the responsibility of seeing that work is accomplished." In this vision,
the traditional patriarch gave way to the benevolent patriarch. He was still
firmly in control but in a managerial rather than a paternal sense. On the
traditional farm, "John plans and bosses everything and Mary just does the
jobs he assigns her," but on the properly managed farm:

the independentMarywill tell John thatwhilehecan bossall the broadacresand
plant them to his own joy and wisdom. she craves a few square feet to dig and
delve all her own way, and. ifshe so desires, plant acorns and peanutswithout
.interference.

Just like horses in a tandem team, "John may lead the load, but Mary surely
does her share of the pulling:t42

To complement his private face as a benevolent patriarch, the first
component of a farm man's public face was service to the community
through active participation in community organizations. Community ser
vice meant breaking down individual, familial, and rural isolation in the
interests of a broader community and rural stability. So the farm man, in the
interests of non-sectarianism and comrmmity-wide endeavour, became
active in agricultural societies, farmers' institutes, grain growers' associa
tions, UFM clubs and similar groups.43

Theide.al farm man played a leadership role in his community. The MAC
graduate, in particular, bore a great deal of responsibility for rural leader
ship. To begin with, he was specifically trained for this task through the "rural
leadership" courses thatwere part of the rural sociology curriculum by 1919.
In these courses, he studied "some of the practical problems of rural life in
Western Canada [and the] methods of redirecting rural social life ... ,,44 After
graduation, if he chose to farm, he returned to his own or another rural
district prepared to socialize the community:
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By his words and deedshe shouldspiritually.morallyand economicallyhelphis
less fortunatebrother... Anagriculturalstudent,havingstudiedruralsociology...
can and should perform a great work in his rural district by the organizationof
boys' and girls' clubs,agriculturalmeetings.dramaticand othersocial organiza
tions.45

25

He and other farm men were taught how to establish rural values and better
farming through the MAC short courses," The enlightened rural man could,
through effective leadership, facilitate the construction of community.

Effective rural leadership yielded the cooperative rural citizen. The
"redirection of social life" or the "soclallzatlon of rural communities" meant
imbuing rural areas with a spirit of cooperation. As rural people were drawn
out of their isolation and into associations, they learned to be cooperative.
According to the authorof a MAC extension bulletin that addressed the issue
of boys' and girls' clubs, "the best results will be accomplished only whenthe
whole community, including the churches, homes and the various farmers'
and women's organizations, co-operate with the school in lending dignity
and sympathy to the movement,"? And, Professor T.J. Harrison of MAC
claimed, the solution to rural social problems depended upon two things:
"co-operative or community movements among farmers, and ... the co-op
eration of the community with the -government and rural leaders.?" To
cooperate was to overcome social divisiveness in the interests of a wider
harmony.

The image of professionalism was constantly invoked in this ideology. It
was used to construct a status for farmers in which they identified them
selves as equal to traditional middle-class professionals, notably doctors
and lawyers. The professional farmer was a perfect combination of efficient
producer and manager, the skillful market player, and the solid family and
community man.

The first and major aspect of any profession was a body of exclusive
knowledge that was acquired through specialized training. MAC, especially
in the agriculture diploma program, was the training ground for Manitoba
farmers. Just like other professional students, the agriculture student stud
ied a varied curriculum of' specialized courses. He learned the precise
details of crop and livestock proouctlon, proper methods of farm manage
ment and marketing, and a systematic approach to rural leadership and
community betterment. Upon graduation, students were "practical, intelli
gent successful farmers, and good citizens" with the skills required to make
a positive contribution to rural life; furthermore, they had acquired the
scientific knowledge and the business ability to engage in the increasingly
complex "business of farming.,.49 The farmer who was to succeed needed
this training, and the farmer who lacked it was something less than a
professional.

The true professional had the best livestock, crops, machinery and seed,
kept a well-maintained farmstead, made regular improvements to roads and
fences, and followed an enlightened yet cost-effective management plan.
Professionalism meant "good farming," and the good farming competition
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was designed to reward farmers who set a professional standard in their .
community. Baseduponthe assumption that agriculture was a permanent
profession, the competition judgedand assessed the variouscomponents
of an operation with a view to rewarding the farmer who transcended the
mere acquisition of wealth, exuding an air of stability and 10ngevity.50
Furthermore, the fact that farmershadto masterso manyareasof endeav
ourwas an indication of their professional status. G.W.Fiskewrote:

It should be evident to all that agriculture today is thoroughly scientific when
rightlypracticed,whichissimplysayingthatthepracticeof thenew agricultureis
a profession. It is amongthe mostdifficultand highlytechnicalof all professions.
No profession, with the possibleexceptionof medicine, hasa broader scientific
basis.51

Moreover, afailureto acquire scientific knowledge wasdeemedby someto
be tantamount to unprofessional behaviour. "What would we think of a
doctor," D.F. Wilsonasked rhetorically in an 1893 plea for greateragricul
tural knowledge, "whoknowsas littleof hisprofession aswe do of ours?,,52

The idealfarm man,then, identified withthe professional andbourgeois
elements in society. As an economic actor he was the same as any other
businessman or entrepreneur with whom he shared the market, and as a
social actor he had a status equal to that of any other man in the local or
nationalcommunity.

There were two sides to the identities thus formed, reflecting the two
.components of human knowledge: knowledge as a part of labour power
(material) andknowledge as a regionof ideology where meaningis consti
tuted (ideal). Materialknowledge in Manitoba agriculture was organized in
termsof the indirectsubordination of farm households to capital.Thewhole
range of scientific and technical knowledge necessary for sustained and
efficientmarketproduction, whilenot appropriated fromproducers accord
ing to the formal capitalistmodel (through wage labour), was nonetheless
marshalled for the purposes of capitalist exchange. To a large extent this
proceeded through market mechanisms - notably the price system 
wherebyfarmhouseholds becamesoentrapped inthecircuitsofcapitalthat
they had to sustaintheir conditions of existence through capitalist institu
tions. But it was reinforced through an ideology in which the natural and
technical elements in agricultural production were linked to specificsocial
relations.

Meaning was constituted on the foundation of material knowledge. and
social identities were built upon. the contradictory elements in the work
experience offarm men.Butsustainable identities weredifficultto construct
in farming since farmers owned their own instruments of production and
controlledthe production process, but were nonetheless effectively subor
dinated to capital through the mechanism of exchange. In one light they
appeared to be workers; in anotherlightthey took on the characteristics of
capitalists. Thedominantideology playedon thisvagueness to construct a
bourgeois identity. Through marginalist economics, for example, the farm
household acquired anequalstanding withthe capitalist firm in the market-
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place. And rural sociology envisioned an ideological community linking
farmers with other occupational groups (especially business groups) in
defiance of factors that divided them.

This bourgeois identity was cemented with the ideology of professional
ism. Farm men were encouraged to see themselves as possessing a status
equal to that of any (other) professional man. Professionalism represented
a claim on middle-class identity, close to the respectable elements in society
and at a distance from the working class. With a professional status to
complement their bourgeois identity, farm men became technically profi
cient, socially integrated participants in a marginalist economy.

But this is only half of the story." Dominant ideologies struggled with
ideologies of resistance for hegemony in the formation of agrarian identities.
Below these integrationist ideologies various oppositional ones formed"and
reformed to make different, and disruptive, sense of the same reality.
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25¢ an Hour; 48 Hours a Week; More Toilets; Less Cats:
The Labour Struggles of the "Girls"

at the A.E. McKenzie Company in Brandon
Errol Black

ABSTRACT. In 1944,womenworkersat McKenzieSeeds in Brandonstaged a spontaneous
strike in supportof increasedwagesand improvedworkingconditions.Subsequendy, in 1946,
plant workers - both male and female - formed a local of the Canadian Bakery Worker's
Union No.1. For the next six years the local, led by women,attemptedto entrench theirunion
and their bargainingrights in the face of relentlessoppositionfrom,and victimizationby, A.E.
McKenzie.Their struggle resulted in strikes in 1947and 1948,and involvedvarious govern
ment agencies, arbitrators,and the courts.The struggleendedwith the demise of the local in
1952. The significanceof this episode in Brandon'slabour history is that it demonstratedthe
capacity of womenworkers to organizeand leadtrade unions.As well, the struggleconfirmed
the importanceof militancyand laboursolidarityin advancingthe interestsof workers.

SOMMAIRE.En 1944,lesfemmesemployeesparMcKenzieSeedsaBrandonorganisentune
grave spontanee afin d'obtenir une augmentation de salaire et de meilleures conditions de
travail. Par la suite, en 1946, les employes- hommeset femmes- forment une sectiondu
Canadian Bakery Worker's Union No.1. Au cours des six anneessuivantes, ils essayent de
faire reconnaitre leur syndicat et leurs droits face a une opposition sans repit et a des
represaillesde la partdeA.E.McKenzie.Leurlutteaboutiten 1947et 1948adeuxgravesdans
lesquelles sont impliques divers organismes gouvernementaux, des mediateurs et les
tribunaux. Cette lutte se conclut en 1952 lorsque la section syndicale est demantelee. Cet
episode de J'histoire ouvriere de Brandon est important car il prouve que las femmes sont
capables d'organiser et de diriger des syndicats. Cela confirme aussi I'importance du
militantismeet de la solidariteouvrieredans la promotiondes inten3ts des travailleurs.

In recent years, much work has been done to clarify the role of women in
the history of the working class in Canada. This research, much of it by
feminist historians, has demonstrated that while women were both subordi
nate in relations between the sexes, and in an inferior position in the labour
market, they did not passively acquiesce in this situation. On the contrary, it
is now clear that historically women have been engaged in a double
struggle, a struggle to reduce inequalities between the sexes, and a struggle
to overcome their inferior position in the labour market.'

In the latter struggle women have used the same tactics as men to
defend and advance their material interests, namely, the formation of trade
unions, collective bargaining, and militant job action. Much of the research
on women's involvement in trade unions has focussed on the obstacles
created for women by male-dominated trade unions. In particularthe results
of this research suggest, amongst other things, that in many situations
unions either excluded women from their memberships or, alternatively,
collaborated with employers in relegating women to inferior jobs. These
responses were inspired by either ideological considerations, namely, a
belief that women's proper place in society was in the home - the domestic
sphere; or material considerations, notably, a fear that employment of
women would erode the wages, benefits and status of male workers. There
is considerable validity to this perspective, but it is overly one-sided,
because it ignores or down plays situations in which efforts by women
workers to advance their material interests were supported both by male
co-workers and by male-dominated labour orqanizatlons."
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This article seeks to redress the balance with an account of industrial
relations at the A.E. McKenzie Company in Brandon, Manitoba from 1944
to 1952. The account is useful for three main reasons. First, it confirms the
fact that efforts to organize unions and militant job actions were not the
exclusive preserve of men; indeed, at the A.E. McKenzie Company the
impetus for trade-union organization and strike action quite clearly origi
nated with the women. Second, it demonstrates that efforts by the women
to redress inequities in the work situation were supported by male co-work
ers. by the parent union. by other labour organizations in Brandon, and by
the labour council in Winnipeg. Third, it clarifies the nature of the obstacles
which women did confront in struggles to improve their material conditions,
in this case, obstacles created by the employer, a provincial government
unsympathetic to the needs and aspirations of working people in general,
and working women in particular, and the courts.

Brandon: The City and its Working Class

Brandon was incorporated as a city in 1882. It was clear from the outset
that the city was destined to play a modest role in the development of
Manitoba's economy. Winnipeg was the centre of the provincial economy.
Brandon was to be a service and distribution centre for the agricultural
region of southwest Manitoba. Manufacturing production was confined
mainly to products used in local markets, but there were a handful of firms
which were able to compete in regional and national markets because of
locational advantaqes."

The formation of the city's working class - both in terms of size and
composition - was a reflection of the volume and content of investment.
Growth was relatively slow in the early decades, but took off in the boom
years preceding World War I. At the turn of the century the population was
5,620. 4 By1911, it had more than doubled to 13,890.5 The development of
working-class institutions followed the pattern in other cities, and, in partic
ular, the pattern in Winnipeg. In 1902, there were two entrenched union
locals in Brandon -locals of locomotive firemen and trainmen on the CPR.
By 1906 there were twelve locals. This provided a sufficient base to support
a local Trades and Labour Council. By 1913 there were twenty-six locals."
Although the labour movement in Brandon was decidedly parochial, it was
exposed, through its links to national and international trade union bodies,
to the ideas and philosophies of labourism and revolutionary socialism, and
this exposure was reflected in the politics of the Trades and Labour Council
and in the formation of a local chapter of the Socialist Party of Canada in
1909.7

Conditions changed abruptly with the onset of a depression in 1913 and
the advent of World War Ion 4 August 1914. The depression temporarily
weakened the trade union movement; the war generated inflation and
exacerbated antagonisms between both labour and employers and labour
and civic authorities. With the end of the war in 1918, labour across North
America went on the offensive in an effort both to expand the trade-union
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movement and to regain the losses in real income experienced during and
after the war," The revolt of labour in Brandon began with a strike of civic
workers and teamsters which lasted from the 23 to the 26 April 1919 and
ended with a victory for the civic workers. Then on 20 May workers in
Brandon called a general sympathetic strike in support of workers in
Winnipeg. This strike lasted until 25 June. There was a further call for
general strike action on 26 June in response to reprisals taken against
striking civic workers, but the call went largely unheeded. The outcome of
the general strike was the same in Brandon as in Winnipeg. Labour was
crushed. The implications were far-reaching. Radical labour organizations
were discredited. The Trades and Labour Council ceased operaticn, Work
ers were utterly demoralized."

Labour's weakness following the events of 1919 was compounded by the
postwar economic stagnation which took hold in western Canada in 1920
and persisted through to World War 11. 10 In Brandon, the number of union
locals declined from a peak of twenty-seven in 1918 to twenty-four in 1924.
The numberof locals stabilized at twenty-tivetorthe remainder of the 1920s,
but declined again during the Great Depression, reaching a low of twenty
one in 1936.11 Under these conditions, labour was quiescent. Indeed, while
there were a number of strikes by workers employed on relief projects in the
1930s, there was not a single strike in Brandon by employed workers forthe
entire period 1920 to 1943.12

With the advent of war in 1939, conditions in Brandon's economy
improved dramatically." By 1941, the unemployment rate, which had stood
at 20 percent in 1936, was down to 4 percent. 13 This decline was a result of
both the absorption of people into the armed forces (705 men and five
women were reported on active service in the 1941 census) and of an
increase in jobs. The improvement in labour-market conditions contributed
to a regeneration of organized labour. By 1945, Brandon had two labour
councils affiliated with the two main trade-union centrals in Canada - the
Trades and Labour Congress and the Canadian Congress of Labour (ccu.
As well, new unions were organized in local firms which had historically
resisted unionization. Brandon's long era of labour "peace" finally came to
an end in 1944, when the women at the A.E. McKenzie Company staged a
spontaneous strike in support of demands for better wages and improved
working conditions.

The "Girls" Walk Out

Prior to World War II women made up less than a quarter of Brandon's
work force. As well, they were concentrated in a relatively small number of
occupations. Thus, in 1936, women accounted for 24.6 percent of the
gainfully occupied work force in Brandon's economy. The bulk of them - 71
percent - were in six occupations: sales clerk, domestic service, nurse
(graduates and in training), teacher, waitress, and stenographer/typist. With
the advent of war in 1939, the employment of women increased. By 1941,
women accou nted for 27.9 percent of the gainfully occupied work force. The
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proportion in the occupations cited above remained constant, however, at
71 percent. Moreover,womenwage earnershadmuch lowerearnings than
their male counterparts. In 1941, the average annual earnings of women
were 40.2 percentof the earningsof men- $413 as comparedto $1,028.14

Very few womenwere employedin manufacturingand processingfirms,
and even fewer in production jobs. The A.E. McKenzie Company was one
firm that did employwomen. Moreover,for women without the resources to
acquire skills for professional and clerical work', jobs at the company were
about the only alternative to domestic work and waitressing. Therefore,
there were many young women after these jobs." The firm was started in
1882 as a nour, grain and feed business. In 1896,A.E. McKenzie inherited
the businessfrom hisfather andconvertedit to a seedhouse- the Brandon
Seed House. At the outset, the firm processedboth field and packet seeds.
Eventually, it concentrated on packet seeds and by the 1940s was .the
dominant firm in the Canadian packet-seed market, with distribution facili
ties in Moose Jaw, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Toronto and Winnipeg. In 1945
the firm became a Crown corporation when 90 percent of the shares were
transferred to the Manitoba government as part of an arrangement worked
out in 1939 to secure funding for Brandon College. McKenzie ran the firm
until just before his death in 1962.16 In his dealings with employees,
McKenziewaspaternalisticandauthoritarian;hetook careof hisemployees
but hewould brook noopposition: "Itwas almostfeudal. Hewas the top man
and that was it. His word was law. You didn't tell Mr. McKenzie anything. It
was his world.?"

In January 1940, the firm's production work force consisted of eighteen
men and eighteen women." By January 1945 it was up to thirty-two men
andfifty-threewomen.19 The work force was segregated.The processingof
seedswas done on the fifth floor by men. Whenthe seeds were ready, they
were transferred to the third floor where the women packed them for
shipping. A high proportion of the men were farmers and agricultural
workers who got seasonal jobs at the company in the winter. In contrast,
virtually all of the women were from Brandon. "It was a good gang of kids.
The cameraderie was great. Everybody helped one another.r" The wage
structurewas uncomplicated.In 1940,experiencedmaleworkerswere paid
30¢ an hour, inexperienced male workers 25¢. The hourly rate for women
was fixed in accordance with minimum wage regulations. It ranged from
18.75rt an hour in the first three monthsof employmentto a top rate of 25¢
after nine months employment." During the war years, the differential
between men and women increased significantly. Male wages were in
creased, while female wages remained frozen at 1940 rates. In February
1944,women workers at the firm were seeking adjustments in their wages.
James Leslie,chairmanof the ManitobaMinimumWage Board,conciliated
in the negotiations and got the company to agree to raise the rates for a
forty-eight-hour week from: $10 to $10.71 for workers with four to eight
months' experience;$11 to $11.73for workers with eight to twelve months'
experience; and $12 to $12.90 for workers with more than twelve months'
experience. The rate for beginners would remain at nine dollars per week
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(l.e., 183/4¢ an hour). This proposal was placed before the thirty-five women
seeking a wage adjustment on 22 February 1944. They rejected it and went
on strike to back up their demands.

The Brandon Daily Sun carried a report on the strike on 25 February,
under the caption, "Girl Employees of Seed Firm Walk Out - Parade Their
Grievances Around Town." According to this report, the grievances of the
striking women were recorded on their placards:

These are that they were underpaid and they demanded 25 cents a hour on a
basis of a 48-hour week; there was a deficiency of toilets in the McKenzie
building; the first aid kit was locked up and they had to provide their own soa~

there were no rest periods and cats were around them as they ate their meals.

A.E. McKenzie, the firm's owner, "attributed the walkout to a few radicals"
specifically, a few girls who had just been hired on a temporary basis. He
claimed the complaints were unjustified: "the girls were receiving more than
the minimum wage rate, and in addition the cost of Iivingbonus.,,23

The Manitoba government intervened in the dispute on 26 February.
James O. McLenaghen, minister of Labour. announced that the Minimum
Wage Board would investigate the causes of the strike. Board chairman,
James Leslie, and five board members toured the plant and interviewed
some of the "girls" on 29 February." Subsequentiy, the board attempted to
resolve the dispute by drawing up an agreement which provided for "25
cents an hour and a 48-hourweekwith the exception of 16 women who were
to receive $11 for a 48-hourweek:.25 Initially the "girls" rejected the proposed
solution and voted to stay out until everyone got 25¢ an hour." The strike
ended 2 March when the women agreed to return to work on the under
standing both that the Minimum Wage Board would develop new
regulations for the A.E. McKenzie Company and that there would be no
reprisals against the strikers."

From the outset of the 1944 strike A.E. McKenzie insisted that it had been
provoked by outsiders (apparently ,he could not believe that the young
women at the plant would have the 'temerity to challenge his wisdom and
authority). He reiterated this view in his report on the strike to the Depart
ment of Labour in Ottawa: "The Company is strongly of the opinion that the
entire fiasco was definitely and directly engineered from outslde.:" This
view was, however, repudiated by an operative from the Brandon detach
ment of the RCMP who investigated the dispute. In his report, the operative
noted that there was no union involved, no evidence of "any communistic
influences," and no likelihood of violence:

I may add, for your information. that parades of the strikers are taking place daily
in Brandon. The girls taking part are orderly in their manner, they are equipped
with banners on which are worded their demands. Public interest in this strike has
been aroused and the general consensus of opinion is that the girls should have
struck a long time ago. however, I can find no evidence that the girls are being
influenced by any outside Union or subversive organization.29
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Organizing a Union

Despite the assurances of the Minimum Wage Board, the situation for
women workers at the company did not improve appreciably after their
return to work. Wage data for 13 January 1945 indicate that the range of
rates for male workers was 32.5 to 50¢ an hour, with twenty-four of the
thirty-two getting 45 or 50¢ an hour. The structure of women's rates, in
contrast, was essentially the same as it had been prior to the strike, with
twenty-eight of the fifty-three getting $11 for a forty-eight-hour week, and
another twenty-one getting $12 a week. 30 By January 1946, however, the
wage structure for women had opened up significantly as a result of
changes to the Manitoba minimum wage law which took effect 24 March
1945. After the adjustments to wages necessitated by the changes in the
legislation, the range in weekly rates for women was $9.60 to $17.40. For
some of the women, the increase from 1945 to 1946 was 20 percent or
better. Experienced workers, for example, had their weekly rates increased
from $12 to $14.40 - although this was small consolation for the four
women who had been with the firm and stuck at $12 since 1940. Ironically,
despite the marked improvement in wage rates for experienced women in
1946, the average weekly wage rate rose by a mere 50¢ - from $11.66 to
$12.16 - because of a high rate of turnover which placed twenty-four of the
fifty-six women on the payroll at the bottom rate of $9.60 a week. 31

In the spring of 1946, the Winnipeg Labour Council made a submission
to the Manitoba government protesting the $9.60 starting wage for women
at the A.E. McKenzie Company. Premier Garson, who was also nominally
the head of the now provincially owned corporation, promised to rectify the
situation. Subsequently, Garson convened a meeting with A.E. McKenzie,
C. Rhodes Smith (ministerof Labour), the MlA for Brandon, and those MLAs
who had also objected to the low rates at the company. This meeting
resulted in an agreement that:

Effective for the Fall. when the Company began its new Winter Season. a new
wage pattern would be put into effect. which would curtail the previous long term
of training [for women]. from a five-month basis to a two months basis and the
beginners rate of 20 [¢l per hour would be eliminated.32

Under this "MLAsagreement" the beginner's rate was raised from 20 to 24e
an hour, one step in the wage structure was eliminated, and the qualifying
period to obtain the top rate of 30¢ an hour was compressed from six months
to two months.

At roughly the same time dissatisfied McKenzie workers appealed to the
Brandon Labour Council for help in forming a union. The Brandon Labour
Council (an affiliate of the CCl) organized a meeting of the workers for 28
March 1946 to discuss unlonizatlon." The turnout at the meeting was small.
Those employees who showed up reported that:

the reason there was such a small attendance was the fear of the employees that
if they attended they would be dismissed from their employment. It was further
put forward that that day the foreman had interrogated a number of the
employees in avery brusque manner as to whether they were going to attend that
Union meeting. 34
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A second meeting was organized for7 April. This time a letterwas sent to all
employees advising them that they could not be discharged for union
activity: "such action is now definitely prohibited by law, and the Provincial
Government, as major owners of the plant, are extremely anxious that there
be no such possibility:.35 Attached to the letter was a pamphlet with the
caption ICWhy Be An Individualist," which explained the advantages of
unionization:

There is only one way to get the things you want and need, the way other workers
have done; Join a Union. Without a Union the individual Worker is helpless. He
cannot bargain with his employer. He must in most cases take work on the
Employer's terms, or do without. The employer can easily do without the
individual worker, but the individual worker cannot do without a job ...

You owe it to yourself to join. You owe it to your Fellow workers on the job, and
throughout Brandon. You can give them an irresistible lead. You can help the
transformation of your industry from one of the lowest paid in Brandon to one of
the OOSt.36

At the Sunday 7 April meeting, McKenzie workers reported that four of
the people who had attended the previous meeting had been discharged on
the grounds that there was no work available. As well, the foreman in charge
was phoning other employees and discharging them for the same reason:

It was put forward that the Foreman had received one of the notices ... and had
been seen waiting on Mr. McKenzie, in the corridor, to show him the bill, and that
after reading same, Mr. McKenzie had told him to IGo ahead and fire them. ,37

After much discussion on this matterthe employees called forthe establish
ment of a commission within the week to investigate the dismissals. Failing
this, they would hold another meeting 12 April to call a strike. 38 William T.
White, business agent for Canadian Bakery Workers' Union No.1, advised
the meeting that there was no reason why a commission could not be out to
Brandon by Wednesday or Thursday.39

An investigation was conducted by Thomas J. Williams, an employee of
the Manitoba Department of Labour. Williams found that six men had been
dismissed for union activity. As well, he confirmed that there was a cam
paign of harassment and intimidation aimed at preventing unionization of
the firm. One of those interviewed by Williams was Della Burton, who told
him that one of the foremen had come to her home on 7 April to ask her if
she was going to the union meeting and tell her that: "Mr. McKenzie had
stated that it would not be to her advantage to go to the meeting.'t4°Burton
also revealed that on Monday 8 April the supervisory staff had had a meeting
with female employees and told them that they should set up "a committee
of three which together with a similar male committee would deal with all
matters of dissatlstactlon.v" Williams submitted his report to Premier
Garson.

The meeting of 12 April went ahead as scheduled. This time forty of the
McKenzie workers attended. William White told the meeting the investiga
tion had been completed and the report was now with the premier. In the
discussion that followed, some of the workers argued that they should
organize immediately to ensure there would be no repetition of the firings. A
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motion to this effect was made and carried. A second motion called for those
present to pay their initiation fees; twenty-five paid immediately and were
welcomed into the Bakery Workers' Union. A third motion directed the
Bakery Workers' Union to file for certification as the bargaining agent for
McKenzie employees. Finally, a committee consisting of three men and
three women was formed to complete the organizing drive in the plant."

An application for certification was filed with the Manitoba Wartime
Labour Relations Board on 15 April 1946.43 The application included
evidence that thirty-two employees supported unionization. The board
advised the company that an application had been received and certification
would be granted unless the employer requested a representation vote. The
firm requested a vote, which was conducted 10 May. A decisive majority 
thirty-four of forty-two - voted in favour of certmcatlon." The company
responded to this outcome by immediately laying off five .additional male
workers; indeed, the workers subsequently reported that they had been
warned that a vote the wrong way could have serious repercussions."

Certification was formally granted 16 May 1946.46The same day, William
T. White wrote to A.E. McKenzie requesting that they begin negotiations on
a collective agreement. White enclosed, with the letter, a proposed agree
ment which had been discussed and approved by McKenzie workers at a
meeting 7 May.47

The 1947 Strike

Negotiations with A.E. McKenzie went nowhere; he would not negotiate
a collective agreement with the union. Finally, the union applied 26 June
1946, in accordance with the Wartime Wages Control Order (P.C. 9384), to
the Regional War labour Board for adjustments in wages and working
conditions. A hearing was held 28 August at which the union submitted the
"MLAs agreement" (an agreement which had been signed by A.E. McKen
zie) along with its own proposals. On 11 September 1946 the board issued
an order for adjustments.48 Both the union and the company requested a
review of the order because it contained errors and inconsistencies. The
board held a further hearing on 6 November to iron out the problems. On 16
November, the board issued its final order, which maintained existing rates
for most male classifications and short-term female employees, but in
creased the rates for female employees who had been with the firm for nine
months or more from 30 to 38¢ an hour." All adjustments were retroactive
to 1 June 1946. The adjustments represented an improvement over the
status quo for experienced women, but for women at the bottom it fell far
short of the "MLAs agreement." When William White saw the award, he
immediately protested to C. Rhodes Smith, minister of Labour. Smith called
W. Elliot Wilson, chief executive officer, Regional War Labour Board, on the
carpet to find out why he had ignored the "MLAs agreement" in fixing the
award. Wilson replied that "in the absence of established proof to the
contrary by the applicant Union, it was the practice of the Board to accept
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the Employer's statement and in view of McKenzie's denial. the Board
proceeded to promulgate its decision. uso

The company applied to the Regional War Labour Board for leave to
appeal to the national board. The application was denied. With the wage
issue apparently settled. a conciliation board was established to deal with
the remaining issues. An agreement was achieved in short order. But, once
again, A.E. McKenzie reneged on his commitments, refusing both to sign .
the agreement and to pay the wages ordered by the Regional War Labour
Board. The regional board decided to bring charges against the company
under Section 33 of the Wartime Wages Control Order. As of 17 January
1947, however, the board was still grappling with two procedural questions:
first, the number of charges to be laid; and second. whether the charges
would be brought against the company (which was 90 percent government
owned), or A.E. McKenzie, in his capacity as general manaqer."

By this time the workers were fed up with the delays and the lack of action
and decided to take matters into their own hands. On 17 January 1947 the
employees voted to strike the company to secure a collective agreement
and their wage increases:

Quietly, some 56 employees of the McKenzie Seed Company left Friday noon
the building in which they work, with the determination to go on strike 'and delay
garden seed delivery in the west until we get our promised back wages ... 152

The strike was put off one day following a plea to the workers by William
White at a meeting held the same evening. Negotiations between White and
A.E. McKenzie on Monday 20 January resulted in an agreement by
McKenzie to give back pay to the thirty-five workers who had been with the
company since 1 June 1946. The strike was, therefore, averted. However,
White warned McKenzie that there would be strike action unless the
company agreed to the terms of a collective agreement by 1 February."

Then, on 27 January, the day before workers were to get their back pay.
White received a telegram from R.H. Neilson, chief executive office.r,
National War Labour Board, advising him that the board had agreed to hear
an appeal by the company of the reqionat board's award." A.E. McKenzie
refused to deliver on his commitment to give the workers their back pay.
William White and the workers were stunned and outraged by this develop
ment. Under the legislation, application for leave to appeal to the national
board had_to be filed within sixty days of a ruling by a regional board. The
company had gone beyond the 15 January 1946 deadline. This was
confirmed by W. Elliot Wilson in a telegraph to White on 28 January:

No notice either registered or otherwise ever given regional Board Office of any
McKenzie appeal. On contrary Ihave letter from National Board January seventh
reading in part as follows 'lf they intend to appeal I wish they would do so.'55

McKenzie, however, insisted that the appeal had been filed before the
deadline.

The workers held a meeting the evening of 28 January at which they
decided to take strike action at midnight on 29 January if the back pay was
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not paid. As well, the workers voted to send an appeal to the CCl "for
assistance both financial and moral, in the event of strike. ,,56 PremierGarson
made an appeal to the workers to delay strike action. White also requested
a delay. The workers met the evening of 29 January to consider the appeals
to defer the strike. They decided to stick to their decision and shut down the
plant at midnight. Two committees were established to manage the strike, a
finance committee made up of three women (including local president G.
Riley~ and two men, and a relief committee, made up of four women and two
men. 7 In an interview with the Winnipeg Free Press the following day,
Premier Garson expressed his regret at this turn of events:

When Mr. White discussed this matter with me yesterday J we agreed that the
best move which could be taken was to arrange a meeting of the Union
representatives with the board of directors of the A.E. McKenzie Company on
Friday of this week. This was accordingly arranged.

It is a matter of regret that the employees did not see fit to accept Mr. White's
request not to go out until this meeting took place. 58

Labour organizations in Brandon and Manitoba rallied to the cause of the
McKenzie strikers. The membership of the Canadian Bakery Workers'
Union in Winnipeg contributed $1,000 to a strike fund and the Brandon
Labour Council organized -a public meeting in city hall on 3 February to
publicize the issues and generate support for the strikers. 59

The meeting between union officials and the company board of directors
arranged by Premier Garson went ahead as scheduled on 31 January. A
proposed settlement was hammered out and then submitted to the striking
workers for their consideration. The proposed settlement included accep
tance of the wage structure for women established in the "MlAs agreement"
in 1946 and payment of back wages by 4 March 1947. 60 The strikers
considered the proposed agreement at afternoon and evening meetings on
3 February. After further negotiations with the company on 4 February, the
strikers agreed to the settlement and resumed work the following day. In a
written statement issued to the media:

Mr. White said ... a collective bargaining agreement had been reached and that
'wage rates directed by the Regional War Board have been adjusted on a
temporary basis subject to the company's appeal to the National War Board .'61

Mr. White also revealed that the new agreement established' ... a labour-man
agement relations committee to take up improvement of general morale and
working facilities .'62

The hearing of the national board was held in Ottawa 25 March 1947. In
his presentation for the company, A.E. McKenzie noted that the packet
seed industry was dominated by three firms: McKenzie Seeds, Steel Briggs
(Toronto), and William Rennie (Toronto). He argued that the company was
constrained in its ability to pay higher wages by its inability to raise prices:

If one pauses to remember, it will appear that seed packets have been selling in
Canada for over a quarter of a century at five cents and ten cents. I should say
forty or fifty years ....

This price has become a fixture....To change now after so many years. would be
so revolutionary as to jeopardize the finances of the company.
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This type of business although conducted by a few large firms, is, nevertheless,
highly competitive and this competition, combined with the. sales resistance
which would be encountered by the buying public, makes the subject of an
increase in price unthinkable.63

On the general issue of wages McKenzie asserted that: 'the wages this
company is paying are equitable, fair, and show up greatly to the company's
credit when compared with the wages being paid by the company's compet
itors in other cities.',64 As justification for the lower wages paid to women
workers McKenzie cited their age - young - and their education - often
little. The data submitted by McKenzie, which he had worked out on a train
to Ottawa, showed: that forty-one of the seventy-two women employees
were twenty years of age and less; and that thirty-four had grade eight
education or less, eighteen grade nine, fifteen grade ten, and five grade
eleven or better."

There is much information in the material presented during the hearing
by both parties, but the details need not concern us here. The important
thing is the board's decision. This was handed down 3 March 1947. On the
basis of the evidence submitted by A.E. McKenzie, the board deleted two
occupational classifications from the regional board's award, namely, "ma
chine operator" and "warehousemen." The decision then went on to say
that:

In all other respects we think the Regional Board fixed fair and reasonable wage
rates andIexcept for the deletion of the "machine operator"and "warehousemen"
occupational classification], we confirm the Regional Board's decision.66

The board's decision was yet another setback for the union, because it
reduced the gains that had been made in the agreement of 4 February which
had ended the strike. In the ensuing months the union attempted, without
success, to get the company to honour the 4 February agreement. The most
contentious issue was undoubtedly the wage structure for female employ
ees. The union insisted that the structure established in the "MlAs
agreement" should apply. McKenzie Seeds applied the structure set by the
Regional Wage Board (and subsequently confirmed by the National Wage
Board). Certain of the wage rates were adjusted upwards on 15 April 1947
to bring them up to the new minimum established under the Minimum Wage
Act which took effect on the same date, but the company would not change
the structure. Finally, on 30 May the two parties submitted this issue, plus
certain other issues that had arisen in interpreting the agreement - a total
of seven questions - to Justice A. K. Dysart for arbitration. Justice Dysart
made his award 25 July 1947. Dysart ruled in favour of the company and
against the union on every issue submitted to him.67 A union meeting was
held to discuss the award on 31 July. In his report on the arbitration award:

Brother White ... read out a few of the reasons upon which Justice Dysart had
made his award, claiming that they showed quite clearly that the judge had not
dealt with the facts of the submission, and that accordingly his award was a
complete distortion of the matters in dispute.68

Following discussion of the award a committee of three women and three
men was elected to prepare proposals for a new collective aqreement."
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1948 - Another Year, Another Strike

On 31 August 1947 the union notified McKenzie Seeds that it wished to
commence negotiations on a new collective agreement. Seven meetings
were held in September and October. The outstanding issues were reduced
to three: wages, hours of work, and union security. At a union meeting on 6
November, White reported that on that same day A. E. McKenzie had finally
made an offer on wages, namely, "150/0 to the girls and no.change for the
men.,,10 Itwas moved that ''the Company's offerbe rejected and that Brother
White be instructed to make application to the Board for a Conciliation
Officer.,,11 The motion was carried.

White wrote to W. Elliot Wilson, chairman, Manitoba Labour Board, 8
December 1947 requesting appointment of aconciliation office rto assist the
parties to conclude a collective agreement.12M.T. McKelvey, registrar of the
board, responded to White's application 12 December. In his response
McKelvey noted that while the agreement had an expiry date of 31 October
1947, it had become operational not on 1 November 1946 but rather on 4
February 1947. According to McKelvey, this meant that the agreement
would not expire until3 February 1948. He concluded that: "Your application
for conciliation services would, therefore, appear to be prernaiure.:"
McKelvey's ruling was confirmed in a subsequent letter to White dated 20
November." The McKenzie workers were upset by the board's ruling and
threatened strike action. In response to the strike threat, the minister of
Labour, on 18 December 1947. appointed Thomas J. Williams to act as an
Industrial Disputes Inquiry Commission. The letter of appointment directed
Williams to ascertain the causes of the dispute and propose potential
remedies:

It having been alleged that the said existing or apprehended dispute or difference
relates to wage rates to be paid to, and working conditions to be enjoyed by the
said employees, I do directyou, ... to make inquiry as to present wage rates and
working conditions and as to the measures, if any, that should be taken to resolve
any such disputes or differences between the said employer and its employ
ees?5

William White presented Williams with a list of the union's grievances
prior to Christmas. A.E. McKenzie was out of the country until 7 January
1948. On the evening of 7 January, the workers held a meeting to discuss
the progress of the inquiry. White reviewed the responses A.E. McKenzie
had made to the questions and issues submitted to Williams by the union.
One of the issues that had been fuelling the discontent of McKenzie workers
was the refusal of the company to pay certain workers for the Good Friday
and king's birthday holidays in 1947. The answer given by A.E. McKenzie
was that "all employees had been paid for Good Friday, and that the King's
Birthday was not included in the Agreement.,,76 The workers at the meeting
advised White that payments for the Good Friday holiday had just been
made the day before, on 6 January. Moreover, two people had still not been
paid for Good Friday, and five (all of them women, including Grace Riley,
president of the local, and Martha Stock, secretary) had not yet been paid
forthe king's birthday. This was typical of the way in which A.E. McKenzie
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replied to the union grievances - he either denied their validity or simply
dismissed them out of hand. For example, on the union's complaint that
there was no fire escape on the sixth floor, McKenzie replied, "Not needed."
Similarly on the union's complaint that the company had failed to establish
the labour-management committee required by the collective agreement,
McKenzie replied that he had been too busy."

White also informed union members that during the meeting that after
noon, Williams had proposed that the company give male employees 7¢ an
hour and female employees an increase of 17 percent. A.E. McKenzie
"agreed" to the proposal. This proposal was rejected by the workers at the
meeting:

[I)t was unanimously and forcibly put forward that they were not prepared to
consider less than 15 cents per hour, and that the question of a differential
between males and females would not be accepted. Brother White pointed out
the difficulties of getting the Company to raise its sights any higher than what the
cost-ot-living had actually risen, but as the employees were definitely determined
to accept no less than 15 cents per hour agreed to take the matter up with the
Executive Council of the Union.78

On 12 January, White wrote to A.E. McKenzie advising him that the wage
offer was unacceptable:

Your proposal cannot be justified either by the rise which has taken place in the
cost of living during the life ot the past agreement, nor does it take into
consideration the fact that the cost of living is still rising.

Secondly, the proposal that the female rates be adjusted on a percentage basis,
is equally unacceptable as it is the firm conviction of your employees, and the
members of this Union, that the rise which has taken place in the cost of living,
has been equally heavy, it not more so, on the lower paid employee ...
particularly when we are dealing. as in this case. with employees at the basic
minimum of wages payable. 79

By the 20 January it was evident to the employees that negotiations had
stalled. The employees - sixty-one women and fourteen male warehouse
labourers - struck. The strike caught everyone by surprise; it was an
"unauthorized" (and under the terms of the legislation, illegal) strike. In a
statement to the media, William White

admitted that the local employees had called the strike without instructions from
the union executive but he had no criticism of their action.

'They've been kicked around for two and a half years and we don't blame them
for any action they have taken.'

He said he had been sent to Brandon with instructions to get the employees back
to work on a reasonable basis as soon as possible.80

A meeting involving White, McKenzie and Williams had been set for 21
January. White did not get to the meeting. McKenzie wrote to him the same
day:

I changed [my plan to fly out of Winnipeg Monday evening] to accommodate the
Union, in order to carry out a meeting to be held ... today, at which you and Mr.
Williams were to be present. However. when I came back to Brandon yesterday
afternoon, I found that some of the employees had gone out on an illegal strike .
... I should be back in Brandon not later than Monday afternoon next, 26th inst.
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... In any event. ifI were in Brandonfrom todayon, one of the conditions would
be that the Companyis notpreparedto enter intoanymorenegotiationswith the
Unionuntil the staffhas returnedtowork.81

The first few days of the strike were uneventful - no meetings with the
employer, no incidents on the picket line. Then, on 26 January, the union
requested a meeting with the board of directors of the company.82 The next
day, 27 January, a joint meeting of the Brandon Labour Council and the
Brandon Trades and Labour Council (an affiliate of the Trades and Labour
Congress) was called for 28 January in the Oddfellows' Hall.83 At this
meeting, White reviewed the events leading to the strike. The men and
women attending the meeting - from sixteen labour organizations in the
city - passed resolutions endorsing the strike action and pledging moral
and financial support. As well, they demanded that Premier Garson force a
meeting of the company board of directors to deal with the dispute. In their
statements to the media, labour leaders stressed the fact that this was a
publicly owned company - with the government holding 90 percent of the
shares and appointing a majority of the board of directors:

It isour opinionthat thewageratesandworkingconditionswhichhave prevailed
too longat this plantare achallengeto the industriallaborstandardof all Brandon
workers and as such must be immediately- and substantiallycorrected, particu
larly. in this publiclyownedestablishment.84

On 10 February, White, Grace Riley, president of the local, and striker
James Lougheed, made a pitch for support to the Winnipeg Labour Council.
White revealed at this meeting that he and G.S. Borgford, regional director
of the CCl, had met with Premier Garson the previous day, but Garson was
not very sympathetic: "He takes the stand by the terms of the [share] transfer
he is not involved in any conditions in that plant.',ss Following the presenta
tion of the Brandon delegation, the Winnipeg Labour Council pledged
support for the striking workers and passed a resolution calling for immedi
ate intervention by government and appointment of

a committee of the LegislativeAssembly '[with the power] of investigation and
recommendation to the government. to bring about a speedy settlement, in
favour of the just demandsof the employees.to rectify the low wage rates and
bad workingconditionsprevailingat the plant..86

The next day, 11 February, Premier Garson (along with two ministers,
D.L. Campbell and C. Rhodes Smith) met with G.S. Borgford, and J. James
and C.F. Schubert, respectively, president and secretary of the Winnipeg
Labour Council, to discuss the strike. Garson agreed to arrange a meeting
of the parties to the dispute for 12 February, but he also let it be known that
he found it strange that the workers had gone out on strike before the expiry
of an agreement which they had negotiated and agreed to the previous
year."

With the intervention of Garson, the dispute was quickly resolved. A
renewal of negotiations led to an agreement which provided for: a temporary
7.5¢ an hour increase for all employees retroactive to 1 December 1947;
and the submission of outstanding issues to arbitration. The proposed
agreement was submitted to the strikers at a meeting on the evening of 12
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February. JimmyJamestoldtheworkersthat "hehadnohesitationinsaying
that anyBoardsetupwouldgivethe workersthe decisionover 71;2 centsan
hour. He claimedthat strikes havetheir purpose, and that the workers had
won a victoryandtheyweresureof at least5 centsmore.'.ss B~ a margin of
twenty-fiveto twenty-fourthe workersaccepted the proposal. 9 The agree
ment was signed on 13 February. The workers ended their strike on 14
February.

A. E. McKenzie Reneges Again

Inaccordancewith the agreement, C. Rhodes Smith,ministerof Labour,
on 26 February, .appointed a conciliation board to prepare an award on
wagesandthe questionof unionsecurity, whichthepartiesagreedinwriting
"shall bind them and be written into a new labouragreement, which will be
effectivefrom 31 October,1947."Theboardconsistedof:

Judge W. J. Undal, chairman, Ebenezer Claydon, president of Claydon company
limited ... the employer's representative and James James, president, Winnipeg
Labour Council ... appointee of the union. Judge Lindal was appointed on the
joint recommendation of the other two members.90

The conciliation board submitted its unanimous award to C. Rhodes
Smith 29 May 1948. In view of the statements madeto McKenzieworkers
by Jimmy James on 12 February about the likely results of an arbitration
award,the awardmusthavecomeasagreatdisappointment to them.Table
1 compares the existing and proposed wage rates for women with those
approvedby the conciliation board.

Table 1

Comparisons of Existing, Proposed and Awarded Wage Rates for Female Employees

Wage Rate (Cents an Hour)

Classification January Interim Union Company Award
1948 Rate* Proposal Proposal

1st month 27 34.5 40 32 36
2nd month 27 34.5 45 32 39
Next three months 30 37.5 50 35 42
Next three months 35 42.5 55 41 45
Thereafter 40 47.5 60 47 48
Permanent (1 year
or more) 50

*As defined in the 13 February 1948 agreement.

Sources: Union submission to conciliation board, 20 February 1948: and conciliation board
award, 29 May 1948.

The award raisedthe ratesfor all classifications above those stipulated
in the 13 Februaryagreement, but, in most cases, the increasewas much
lessthan the 5¢ an hourpredicted byJimmyJames.Onthe matterof unio.n
security,the board recommended that:

the employer comply with any voluntary check-off arrangement and that Section
4 of the last agreement be inserted in the next one. It provides that union
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members cannot serve as stewards or membersof committees until they have
been employedby the Companyfor at least nine months.91

McKenzie union members met to review the award on 3 June 1948.
Jimmy James was granted permission to address the meeting:

[I]nconnectionwith the FemaleRates[he said]herealizedthat36 centsanhour
was notan adequatewage,buthe lookedforwardto an increasein the Minimum
Wage Regulationswhichwould provide forstill higherincreases.

On the question of union security, the Board had recommended a voluntary
check-off,which he felt was a step in the right direction.

Summarizinghis report. he pointedout that the ... awardwas far better than if it
hadbeena dividedone,andthatwhentheagreementexpired,providedtheyhad
the samedeterminationand militantleadership,he feltconfidentthat theywould
go forwardto a betterstandardof life.92

In his comments on the award, William White

drew to theattentionof themembersthat whentheyagreed,duringthestrike, to
go to arbitration,he had advised against it. ...The resultswere now before the
employeesand good or bad they would have to make the best of it. Personally
hewas disgustedwith the Board'sresultsbuthe felt it shouldbeheld intheminds
of the employeeswhen they nextcome up for negotiations.93

As it turned out, it was one thing for the employees to have an award, it
was yet another thing to get it enforced. On 28 June 1948 White wrote to
A.E. McKenzie to ask him when he intended to make the wage adjustments
and incorporate the provisions of the award into a new collective agreement.
In the same letter White requested that McKenzie "look into the lay-off today
of Mr. James Lougheed, Vice-Chairman of the Unit, who I am informed has
been given a week's notice, although he is certainly not the junior em
ployee:B4 Subsequently, on 7 July, White wrote to C. Rhodes Smith,
minister of Labour, providing details of Lougheed's layoff and suggesting
that he was "dismissed, because of his Union association, and for no other
reason.:" White requested permission to prosecute the company for an
unfair labour practlce." White wrote to Smith again on 13 July. He stated
that McKenzie employees also wanted the company prosecuted for refusing
to implement the recommendations of the conciliation board. However, he
then went on to say that "it is the opinion of the [Bakery Workers' Union]
Executive, including myself, that the process of prosecution, in itself will
have no real effect on the source of the trouble as far as Mr. McKenzie is
concerned, and might, and indeed most probably will, ... create an even
worse relationship than has existed hltnerto.?" White concluded the letter
with a request to Smith to bring the parties together with a view to settling
the issues.

On 27 July W. Elliot Wilson, deputy minister of Labour, wrote to·White to
tell him that Williams from the department had met with A.E. McKenzie.
McKenzie told Williams that the wage adjustments had been made:

When Mr. Williams told him that there were too many complaints to make this
understandable. Mr.McKenziesaidthattheemployeeswhohad beenpaidwere
those nowon thepayroll.Adjustmentshad not beenmadeto formeremployees,
of whose addressthe Companywas not aware.98 .
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Wilson also said that he had written to McKenzie and told him to incorporate
the provisions of the award "into a labour agreement at once; and advised
him that the Minister has instructed me to press for fulfillment of this promise
without further delay (emphasis in the original)."gg McKenzie was not
apparently impressed by the directive from Mr. Wilson, because the matter
went unresolved. Indeed, th"e only new information that carne to light was on
10 July when Jimmy James told White that "McKenzie had told him that
"under no conditions will he do business in any shape or form with this man
White:,l°O White passed this information" on to Wilson in a letter dated 10
August.

A special meeting of the McKenzie local was held on 14 September to
discuss the matter. In his review of recent developments White made two
revelations. First, he claimed that when Lougheed had been laid off he had
phoned Brandon to ask that the notice be deferred until he had met with
McKenzie. He was told that the decision was McKenzie's and he was now
out of town. White alleged that he had since found out that McKenzie had
been in Brandon and that "he was in the office at the time the telephone call
was made."?' The second revelation was even more startling:

The latest development had been, the visit to Winnipeg, of Mr. Pat Conroy, and
A.A. Mosher, of the Canadian Congress of Labour, who had both discussed the
case with the Minister of Labour, who had informed them that he, Mr. Smith was
in receipt of a communication from Mr. McKenzie that under no circumstances
would he, Mr. McKenzie, negotiate ordeal with Mr. White. President Hall and he,
had been asked by Brother Conroy and Mosher to submit the name of some
other person to deal with McKenzie. which the local officers had turned down,
and had proposed instead to take the matter to court. 102

The McKenzie workers endorsed, unanimously, a motion that White pro
ceed with the prosecution.103

On 5 October a statement of claim was filed in Court of King's Bench
against the A.E. McKenzie Company by "Fred L. Bruce, W.J. Lougheed, J.
Kelor, Grace Riley, Martha Stock and Kay Town, on behalf of themselves
and of certain employees and former employees of A.E. McKenzie Com
pany Limited and William T. White."l04 The main point in the statement of
claim was that the company had refused to comply with the award of the
conciliation board. As redress, the plaintiffs asked for an order 'to cause the
Defendant Company to enter into an Agreement containing those terms
already agreed upon in the Agreement dated February 13, 1948, and
embodying the recommendations of the Conciliation Board."!" While this
case was pending, the Manitoba Department of Labour finally, in December
1948, granted the union permission to proceed with the prosecution of the
company. Four consent orders were issued on 15 December. The first three
orders alleged violations of Section 15(a) and Section 38 of the Manitoba
Labour Relations Act arising from the failure of the A.E. McKenzie Company
(and A.E. McKenzie) to make every reasonable effort to negotiate a new
collective agreement and to comply with the conciliation award.'?" The
fourth order alleged a violation of Section 4(2) of the act: "That A.E.
McKenzie Company Limited ... on or about the 3rd day of July, 1948, did
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unlawfully, being an employer, refuse to continue to employ James
Lougheed because the said James Lougheed was a member of a trade
union:,107

The cases came to court in January 1949. The civil action was dismissed
by Mr. Justice W. J. Donovan with costs in favour of the company. lOS The
prosecutions for violations of the Labour Relations Act were heard by Police
Court Magistrate W. Stordy on 12 and 13 January 1949. Stordy dismissed
the charge relating to Lougheed on the grounds that a prima faciecase was
not made by the informant: "On the basis of the evidence before me there is
nothing to prove either directly or by inference that he was dismissed
because of union activity.',l09 In his testimony on the remaining charges
White testified that he had had no contact with A.E. McKenzie since early
July 1948. Then, "he had received a communication dated January 6, 1949.
Enclosed was a copy of a new agreement signed by Mr. McKenzie and
based on the draft he had submitted following the report of the conciliation
board.'?" On 22 March 1949, Magistrate Stordy dismissed all charges
against the company and A.E. McKenzie on the grounds that the prosecu
tion had failed to produce evidence that showed unreasonable behaviour on
the part of the defendants. 111

The Demise of the Union

.The unrelenting struggle against the duplicity and treachery of A.E.
McKenzie continued after the court case. When White got an opportunity to
study the agreement which McKenzie had signed and forwarded to him on
6 January, he found that McKenzie had amended and added clauses to
provisions in the agreement that had previously been agreed upon.!" White
could not get the agreement altered. On 4 May 1949 a special meeting of the
McKenzie workers was called to discuss the situation. White explained that
the workers had three options: they could sign the agreement McKenzie had
submitted, "in which case there would be an arguement [sic] over the
effective date"; they could "let the matter ride until the end of the Agreement
period and open up in October 15th"; or, the workers could "form a chartered
local of the CCl and try and secure an agreement by Mr. Borgford.,,113 The
workers chose the second option. At the same meeting, White announced
that he was leaving the organization in a matter of days and they would have
a new business agent.

G. Robinson took over from White. He had his first formal meeting with
the McKenzie workers 10 August 1949 at which time they authorized him to
begin negotiations on a new collective agreement. On 12 August, Robinson
notified A.E. McKenzie of the employees wish to begin negotiations on a
new collective agreement. McKenzie ostensibly entered into negotiations
with the union, but, as had become customary, the negotiations went
nowhere. Indeed, McKenzie simply stalled the process, sensing perhaps
that union members had been worn down by the long battle to secure the
union and establish a decent collective agreement and no longer had the
capacity to sustain the struggle. McKenzie was simply never in town, and
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would allow no one else from the company to deal with the union. Robinson
was replaced by T.E. Clarke in 1951. There was still no agreement, although
when he took over Clarke attempted to get things moving again with a
proposed agreement retroactive to 15 October 1949. Clarke had no more
success than Robinson. On 6 April 1951 he wrote to McKenzie yet again
seeking a resumption of negotiations:

Further to my letters of 13th of February and March 6th, 1951. I wish to inform
you thatyour employee's [sic] have instructed me to communicate with you again
requesting that negotiations be resumed.

As you no doubt realize. this delay is causing deep unrest amongst the
employee's, which does not help to make good Labour Management rela
tions.114

Clarke received his reply in a letterunderthe signature of F.B. Roberts dated
14 April 1951:

Referring to your recent letter.

We would have you understand that the President of our company. Mr. A.E.
McKenzie, finds it necessa~ to be out of the City very considerably. You will be
hearing from him shortly. 11

On 25 May 1951 J Clarke advised the McKenzie workers that he was
resigning his job with the union.!" G. Robinson once again took over the
responsibilities. Efforts to get an agreement carried on through 1951, with
no success.

Meanwhile, there were signs that the union was disintegrating. On 22
January 1951 J Martha Stock, shop steward and local secretary wrote to the
Canadian Bakery Workers' Union, remitting $93.20 in dues she had col
lected and apologizing for getting them in late. As well, she resigned as shop
steward:

I'm sorry to have the last 3 months dues in so late but really its driving me crazy
trying to get the dues collected. I·ve been away sick for 2 weeks and when I get
back to work the kids keep putting itoff. so I hereby put in my resignation as Shop
Steward as all I've been doing is paying out Dr. bills for my nervous condition and
the doctor has warned me to get everything off my mind and my husband insists
this shop steward business was the 1st main thing Iwas quitting or else quit work.
So sorry to say but I have to do it.117

Moreover, the male workers in the plant had abandoned the union,
leaving the women workers on their own. This issue came up at a meeting
1 March 1951. In a report to the meeting on the progress of negotiations,
T.E. Clarke told the members that in revising proposals for negotiations he
had left out wage rates for male employees "due to the fact that they were
not Union Members.,,118 He also warned the members

that McKenzie might ask for a vote, in order to get the Union de-certified.
However, he stated that for the members to remain as they are, would not be of
any benefit to them, and that it might be best to go ahead and take a chance as
the Members had every thing to gain if successful, and not very much to lose if
unsuccessful.119

In the discussion that followed Clarke's report:
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It was stated by a memberthat therewere 30 femaleemployeesout of which 25
were Union Members,also that therewere about30 Maleemployees,whowere
not in the Union.TheSecretaryaskedif itwouldbepossibletoobtain theirnames
and addresses in order to try and sign them, but the Memberspresent felt that
this would not be of valueas they were afraid to join.l 20

There is evidence in the minutes, as well, that A.E. McKenzie unilaterally
adjusted wages from time to time. For example, in a letter to Grace Riley,
McKenzie local president, dated 20 September 1951, G. Robinson appends
a list of women employees and theirwage rates with a notation at the bottom
which states that: "The above rates are based on the ruling of the Concilia
tion Board dated May 29th, 1948 and which have been increased from time
to time to bring into line with the increased Cost of Living.,,121

The union continued its - by this time, obviously futile - efforts to get
an agreement during 1952. Then, in June 1952, the McKenzie local was
dealt a crushing - and perhaps - fatal blow when two of the key people 
the Riley sisters - quit their jobs at McKenzie's. The circumstances were
described by Martha Stock in an undated letter to G. Robinson:

I guess you've probably heard we took Monday June 9th off on our own not
intending to get paid off &next day we all got bawledout by McKenziein facthe
bawledout GraceRiley&pickedon herso much thatshe quit &told him to keep
his job, but any way she's got a good job at Eatons & MondayMickey (Mildred
Riley)quit on accountof the rawdeal Gracegotwhich I don't blame her either &
she has ajob atWoolworths.122

Martha Stock recognized the significance of the loss of the Riley sisters to
the union, in particularGrace, who had been president of the local since its
inception. She went on in her letter to ask Robinson to call a meeting for
some time in July to find out "whether or not the girls still want to continue
the union as I just have a terrible time collecting oues."'"

It is not clear whether or not this meeting was held. What is clear is that
the union ceased to function in 1952. 124 A.E. McKenzie had won his war of
attrition.

Conclusion

The significance of this story is that it demonstrates the fact that young
women in minimum-wage jobs (many of them with little education) in a
small, conservative city, were able to generate the solidarity and militancy
necessary to wage a long - eight-year - struggle to establish their rights
in the face of formidable obstacles - an employer, whose opposition to the
union was relentless, a government, which refused to take responsibility for
the actions of a corporation in which it held 90 percent ownership, and
government bodies, boards and courts, which seemed predisposed to
favour the interests of employers over those of workers. In the end, the
women lost their struggle, but even in losing they remained defiant, oppos
ing their employer, and standing up fortheir rights. As well, the story reveals
that, in contrast to many other situations, women were supported in their
struggle - at least in the early phases - by male co-workers, by their union,
and by male-dominated labour councils in Brandon and Winnipeg. The
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support of the men for unionization was motivated in part by a desire to gain
some protection from the dictatorial- and often arbitrary - rule of A.E.
McKenzie; but it was also motivated by a recognition that the women were
"getting the short end of the stick" and needed their support to get the
situation rectified. Moreover, as Grace and Mickey Riley said, the men 
especially married men from Brandon who were dependent on their jobs
with the company - bore the brunt of A.E. McKenzie's intimidation tactics
and reprisals - a strategy designed to isolate the women and undermine
the unlon.!"

The Riley sisters also said their union gave them solid support 
especially when Bill White was the representative. "Bill White was really a
fighter. He was a union man right to the backbone. He wanted fair to be
where fair should be.,,126 As well, they got strong support and encourage-
ment from other unions in Brandon and Winnipeg. 127

Postscript

The company continues to operate in Brandon under the name of
McKenzie Seeds. In the 1970s and 1980s, the company took over some of
its majorcompetitors, increasing its share of the market to 75-80 percent. As
well, the government acquired the outstanding shares of the company and
now has 100 percent ownership.

Production workers at the company were unionized again in 1970 by the
Retail Store Employees Union, Local 832. This time the local was en
trenched and a practice of collective bargaining established. In 1984, the
successor to the Retail Store Employees Union, the Manitoba Food and
Commercial Workers, Local 832, organized the office workers at the
company. This local, too, has been entrenched. 128 Women members today
still playa prominent role in the activities of their union locals.
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Rural Resident Perceptions of Functional and Social
Psychological Dimensions of Community Life:

The Case of Four Southwestern Manitoba Towns
Kenneth C. Sessant

ABSTRACT. Rural sociologists have long been interested in identifying those factors affecting
the quality of life in small communities. Community satisfaction studies have often formed the
most common mechanism for investigating this basic question. Such research, however, has
focussed primarily on residents' evaluations of local services and facilities, as opposed to the
more social or interpersonal aspects of community sentiment. This article reports the findings
of a study based on 360 students and 407 adult members of four southwestern Manitoba
towns. Factor analysis demonstrates clear empirical separation between the functional-eco
nomic and social-psychological dimensions of community satisfaction and attachment.
Further, means tests indicate that youngerand adult residents hold quite differentviews of their
home communities concerning these two bases of social integration. While the high school
students tend to be more optimistic about the psychocultural components of rural life, their
adultcounterparts are relatively more positive about the institutional features of these particular
prairie towns.

SOMMAIRE. Les sociologues ruraux s'interessent depuis longtemps a I'identification des
facteurs qui affectent la qualite de la vie dans les petites comrnunautes. Les etudes de
satisfaction communautaire sont Ie mecanisme Ie plus souvent utilise pour etudier cette
question. Toutefois, une telle recherche s'interesse surtout aI'evaluation par les residents des
installations et services locaux plutot qu'aux aspects plus sociaux et interpersonnels des
sentiments communautaires. Cet article traite des resultats d'une etude effectuee aupres de
360 eleves et 407 adultes provenant de quatre communauies du sud-ouest du Manitoba. Une
analyse des facteurs revele une nette separation empirique entre les dimensions
fonctionnelles-economiques et sociales-psychologiques de la satisfaction et de I'attachement
communautaires. De plus, des examens des ressources indiquentque les jeunes et les adultes
ont des points de vue assez differents de leur communaute en ce qui concerne ces deux bases
d'integration sociale. Alors que les eleves du secondaire ont tendance aetre plus optimistes
pource qui est des composantes psycho-culturelles de la vie rurale, leurs homologues adultes
sont relativement plus positifs en ce qui concerne les caracteristiques institutionnelles de ces
quatre villes des Prairies.

Rural sociologists are constantly attempting to understand Why people
choose to live in small rural communities when they could just as easily
migrate to larger centres, which offer residents a much wider range of
services and opportunities. The stalwart persistence of these seemingly
insignificant towns and villages, in the midst of economic recession and
farm depopulation, has demanded that social scientists rethink predictions
concerning the demise of small communities (Hodge and Qadeer, 1980).
Not only have these rural centres survived, they have become the objects of
renewed study as community sociologists attempt to account for the recent
"migration turnaround" within rural areas of Canada and the United States.
Goudy and Ryan (1982:256) suggest that this trend "has occurred because
small communities have kept their residential and social functions despite
losing many of their commercial functions." Consequently, there is in
creased interest in examining the importance of such factors as community
satisfaction, attachment and sentiment in various forms of community
research.

There is a highly diverse body of literature dealing with the measurement,
antecedents and correlates of community satisfaction. Despite extensive
research in this area, however, there is little conceptual or operational
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consistency in the usage of this term (Molnar et al., 1979; Sofranko and
Fliegel, 1984). Some of this ambiguity can be traced to the question of
whether community satisfaction is best represented by single-item global
measures or multi-item ratings of local services, opportunities and social
attributes. Indeed, the multidimensionality issue remains largely unre
solved, as researchers continue to employ single questions or small sets of
items, such as attachment and sentiment, to measure community satisfac
tion and related concepts. Even the use of multi-item indices does not
necessarily mean that all, or even several, dimensions of satisfaction are
being tapped. Researchers may, for instance, analyze residents' percep
tions of local services alone, leaving other community attributes
unaddressed. This is not to say that there might not be discrete dimensions
among different service items, but rather that dimensionality within commu
nity satisfaction ought to refer to more than the evaluation of local services
and opportunities. In simple terms, then, the analysis of multiple items or
measures of satisfaction must not be equated with a true multidimensional
assessment of community satisfaction.

Davies (1945) was the first researcher to make use of a multi-item index
to assess residents' satisfaction with their community. Since that time,
however, researchers have employed widely variable measures of satisfac
tion. Johnson and Knop's (1970) findings support a multidimensional
approach to community satisfaction, though the majority of their items are
based on service evaluations. Rojek et al. (1975) accept the importance of
using multiple indicators, but they too limit their analysis to community
services. In so doing, the authors admit to focussing on only "one aspect of
the broad (and amorphous) concept generally referred to as 'community
satisfaction"'(Rojek et al., 1975:179). Indeed, much of the research pertain
ing to this topic tends to equate or blur any distinctions between community
satisfaction and assessments of local services and opportunities.

Goudy (1977) has been one of few researchers to more fully address the
multidimensionality of community satisfaction. He suggests that "the evalu
ation of community satisfaction may require a broader perspective than that
provided by the service framework" (Goudy, 1977:372). As a result, he
expands his own investigation into community satisfaction by analyzing
residents' perceptions of social, as well as servicedimensionsof community
life. What is most noteworthy about Goudy's study, then. is the inclusion of
a number of social variables based on Warren's (1970) discussion of the
"good" community. Warren identifies nine community characteristics asso
ciated with this community model: primary group relationships. community
autonomy, viability, power distribution, participation, degree of commitment,
heterogeneity, neighborhood control and conflict. These components are
understood to represent basic social dimensions within the community
which influence general satisfaction levels, though residents are thought to
perceive them differently than local services or programs.

Goudy (1977) translates Warrents (1970) theoretical discussion of the
"good" community into twelve measures dealing with residents' perceptions
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of various social attributes. Goudy, then, submits the results of these
questions to principal factor analysis, along with residents' evaluations of
nineteen local facilities, services and opportunities. He finds that nine of the
twelve social-psychological variables load most highly on the same factor
(referred to as the social dimensions scale), while the remaining three items
load on a separate factor (resident autonomy). Although not all twelve of
these statements prove to be unidimensional, Goudy's analysis supports
the suggestion that the social attributes within a community are theoretically
and empirically distinct from the more functional components. That is, the
service evaluations and the social variables tend to form discrete empirical
dimensions within the data.

It is also important to note that Goudy (1977) makes a distinction
between perceptions of specific community features and global measures
of community satisfaction. Indeed, Goudy's study is perhaps one of the
earliest to assess the relationship between residents' evaluations of local
attributes and overall satisfaction with the community. He constructs three
multi-item scales to operationalize community satisfaction, including gen
eral satisfaction and attachment, as well as a community evaluation scale
composed of several indicators of optimism and cooperation within the
community. Goudy finds that residents' assessments of the social dimen
sions of community life demonstrate the strongest effects on all three
measures of satisfaction. Hence, Goudy questions the utility of single-item
indicators, but more importantly, he expands the consideration of commu
nity satisfaction to include more than service evaluations. Since Goudy's
study, there has been increased interest in understanding how residents'
perceptions of specific local attributes affect more general measures of
community satisfaction.

Ladewig and McCann (1980) also accept that satisfaction is multidimen
sional in nature, but choose to operationalize the concept with a single
global question asking residents to rate their county as a place to live. In
attempting to decompose the variation within this single-item indicator of
satisfaction, the authors construct three factor-analytic scales composed of
the ratings of twenty community characteristics. Interestingly, though the
authors acknowledge Goudy's (1977) results concerning the importance of
social dimensions in explaining community satisfaction, they choose notto
include such items in their own analysis. In a similar vein, Michalos's (1983)
research supports the commonly held assumption that general life satisfac
tion can be analyzed in terms of domain-specific satisfaction with such
variables as financial security, health, self-esteem and a numberof general
community services and opportunities. On a slightly different note, Christen
son and Taylor (1983) find significant correlations between residents'
evaluations of six local services and two global quality of life measures 
community and life satisfaction. The authors, however, argue that their
results support the argument that situational assessments of public services
are mediated and influenced by "the sociocultural context and the values of
potential recipients" (Christenson and Taylor, 1983:265). That is,
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satisfaction with local services can be viewed as dependent on more
general feelings about the social context and one's place within it.

Sofranko and Fliegel (1984) note that there has been considerable
variation in the types and number of community characteristics employed as
indicators of satisfaction. "There has been, as a result, very little true
research replication and clearly no agreement on the number of central
dimensions that may make up community satisfaction" (Sofranko and
Fliegel, 1984:357). One aspect of their research involves exploring the
relationship between a single question probing general community satisfac
tion and residents' perceptions of ten community characteristics. Much like
Goudy's (1977) results, Sofranko and Fliegel (1984) find that a social
measure (friendliness of neighbors) has the strongest correlation (0.45) with
global satisfaction. Sofranko and Fliegel's findings confirm the fairly consis
tent observation that global measures represent a much broader conception
of community satisfaction than can be explained by residents' assessments
of local attributes.

Other community studies have pursued an interesting variant of the
community satisfaction theme, that related to social integration, solidarity
and attachment. The origins of this research can be traced to the dual theory
approach proposed by Tonnies (Gemeinschaft und Geseuscnstt; and
Durkheim (mechanic and organic solidarity). Munch and Campbell (1963),.
for instance, distinguish between two alternative principles of human social
integration - affective-moral versus cooperative-functional Their data
support the view that these two bases of social integration coexist within the
community, though they often engage individuals in quite distinctive pat
terns of interaction and types of collective identification. Haga and Folse
(1971) also find evidence that affective relations can form the basis of
community identification. Indeed, the authors go as far as to suggest that
subjective attachment to the community can compensate for the loss of its
functional-economic relevance in that "functionally inactive communities
[can] remain alive in the perceptions of rural residents" (Haga and Folse,
1971:44). In a similar vein, McGranahan (1980) concludes that small
communities can maintain their social identities even while local commer
cial or economic functions are being eroded. Perhaps what is most valuable
in this type of research is the recognition that social-psychological dimen
sions playas essential a role in the existence of rural communities as
economic variables.

Of late, community sociologists are becoming increasingly interested in
the issue of how community size and density affect aspects of community
attachment, sentiment and integration (England and Albrecht, 1984;
Krannich and Greider, 1984; Brown et at.. 1989; Goudy, 1990; Stinner et al.,
1990). Such research is particularly relevant in that many of the attitudinal
variables employed in these studies share similar meanings and inter
changeable measures with the concept of community satisfaction. Buttel et
at (1979) assess the effects of community size on two multi-item summated
scales presumed to measure community solidarity and satisfaction. The
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solidarity scale includes four broad measures of residents' knowledge of
other people, perceptions of neighborliness, feeling at home and sense of
community. The community satisfaction scale is composed of three items
related to satisfaction with one's neighborhood, home and place of resi
dence. In examining the effects of rapid community growth on personal
well-being, Krannich and Greider (1984) develop an additive community
integration index measuring feelings of belonging, acceptance within the
community and perceptions, of community support. What is most note
worthy, here, is that very similar questions are used to measure such
diverse concepts as community satisfaction, solidarity and personal well
being.

Stinner et at. (1990) have recently assessed the effects of community
size and social position on three aspects of community attachment: organi
zational involvement, number of friends in the community and community
sentiment. Interestingly, the authors operationalize sentiment as a global
measure of community satisfaction, again indicating the degree of inter
changeability of terminology and measurement in this area of investigation.
Stinner et al. (1990) do, however, assert the necessity of viewing community
attachment as a multidimensional phenomenon. Goudy (1990), similarly,
contrasts the explanatory power of community size and density with that of
length of residence, age and income in accounting for varying degrees of
community attachment. He operatlonalizes attachment in terms of four
questions measuring the extent of social bonds within the community
(number of friends, relatives, people known and organizational member
ships) and three other items related to local sentiment (sense of community,
concern over leaving and interest). Many of these measures are identical to
those employed elsewhere by Goudy (1977), but with one subtle conceptual
distinction. In Goudy's 1977 publication, these questions were understood
to reflect community satisfaction.

So, in spite of a long history of investigation into community satisfaction
and related concepts, there is still little consistency in theoretical orienta
tions, operational definitions and study designs. Modern-day community
sociologists tend to skirt the issue of multidimensionality within community
satisfaction, preferring instead to use new terms to describe old measures.
Indeed, Goudy (1990) himself suggests that variation in the choice of
measures may account for many of the contradictions in the results of
community attachment (satisfaction) studies. Conceptualization, theory and
measurement continue to pose problems for researchers determined to
study resident evaluations of various aspects of community life.

This article, therefore, addresses two important and hitherto unresolved
issues in community satisfaction research. First, it examines residents'
perceptions of their community's socio-political environment (social dimen
sions), as well as their satisfaction with local services, facilities, programs
and opportunities (service dimensions). These two types of measures allow
for a comparison between residents' subjective views concerning various
psychocultural aspects of the community and their evaluations of a number
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of functional attributes. Furthermore, the questions used in this analysis are
much the same as those employed by Goudy (1977), thereby contributing
to the comparability of findings. Second, the data analyzed in this study
include both youths (high school students) and adult residents, allowing for
the option of contrasting the attitudes of these two age groups towards the
social-psychological and service-oriented features of their communities.
Studies of this nature further assess the dimensionality of community
satisfaction by determining if residents within different age groups vary
significantly in terms of their attitudes towards specific community attributes.
This research also represents an investigation into the intergenerational
transferof community attachment or sentiment, because it examines the
extent to which younger and adult community residents share similar
dispositions towards various aspects of rural community life. Finally, the
article serves as a reminder that the multidimensionality of community
satisfaction is still at issue in community research, but perhaps more
importantly, that specific sociodemographic groups can experience these
dimensions in different ways and to different degrees.

Procedures

The data employed to assess the relationship between the social and
functional aspects of community satisfaction were made available through
a research project carried out under the auspices of WESTARC Group Inc.,
an applied research institute of Brandon University. In the spring and
summer of 1990, WESTARC approached several communities in the south
western region of Manitoba to determine their willingness to become
involved in a pilot community-development project. The primary objective of
the project was "to conduct a study into the most practical ways of encour
aging and aiding communities to undertake a process of self-examination
leading to programs of improvement" (Community Improvement Program:
Implementation andEvaluation Report, 31 January 1991 :5).

A letter of invitation was sent out to the elected leaders of four communi
ties soliciting their involvement in the community-development initiative.
Once the communities agreed to participate, local representatives were
recruited as members of a Community Improvement Committee, to ensure
community consultation at various stages of the pilot project. Local commit
tees were also established to help coordinate various aspects of the project
within each of the communities. Community Improvement Committee mem
bers agreed that one of the first phases of the pilot project would involve
surveying residents' perceptions of various community attributes or charac
teristics. A number of draft questionnaires were developed to gauge the
attitudes of different demographic groups within the communities, most
notably residents, farmers and high-school students. Each local committee
was then asked to review and revise the data-collection instruments before
they were taken into the communities. Every attempt was made to preserve
the uniformity of critical measures included in all survey forms, even though
local committees were encouraged to make modifications reflecting com
munity interests. Finally, to the extent that local committee members took
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responsibility for distributing and collecting the questionnaires, this aspect
of the research design can be termed a community self-survey.

Table 1 provides descriptive information concerning certain socio
demographic and service characteristics of the four study communities. all
of which number less than 2,000 people. In examining population change
statistics for these centres. between 1971 and 1986, we find that the
smallest community experienced a zero percent change. while the remain
ing three centres demonstrated modest population increases ranging from
just over 4 percent to slightly less than 10 percent. These small rural
communities are heavily reliant on the local agricultural economy, based
primarily on livestock and grain production. Each of the communities is
located from 50 to more than 100 miles away from the largest regional
centre of approximately 40,000 people, suggesting that they are more apt to
be competitive with nearby communities than with the "prairie city." Indeed,
the three larger study communities can be considered service centres within
their respective trading areas, based on their relative sizes and locations
within the region.

Table 1 also includes basic demographic information concerning the age
and sex distributions within the four study communities. Although the
percentages of males and females are quite uniform across the communi
ties, the age structures are somewhat more variable, especially within the
youngest (less than 25 years) and oldest (65 years or older) age categories.
It is interesting to note that as community size grows there is a gradual
increase in the percentage of younger residents and a corresponding
reduction in the proportion of elderly. The representation of middle-aged
residents, however, is comparatively more stable. The sample sizes for the
study communities are also presented in Table 1, ranging from 7.2 to 19.8
percent of their respective residential populations. The final sample size
numbers 767 respondents, of which 360 are students and 407 adult
community members.

Insofar as there were two distinct study groups, defined by age, there
were two separate sampling procedures. The 360 students who participated
in this study were selected from grades ten through twelve within the four
rural communities. To the extent that nearly all students from these grade
levels were included in the study, the student sample is highly representa
tive of this particular sociodemographic grouping. The adult resident
sample, by comparison, is proportionately ·smaller. Questionnaires were
widely distributed among community residents. As with all voluntary partic
ipation procedures, however, those most interested in the aims of the
project are most highly represented in the final sampling distribution. For
instance, there are somewhat more males (59.2 percent) than females (40.7
percent) in the adult-resident sample. Inexamining the age structure among
respondents, we find a U-shaped distribution curve with the highest propor
tion of adults between 35 and 44 years of age (31.6 percent). Some 23.9
percent are younger (that is, 25 to 34 years of age), while the remaining 44.5
percent of the sample is distributed among the three age categories ranging
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from 45 years andover-45 to 54 years (19.6percent),55to 64 years (15.3
percent) and 65 years and over (9.5 percent). It is not surprising to find the
highest concentration of respondents within the middle-aged categories, as
these residents are more heavily vested in community life. Such individuals
consistently demonstrate higher levels of interest and involvement in com
munity affairs. In a similar fashion, participation in this particular
community-sponsored survey represents an extension of their awareness
levels and perceived stake in any changes which might be made to their
communities. Indeed, by probing the attitudes and dispositions of this group
of community residents, the study improves our understanding of the
social-psychologicalprocesses operating within small rural communities.

Table 1

Sociodemographicand Service Characteristicsof the FourStudy Communities
SociodemographicCharacteristics: ABC D

1971 Population 833 1132 1506 1526
1986 Population 832 1239 1572 1669
PercentChange 0 +9.4 +4.4 +9.4
Sample size (n) 159 245 113 250

Sex (%):
Males 47.3 47.6 47.7 48.8
Females 52.7 52.4 52.3 51.2

Age (%):
Less than 25 26.9 33.3 33.2 35.8
25 to 44 19.8 19.9 20.5 22.2
45 to 64 23.4 20.8 19.9 20.5
65 or older 29.9 25.9 26.3 21.4

Professional and Business Services:*

Apparel and Accessories 5 7 7 8
Automotive Parts/Service 17 16 16 22
Buildingand Hardware 4 15 11 7
General Merchandise 3 2 1 1
Food and Beverage 11 13 17 16
Furnitureand Appliances 5 8 10 4
ProfessionalServices 9 6 9 6
FinancialServices 2 3 3 2

* This information refers to the number of services available in the community in
1986, not the number of business establishments.

Furthermore, each of the communities provides the traditional array of
services such as water, sewage treatment/disposal, health care and educa
tional opportunities, though there is some variation in the number and types
of businesses/services. Table 1 presents the distribution of.business and
professional services available within these communities for 1986 (The
CommunityProfile Information System: 1989).Despite differences in popu
lation sizes across the communities, the number and range of services
within the eight categories listed in Table 1 are remarkably similar. It would
appear that regional location and trading area are compensating for the
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potentially negative effects of modest population size on service availability.
That is, because all four communities are relatively distant from other
significantly larger trading centres, they each have fairly stable service
sectors.

As has already been mentioned earlier in the paper, the data collection
instruments employed in this study were adapted from Goudy's (1977)
research. The community questionnaires asked respondents to rate twenty
one specific local services and opportunities, using a five-point rating scale
ranging from (1) definitely does not describe this community at all, to (5)
definitely describes this community well. Although this is not a typical
satisfaction rating scale, the statements were worded in a positive manner
or direction, such that agreement indicated degree of satisfaction with the
item(s) in question (eg. goodshopping facilities for daily needs). One set of
these items dealt with local services and facilities including basic utilities,
police and fire protection, shopping facilities, health care and government

-services. The remaining variables referenced programs and opportunities
such as employment, education, recreation, availability of land and housing,
as well as programs for youths and seniors. In general theoretical terms,
such items represent more than simple indicators of residents' satisfaction
with local amenities or facilities; they also assess the adequacy of the
functional and institutional aspects of overall community satisfaction.

Residents were also asked to indicate their perceptions of eleven
features of their community's sociocultura/climate. These items constitute
operational definitions of the components specified in Warren's (1970)
theoretical model of the "good" community. Unlike the more conventional
service evaluations, these statements provide data concerning the social
psychological dimensions of community life, such as familiarity with
community residents, participation, interaction, sense of community, auton
omy and problem solving. Finally, all survey formats included quesnons
determining the respondent's age, sex, education level and home commu
nity, to facilitate comparisons across key sociodemographic variables.

Results

Factor analysis was employed in the preliminary stages of examining the
residents' evaluations of the functional and social-psychological features of
their communities. All of the items were submitted to a principal-axis factor
program which employed quartimax rotation, in order to determine if there
was any significant degree of empirical separation between these two broad
classes of variables. The final rotation solution was restricted to four factors
based upon eigenvalues exceeding 1.0, and the results are presented in
Table 2. This table is broken into the two basic blocks of variables
mentioned above, and the items listed within these groupings are ordered
according to the relative sizes of their loadings on the first and second
factors. The data are presented in this manner largely because the vast
majority of the items load most highly on either of these two empirical
dimensions. All factor loadings of 0.50 or more are bold-faced in Table 2,
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Table 2

Factor Analysis of Residents' Evaluations of Social-Psychological and Functional Items
(N=661)

Factor

II III IV

Social-Psychological Items:

Residents have pride in this community 0.30 0.59 0.11 0.08
This community deals with problems effectively 0.22 0.57 -0.06 0.07
Power to make decisions is shared by residents 0.12 0.56 -0.00 -0.01
Residents participate in community affairs 0.12 0.51 0.27 0.08
Residents see this community as the centre
of their lives 0.18 0.41 0.02 -0.04

Residents know each other 0.09 0.39 0.53 -0.09
Anyone is welcome to live in this community 0.34 0.36 0.31 -0.13
Conflict rarely takes place in this community 0.02 0.32 0.01 0.07
This community controls its present affairs 0.15 0.31 -0.10 -0.00
This community has a variety of clubs and
organizations 0.49 0.11 0.07 0.07

Residents depend on other communities for
goods/services 0.14 -0.06 -0.15 0.01

Local Services and Opportunities:

Good religious opportunities 0.62 0.01 0.30 -0.24
Good nursery school/day care 0.61 0.09 -0.05 0.10
Good recreational opportunities 0.60 0.12 0.02 0.24
Good shopping for daily needs 0.59 0.09 -0.01 -0.01
Good police protection 0.59 0.04 -0.01 -0.16
Good fire protection 0.58 0.06 0.11 -0.21
Good housing for seniors 0.54 -0.05 0.03 -0.04
Good health care 0.53 0.09 -0.10 -0.09
Good educational opportunities 0.53 0.19 -0.11 0.13
Good shopping for other than daily needs 0.51 0.09 0.28 0.14
Good utilities 0.51 0.16 0.22 -0.31
Housing available to rentlbuy 0.49 -0.13 0.38 0.15
Good programs for seniors 0.47 -0.05 0.10 0.20
Good cultural opportunities 0.47 0.04 0.07 0.50
Good local government 0.46 0.37 -0.15 -0.05
Good opportunities for citizen involvement 0.43 0.30 -0.07 0.12
Good welfare program 0.43 0.09 -0.05 -0.05
Good employment opportunities 0.39 0.14 -0.28 0.27
Land available to rentlbuy 0.38 -0.07 0.43 0.14
Good programs for youth 0.38 0.19 -0.04 0.52
Fair treatment on local taxes 0.36 0.28 0.07 -0.01

while the smaller, though somewhat more significant, values are italicized.
It should also be mentioned that the final rotation matrix was based on
information provided by both adults and youths from all four study commu
nities. The sample size for this procedure was 661 respondents, reduced
from the original 767 cases due to listwise deletion of missing values.
Separate factor programs were also conducted for these two age groups
and the results proved very similar to those presented inTable 2. That is, the
item-by-item factor loadings in the individual analyses (students versus
adults) did not depart significantly from the patterns observed in the
combined data set.
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Table 2 very clearly supports the suggestion that residents evaluate the
socia/attributes of a community differently than the more functionalaspects
of the local opportunity structure. That is, these two broad classes of
variables correspond with distinct dimensions of community life. Almost
without exception, the twenty-one items dealing with service attributes of the
communities are most stro-ngly related to the first factor, with loadings
ranging from 0.36 to 0.62. Indeed, all but two of these community features
share their highest correlations with this first factor, and eleven of these
loadings exceed 0.50. On closer inspection, the first eleven items represent
a cross section of services and opportunities which might very well be
considered essential to the viability of any small rural centre. The items with
the highest loadings on Factor I referto such local opportunities as religious
expression, recreation and education, as well as basic services related to
protection, health, day care and shopping facilities.

Clearly, Factor I is a relatively uniform theoretical and empirical dimen
sion, though it encompasses a wide range of functional community
components. Indeed, few of the service evaluations load to any significant
extent on any of the other three factors. Good local government
demonstrates a modest association with Factor II (0.37), that is, the factor
on which the social-psychological variables load most highly. This is not
altogether surprising, however, given that political processes within small .
rural communities represent important mechanisms of social interaction,
community integration and commitment. Finally, only one of the social
psychological items, that concerning the variety of clubs and organizations,
is strongly related to Factor I (0.49). This is understandable, given that
residents may well be associating opportunities for involvement in local
clubs with the overall quality of their community's institutional environment.
In this sense, the variety of voluntary associations is more closely related to
functional diversity than to opportunities for social interaction.

In examining the factor loadings associated with the eleven social-psy
chological items included in this study, this group of community attributes is
somewhat less unidimensional than the service evaluations. What is per
haps most remarkable is that the pattern and magnitude of the loadings for
these items are extremely similar to the results reported by Goudy (1977).
That is, eight of the social indicators of community satisfaction (community
pride, problem solving, power distribution, participation, commitment, open
ness to newcomers, conflict and autonomy) are all highly related to Factor
II. Of the remaining items, primary group relations is quite highly correlated
with Factor III (0.53), while a final socioeconomic variable dealing with 
residents' dependence on surrounding communities is unrelated to any of
the four factors. Interestingly, two of the service evaluations also demonstr
ate moderate correlations with the third factor - the availability of housing
(0.38) and land (0.43) to rent or buy. This would seem to imply that social
contacts playa critical role in identifying property to rent or buy within small
rural communities. Finally, although not all eleven social-psychological
indicators load evenly on the same dimension, many of the items are most
highly related to Factor II. In looking at the nature of this cluster of variables,
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it is quite obvious that these factor loadings emphasize group solidarity and
cohesiveness within the community. The results of the factor analysis
presented in Table 2 are, therefore, consistent with earlier investigations
into the multidimensionality of community satisfaction, suggesting that there
is clear empirical separation between the social-psychological and the
functional aspects of community life.

The second major theme in this article relates to the comparability of
adult versus student perceptions of various aspects of their respective
communities. As has already been mentioned, this data set includes
information gathered from both of these distinctive groups of. community,
residents. By exploring adults' and youths' evaluations of both the social
psychological and functional-economic items, it is possible to assess the
extent to which these two age groups hold similar or differing views
concerning various aspects of community satisfaction. This point is of
particular relevance to the survival of small rural centres, in light of the
unprecedented exodus ot large numbers of rural youth. Of the 360 students
participating in this study, for instance, 92.6 percent indicated that they were
planning to leave their home communities after completing their education.
Furthermore, 87.4 percent suggested that "most" or "all" of their friends
were also intending to migrate after finishing school.

Interestingly, few studies have dealt specifically with migration patterns
among rural youth, especially with regard to the reasons for returning to
nonmetropolitancommunities. Murdocket al, (1984), however, have exam
ined the relative effects of economic and noneconomic factors (including
demographic, public service, governmental and economic variables) on
age-specific migration rates. Their findings lend support to the contention
that noneconomic factors are becoming increasingly important in the expla
nation of migration decisions. Indeed, Murdock et al. indicate that
socioeconomic variables are the most powerful predictors of migration
among those between 10 and 29 years of age. In a similar vein, research
conducted by Speare et at (1982) and Sofranko and Fliegel (1984) support
the conclusion that the affective dimensions of community, life, such as
strong social bonds, friendliness and attachment to one's place of resi
dence, are significantly related to migration variables. So, if it can be argued
that the persistence of small communities rests at least partially on how
positively residents evaluate the social and functional dimensions of their
home towns, then the continued survival of these centres will be related to
the socialization of rural youth into this way of life. It is, therefore, valuable
to examine the extent to which the students' and adults' satisfaction levels
converge with respect to different community features.

Table 3 presents the results of difference of means tests for both adult
and student evaluations of eleven social-psychological items and twenty
one local services. The items are arranged within their respective blocks
according to the (descending) magnitude of the variation between the two
corresponding means, with t values at or beyond the 0.05 level of signifi
cance printed in bold. The left-hand/right-hand posltioninq of the mean
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Table 3

Differences Between Adult and Student Means for Both the Social-Psychological
and Functional Indicators of Community Satisfaction

Adult Student Difference tValue
Means Means
(N~381) (N~352)

Social-Psychological Items:

This community has a variety of clubs and
organizations 4.12 3.62 0.50 6.62

Residents see this community as the centre
of their lives 3.27 2.96 0.31 4.61

Power to make decisions is shared 3.09 3.34 -0.25 -3.43
Residents have pride in this community 3.n 3.57 0.20 3.05
Residents know each other 3.98 4.15 -0.17 -2.82
Anyone is welcome to live in this community 3.98 4.15 -0.17 -2.25
.Conflict rarely takes place in this community 2.85 3.00 -0.15 -1.99
Residents participate in community affairs 3.42 3.51 -0.09 -1.79
This community deals with problems effectively 3.35 3.31 0.04 0.59
This community controls its present affairs 2.91 2.94 -0.03 -0.36
Residents depend on other communities for
goods/services 2.89 2.91 0.02 -0.30

Local Services and Opportunities:

Good shopping for other than daily needs 2.94 2.46 0.48 6.34
Good fire protection 4.23 3.86 0.37 5.57
Good shopping for daily needs 3.84 3.43 0.41 5.47
Good police protection 4.06 3.67 0.39 5.33
Fair treatment on local taxes 3.33 3.06 0.27 4.31
Good local government 3.51 3.26 0.25 3.62
Good religious opportunities 3.73 3.47 0.26 3.35
Good recreational opportunities 3.73 3.47 0.26 3.35
Good opportunities for citizen involvement 3.43 3.21 0.22 3.33
Good programs for seniors 3.57 3.35 0.22 3.19
Good welfare program 3.53 3.32 0.21 3.12
Good utilities 4.32 4.15 0.17 2.70
Good employment opportunities 2.22 2.41 -0.19 -2.66
Land available to rent/buy 3.84 3.70 0.14 1.99
Good programs for youth 2.78 2.91 -0.13 -1.73
Good educational opportunities 3.23 3.29 -0.06 -0.81
Good housing for seniors 3.91 3.86 0.05 0.59
Housing available to rentlbuy 3.88 3.84 0.04 0.55
Good cultural opportunities 3.08 3.04 0.04 0.49
Good nursery school/day care 3.42 3.46 -0.04 -0.44
Good health care 3.57 3.58 -0.01 -0.13

scores forthe two age groups is arbitrary, though it should be mentioned that
negative signs in the Difference and t value columns of the table reflect
situations in which student means exceed those for adult-community mem
bers. This is of added importance insofar as larger mean scores indicate
greater overall levels of satisfaction with particular items.

It should also be noted that the itemized mean differences presented in
Table 3were also assessed in an analysis of variance procedure, controlling
for gender and community size. This form of statistical analysis was
employed to determine whether these control variables significantly im
pacted the effects of age on residents' evaluations of the soclal-
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psychological and service dimensions of community life. The analysis of
variance results, however, clearly indicated that the control variables have
little or no impact on either the students' or the adults' average ratings of the
items listed in Table 3. That is, deviations between the means for the
respective study groups and the grand means did not vary significantly
before and afteradjusting for gender and community size.

In looking at the results presented in Table 3, we find that the correspond
ing means for adults and youths are significantly different on eight of the
eleven social-psychological indicators. An item-by-item comparison of the
variation between the mean scores for the two age groups yields a range of
0.09 to 0.50, with an average difference of 0.24. The greatest disparity in
viewpoints is noticed with respect to the variety of clubs and organizations
available to community residents. We note that adult members of the
community espouse far more optimistic attitudes towards opportunities for
social interaction and participation. This same pattern holds true for adults'
perceptions of the degree of local commitment to and pride in the commu
nity, suggesting that as residents age they become more socially and
psychologically attached to their home towns. This is quite understandable,
however, given that most of the adults will have lived in these or similar rural
centres long enough to become involved in local sociopolitical processes,
and naturally, they will have come to view themselves and others in relation
to the sociocultural boundaries of the community.

The remaining five statistically significant t values, among the social
psychological items, are all negative in direction, again indicating that the
youths within this data set have higher perceived levels of satisfaction with
these particular items. Students see their communities as having more
democratic decision-making processes, closer interpersonal contacts,
higher levels of hospitality, less conflict and higher perceived levels of
participation in local affairs. In simple terms, the youths within this study are
significantly more optimistic than the adult members concerning certain
aspects of the sociocultural climates within these rural centres. It would
appear that though the younger residents demonstrate lower levels of
community attachment, they still vouchsafe the positive features of their
hometowns.

The t values associated with rural residents' evaluations of local services
vary both in magnitude and direction from those associated with the
social-psychological items. Adult and student means differ significantly on
fourteen of the twenty-one indicators listed in Table 3. More importantly,
however, the item-by-item differences for the two age groups range from
0.14 to 0.48, averaging slightly over 0.27 for all fourteen of these service
evaluations. Also, of the statistically significant t values, all but one are
positive in direction, suggesting that adult residents are much more favor
ably disposed toward the functional-economic aspects of their home
communities. Not surprisingly, two of the greatest discrepancies between
the two age groups relate to the students' somewhat more modest ratings
of the quality of local shopping facilities, both for basic necessities and other
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consumer items. It is quite clearthat the younger members of the communi
ties are less flattering in their assessments of local amenities, no doubt
partially as a result of wide-scale media forces socializing youths to urban
consumer tastes. Simply put, the older or more mature residents of these
communities will most probably have been reared in rural environments.
Hence, their evaluations of community services and facilities are likely to be
more consistent with expectations which have evolved over years of
residence in rural centres. It is, therefore, conceivable that students are
evincing the undertones of relative deprivation, whereas their parents are
expressing slightly more positive adjustments to rural lifestyles.

In summarizing the results of the difference of means tests, we find that
adults express significantly more positive evaluations of opportunities for
involvement in local organizations, as well as residents' commitment to and

.pride in their home communities. By comparison, younger members hold
somewhat more optimistic attitudes towards other aspects of the socio
cultural climates within these small rural centres (i.e., the powerdistribution,
primary group relations, openness to newcomers, conflict containment and
community participation). There is, however, no discounting the fact that
adult residents are significantly more satisfied with the range of local
services and opportunities than their sons or daughters. It follows, then, that
adult residents are much more integrated into their rural residences,
irrespective of whether this attachment is measured in social, psychological
or economic terms.

Conclusion

In the final analysis, small rural communities represent one of the last
bastions of close personal Gemeinschaft-like relations in this modern
industrial world. The heavily romanticized character of this way of life,
however, is being threatened by sweeping processes of social change. Still,
small towns and villages persist, like cairns of a bygone age, anachronisms
waiting to fade away. The findings presented here demonstrate the merits
of studying various dimensions of life (social, psychological, political, eco
nomic and cultural) within these seemingly simple, but highly complex,
systems. The results of factor analysis indicate that there are clear distinc
tions between the social-psychological and functional-economic attributes
of rural communities. Such data give credence to the suggestion that both
younger and adult residents experience life within their communities at
multiple levels of reality. Perhaps even more interestingly, the difference of
means tests reveal that students and adults do not share uniform levels of
satisfaction with the quality of many of the social-psychological and func
tional aspects of their home communities. It is obvious that community
studies must investigate both of these aspects of rural existence and how
they are transferred to new generations, if we are going to understand how
small communities can continue to persist in face of overwhelmingly oppos
ing forces. In a phrase, social-affective integration is as essential a feature
of community survival as any economic analysis of community vitality.
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"The Past of My Place":
Western Canadian Artists and the Uses of History

Jeremy Mouat

ABSTRACT. Popular artists are playing an important role in reconstructing our perspective of
the past of the prairie region. Emphasizing the role of women, the experience of First Nations
and the significance of class, these artists are providing westerners with a sense of their cultural
past and present that is at odds with the homogenized view of culture with which mass media
bombard them. This article examines the contribution of three of these important cultural
regionalists - folk singer James Keelaghan, film maker Anne Wheeler, and novelist RUdy
Wiebe.

SOMMAIRE. Les artistes populaires jouent un role important dans la reconstitution de notre
perspective de I'histoire des Prairies. En soulignant Ie role des femmes, "experience des
Premieres nations et I'importance de la notion de classe ces artistes donnent aux habitants de
l'Ouest un sentiment de leur passe et de leur present culturels qui ne correspond pas ala vision
homogeneisee de la culture dont les bombardent les medias. Cet article examine la contribu
tion de trois de ces importants regionalistes culturels: Ie chanteur folk James Keelaghan. la
realisatrice Anne Wheeler et I'ecrivain Rudy Wiebe.

More than a decade ago Robert Kroetsch asked the simple question,
"How do you write in a new country?" In his view this raised some very
significant issues:

Our inherited literature. the literature of our European past and of eastern North
America, is emphatically the literature of a people who have not lived on the
prairies. We had, and still have. difficulty finding names for the elements and
characteristics of tI1islandscape. The human response to this landscape is so
new and iII-defined and complex that our writers come back, uneasily but
compulsively. to landscape writing. Like the homesteaders before us, we are
compelled to adjust and invent. to remember and forget. ...

... we both. and at once, record and invent these new places....That pattern of
contraries. all the possibilities implied in record and invent, for me finds its focus
in the model suggested by the phrase: a local pride.

The phrase is from William Carlos Williams - indeed those three words are the
opening of his great poem. Paterson, about Paterson, New Jersey: a local pride.

The feeling must come from an awareness of the authenticity of our own lives.
People who feel invisible try to borrow visibility from those who are visible. To
understand others is surely difficult. But to understand ourselves becomes
impossible if we do not see images of ourselves in the mirror - be that mirror
theatre or literature or historical writing. A local pride does not exclude the rest of
the world. or other experiences; rather, it makes them both possible. It creates
an organizing centre. Or as Williams put it. more radically: the acquiring of a local
pride enables us to create our own culture - "by lifting an environment to
expression ...

How do we lift an environment to expression? How do you write in a new
country?'

Kroetsch's assertion that regional art and literature give us expression
can be seen as a response to the growing uniformity of popular culture, on
this continent and around the world. At the same time, as much journalistic
commentary emphasizes, globalization is transforming economic relations
between nations. The world shrinks, and its population seems intent on
marching to the beat of the same drummer. But if the contemporary world is
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inexorably moving us all toward the same point. our various pasts underline
some important differences. This article examines how three artists have
attempted to use history to give expression to a specific western Canadian
existence. The following pages will argue that the three reflect the kind of
vibrant regional culture which Kroetsch feels is so critical to our lives. Thus
their work can be interpreted as a vital antidote to the homogenizing images
of contemporary culture, which threaten to rob us of any real sense of
ourselves as a distinct society.

The artists discussed here are James Keelaghan. a folk singer; Anne
Wheeler, a film maker; and Rudy Wiebe. a novelist as well as an academic.
All three have turned to the past for a context in which to situate their work.
and have considerable experience in handling historical material. Wiebe, a
professor at the University of Alberta, has published a good deal of history,
including a compilation of primary sources on the 1885 Hebellion." Wheeler
helped to research and write A Harvest Yet To Reap.3 a resource book on
women's history. Keelaghan only became a professional musician after
completing an undergraduate degree in history. In addition to theirfamiliarity
with history, the three have turned to material which traditional popular
history has dealt with in a less than satisfying manner: topics such as the
role of women, the experience of Native peoples and the significance of
class. Each gives the past of western Canada a specificity and an authen
ticity that few others - even professional historians - have been able to
achieve.

What are we to make of such work? As its subject matter indicates, this
is not the blockbuster popular history of Pierre Berton "and Peter Newman.
nor is it the kind of thing that garners much attention in refereed journals.
Academic historians have yet to take fictionalized history very seriously.
whether presented in novels, song or on the silver screen.4 Whatever its
status, however, there can be no question that to read Wiebe's The
Temptations of Big Bear, to watch Wheeler's "Bye Bye Blues," or to listen
to Keelaghan sing involves confronting a vivid and living history. This is not
the sanitized past presented in television period dramas, series such as
"Anne of Green Gables," a glowing place where innocence seems to have
been sweeter and actions purer. This is the past where Big Bear tells those
in a Regina court room:

This land belonged to me. When I had it I never needed your flour and pork.
Sometimes I wasstiffwith Indianagentswho lookedat meas ifI wasa childand
knew lessthana child.Beforemanyof youwere born I ranbuffalooverthisplace
where you haveput thisbuilding.andwhitemenate themeat Igave them.Igave
myhandas a brother;Iwasfree,and thesmallestPersoninmybandwasas free
as I becausethe Masterof Lifehadgivenus our placeon theearth and thatwas
enoughfor us. Butyou havetakenour inheritance.andour strength.The land is
tom up. blackwith fires,andempty. You have done this. And there is nothingleft
now but that you musthelp us.5

The work of these three artists is best viewed as a celebration of the local
and the unique in the face of the dehumanizing and homogenizing trends of
an invasive global culture. This is a culture that is necessarily history-less:
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"A global culture is here and now and everywhere, and for its purposes the
past only serves to offer some decontextualized example or element for its
cosmopolitan patchwork." Viewed in this way, as a response or counter
point to the depressing hegemony of global culture, the work of Keelaghan
et al, is a western Canadian example of a broader trend, the insistence on a
specific culture. But within the Canadian context, it needs to be understood
regionally; as Frye has noted - the only perspective from which to
comprehend the creative imagination.7

Regionalism, of course, is not a simple word - it is different things to
different people, differences which reflect regional identities. The linguistic
and cultural regionalism of the Quebec is no more and no less authentic than
the economic and geographical regionalism of the West. Such regionalisms
are asymmetrical: as one scholar has pointed out, these are "one-sided
polarities ... a self-designated west but no corresponding east, and a
self-conscious French Canada but no parallel English canada." And from
a regional perspective, the work of Wiebe, Keelaghan and Wheeler is
evidence of a mature cultural identity in western Canada. Such a claim can
be substantiated by examining this work in some detail- Wiebe's novel,
The Temptations of Big Bear, Wheeler's film, "Bye Bye Blues," and the
songs of James Keelaghan.

*

Rudy Wiebe has written a number of novels, as well as short stories and
other works, with the explicit purpose of confronting the experiences of
those who have lived in western Canada. He does so with a relentless
passion and a clear sense of mission. He once drew a parallel between his
efforts and those of V.S. Naipul:

He. of course. has with the power of his writing destroyed the "embarrassment"
about Port of Spain. something I have not yet achieved with. for example.
Steinbach. Manitoba. And if you smiled at that statement. you proved what Jam
trying to explain: in the fictional worlds of Canada, certain societies are still not
reallyacceptable.9

Wiebe has a strong sense of himself as a western Canadian and as a result
most of his fiction deals with the prairie West. Central themes are the
encounter between Native and European, the meaning of ethnic identity,
and the significance of the western environment.

More than either Wheeler or Keelaghan, Wiebe is an established figure
on the Canadian cultural stage. His first novel appeared in 1962, and in 1973
he won the Governor General's Award for fiction with The Temptations of
Big Bear. He has received much critical attention, although many regard
The Temptations ofBig Bear, as.well as the subsequent (and related) novel t

The Scorched-Wood People, as his major contribution to Canadian litera-
ture. In a brief book on historical fiction, for example, Dennis Duffy argued
that The Temptations of Big Bear "stand[s] as the culmination of the
Canadian historical novel:' while George Woodcock has claimed that

Novels such as Rudy Wiebe's TemptationsofBig Bear ... introduce a new sense
of history merging into myth, of theme coming out of a perception of the land. of
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geography as a source of art. In the process they break time down into the
nonlinear patterns of authentic memory; they also break down actuality and
recreate it in terms of the kind of nonliteral rationality that belongs to dreams. 10

Some of Wiebe's more recent work has received a less enthusiastic critical
response, although his latest book has garnered much praise. Even The
GlobeandMail- as will be seen below, not always an admirer of the culture
of the West - was positively effusive, describing it as "quite simply, a
wonderful, wonderful book.... Playing Dead is a piece of evocative prose
that confirms Rudy Wiebe as an outstanding writer ... whose contribution
will endure.,,11

The Temptations of Big Bear is a long and complex work, one which
demands much from a reader. 12 The novel is set in the Canadian West, from
1876 to 1888. Episodes describe the relationship between the Cree band of
Big Bear and the Canadian officials who sought Big Bear's assent to the
treaty-making process then underway. The climax of the novel comes at
Frog Lake in the spring of 1885, when a number of Europeans were killed by
Big Bear's band. But that is a very simple analysis of what the novel is
"about," since Wiebe regards the past as a strange and mysterious place;
at times, unknowable. And to further complicate the story, it has no central
voice: "the novel is composed as a fugue for several narrative voices of
different qualities, each of which emphasizes the tension between refer
ences to past and present. ..13 The book invites the reader to confront that
complexity rather than offering anyone interpretation of the events that it
describes.

Wiebe writes about the past with a respectful diffidence that is both
honest and unusual. He tells his reader how the evidence is scattered and
contradictory; he pauses to point out the many ironies; and the process of
reconstruction often ends with an admission of failure, or at least uncer
tainty. His article about the composition of the novel, as well as another
describing a visit to New York to see Big Bear's power bundle, demonstrate
the sensitivity that he brought to the historical material at the centre of the
work." The quotation earlier in this paper of Big Bear's Regina address
serves as a good example of his research and his style. Wiebe's article on
the novel describes the difficulties he encountered in trying to find details of
Big Bear's defense, in order to compose that passage. As he suggests,
these difficulties were instructive: ~

though I spent a week in Ottawa doing little else, I could find no trace of his
defence in either the Archives or the Department of Justice. So there is nothing
left but William Cameron's summary of what Big Bear said, and he concludes
with Richardson's answer:

"Big Bear," said Justice Richardson, and his tone was not unkind, "you have
been found guilty by an impartial jury. You cannot be excused from responsibility
for the misdoings of your band. The sentence of the court is that you be
imprisoned in the penitentiary at Stony Mountain for three years. It

That's recorded forty years after the fact; this is Nicholas Flood Davin's report in
TheLeader, October 1, 1885:
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"First came Big Bear, who made a long address to the Court, in the course of
which he frequently used such language as, "when we owned the country" and
he drew the Court'sattention to the fact thathe beingin prisonwhowas to protect
his people.

Judge Richardson in sentencing him told him that they never owned the land[,l
that it belongedto the Queen,who allowed themto use it, thatwhen she wanted
to make other use of it she called them together through her officers, and gave
them the choicest portions of the country and that, as to his people, they would
be lookedafter as thoughnothing hadoccurred.Hewasthen sentencedto three
years in the Penitentiary.II

How time smears edges; how it liberalizes,softensour motivation!15

Wiebe has been particularly concerned to articulate a Native voice, to
remind other Canadians of the experiences of those people who have been
marginalized by the country's history. He does this extraordinarily well; his
prose has in places an Old Testament grandeur which seems appropriate
to the topic. When this similarity was drawn to his attention, Wiebe com
mented that "the Biblical prophets and Big Bear had a great deal in
common, the sense of a heritage that has been sold out.':" To draw upon
the culture of Native people has become a controversial issue, but Wiebe
emphatically rejects the argument that he is simply another white man
appropriating Native culture: "This is my world; I don't have any other
country than this .... If I grew up in Big Bear's country, he is my ancestor.':"
At the same time, he has been quick to chastise others who have in his view
taken liberties with Native peoples. He reacted angrily, for example, to the
publication of W.P. Kinsella's TheMissHobbemaBeauty Pageant in 1989.
Wiebe regarded this collection of stories as so offensive as to justify the
people of Hobbema in taking legal action against Kinsella (a course he
recommended that they follow), arguing that if Kinsella "uses an actual
place and the actual name of a people, he has the responsibility not to abuse
them. ,,18 An indication of the authenticity of Wiebe's own work may be found
in the comment by Native writer, Maria Campbell, that she sensed the spirit
of Big Bear controlling Wiebe, in the speeches of the Cree leader provided
in his novel,"

History in The Temptations of BigBear is not straightforward nor even all
that easyto comprehend. Each of the novel's many voices uses words in a
different way, with a different effect. As Big Bear concludes in his speech in
that Regina court room,

A word is power, it comes from nothing into meaning and a Person takes his
name with him when he dies. I have said my last words. Who will say a word for
my people? Give my people help' I havespoken.2o

Wiebe leaves the reader profoundly moved, aware of the ignorance re
flected in any dismissal of the Prairies as an essentially dull place, "equal
parts of Puritanism, Monotony, Farmers, and Depression. It Wiebe is com
mitted to raising us out of that ignorance; in an exuberant passage intended
to form part of the introductory chapter to BigBear,Wiebe tells how the story
emerged from
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the vacuum called history, which in Western Canada is no vacuum at all but
rather the great ocean of our ignorance as horizonless as the prairies them
selves. ... For if one is once willing to understand that he is beyond doubt
thoughtlessly treading water on his ancestral past, on the past of his place, and
will dare to plunge in, reckless of life and eyes wide open, he finds in that ocean
a teeming of wildlife and tamelife and every other kind of life that takes his
ordinary breath away ...21

It is that response, that astonishment, that Wiebe elicits in the novel.

*
Anne Wheeler has been active in the performing arts for some twenty

years. During the last decade she has established herself as one of the
leaders in the independent film industry of western Canada. Wheeler first
became involved in films in the early 1970s as a co-owner of Filmwest
Associates, a company that aspired "to make western stories, to tell
western stories, to the West and to the world.,,22 Her first film to reach a large
pubtlc was released in 1975, the docu-drama "Great Grand Mother," made
in association with the National Film Board of Canada. A history of the
prairie West from the perspective of the European women who settled there
at the turn of the century, "Great Grand Mother" heralded themes that she
would explore overthe next fifteen years: the Prairies, women, and the past.
"Bye Bye Blues" is thus the culmination of a number of years' work, both in
terms of her growth as a director and her interests as a writer: "it combines
her search for her roots, both personal and regional, her feminist convictions
and her passion for story-telling.,,23

Although acknowledging the help and tutelage of the National Film
Board, Wheelerdescribes herself as a self-taught director. In fact, she tends
to perform many of the key tasks - writer, director, producer - for her films,
a reflection of her desire to maintain control of the creative process. Herfilms
are her stories (a word she often uses), and Wheeler sees her work as a film
maker as an extension of the role of storyteller in society. She is particu larly
comfortable with stories that are a mixture of fact and fiction, while empha
sizing that "my stories don't have closure .... I'm the type of person that tries
to make new kinds of stories and to look at things differently than they may
have been looked at before." During her formal education, history had
seemed to her the most boring of subjects (she has an undergraduate
degree in science). Her interest in the past was kindled as she researched
the film "Great Grand Mother":

It had been because I can imagine myself there, and that leap of what it would
have been like made it fascinating for me. It started with my own grandmother,
discovering that she was one of Nellie McClung's best friends, something that
had never been told to me before, and I thought that that was extraordinary.... I
had had no models in terms of history; people like Neme McClung had never
been pointed out to me....

When you do one [film based in the past], you get more interested and you realize
how much you don't know, and you go a little further. The more I learned, the
more I didn't know, and the more I wanted to know. Very curious person. 24
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"Bye Bye Blues" - made in 1988-89, and her fourth feature film - is a
loose reconstruction of her mother's wartime experiences. Itis something of
a sequel, or parallel narrative, to an earlier film of Wheeler's, "A War Story,"
made in 1981 with the National Film Board of Canada. Both films are part of
what Wheeler describes as "a personal odyssey into understanding my
parents and my relationship to them.':" "A War Story" is a powerful
docu-drama based on her father's diaries, describing his experiences as a
prisoner of the Japanese during the war. "Bye Bye Blues" is the other story,
her mother's world on the home front in Alberta, a woman forced to forge a
new life with two children, with little money and a husband lost to the war. To
make ends meet and to survive the tedium, the main character (Daisy
Cooper) becomes a pianisVsinger in a local dance band. At first a rather
clumsy amateur, she gradually turns into a professional musician, helped by
an American trombonist drawn to her by more than a desire to provide music
instruction. Her husband finally returns, however, and Daisy quits the band.

While the plot of the movie can be summarized in a few lines, in fact it is
a rich and subtle work, crafted with a sharp eye for detail and beautifully
filmed. To dismiss the movie as a catalogue of cliches, as did the reviewer
in The Globe andMail, is to insist on viewing it only at the most banal level.26

His comparison of "Bye Bye Blues" with such superficial fare as Goldie
Hawn's "Swing Shift" indicates the intellectual depth that he brought to bear
on the movie. Had Jay Scott wanted to engage in a meaningful comparison.
the obvious choice would have been John Boorman's "Hope and Glory." As
others have pointed out, Scott's review likely guaranteed the commercial
failure of Wheeler's movie in Ontario, despite the standing ovation it won
when screened at Toronto's Festival of Fesnvats." The one interesting point
to emerge from The Globe and Mail review is Scott's inability to see the
movie as Canadian or historical; although he contemptuously acknowl
edges the emotional power of "Bye Bye Blues" ("Hello tear ducts, bye bye
brains"), he can only situate the film within the American cultural milieu. To
be fair, not all at The Globe andMailshared Scott's assessment. In a column
usually devoted to politics, Jeffrey Simpson wrote at length about the movie
and its reception in central Canada..He found the film 'wonderful," and
attempted to reconcile its standing ovation at the Festival of Festivals with
the fact that it ran for just two weeks at a Toronto cinema. Simpson ended
his column inconclusively, with a question: "will Torontonians, among the
most parochial of Canadians despite their pretensions to the contrary,
bother with a film made in and about a place as far removed as Alberta?lt28
Western Canadians do not take their cue from central Canada, of course,
and audiences have embraced the movie as their own. 29

The film's real power comes from its sense of authenticity; despite a
glowing, at times spectacular, cinematography, it is the attention to detail
that draws the viewer into the movie. We begin to care for the women whose
lives and relationships are examined:

the interaction and undercurrents give this seemingly languorous, unhurried
movie tension. These lives and values are settled, traditional t but momentarily
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disrupted. And we're always aware I because of the movie's insistence on a rich
social context - that a reckoning or choice is due after the armistice....

&I Blues" becomes a lament for those few moments of liberation or love - or even
just musicianly camaraderie on stage - that can shine through the seemingly
unbroken, inevitable routines of ordinary lives: ties, obligations. the chains of
war, class and geography.30

At the centre of the movie is Daisy - it is her growth both as an entertainer
and as a person that Wheeler is most concerned with charting. But is not a
straightforward or simple story, and the movie is true to Wheeler's assertion
that her stories do not have closure. Loose ends are not tied, and viewers
are left to draw their own conclusions about Daisy's relationship with the
American musician, Matt Gramley. We know that it is a relationship that
affected her profoundly: in one of the film's final scenes, Daisy goes to tell
Matt that her husband is back and that she will not be moving up to
Edmonton with the band the next day; in effect, that she is quitting the band.
An angry Matt dismisses her and slams the door in nertace, but her sweater
is caught in the door. The symbolism might be heavy handed but it is to the
point. Part of her-is left with Matt, something she will never get back. In the
very last scene of the film, the camera follows the musicians' bus as it heads
to the city, away from the small prairie town. The song "Bye Bye Blues"
plays, its words underlining Daisy's ambivalence as she tearfully watches
her friends exit from her life.

The history disclosed in the film is intimate and personal, in Wheeler's
words, "about the unspoken life of women, which hasn't been seen as
important. ,,31 The larger conventional history of the time - the events of the
war which decide the fate of Daisy's husband - is subtly folded into the
characters' lives and experiences. And we always learn of them second
hand - by radio, in conversation, or through letters. In the course of an
evening family card game, for example, the news comes over the radio of
the bombing of Hiroshima. "Guess that'll show the Japs," comments one
person. Daisy's brother Will, a returned soldierwho had lost a leg in the war,
responds angrily: "Whole goddam city full of people." We learn not just of
the event, but the way in which it is filtered through the experiences of the
characters, which in turn informs their reactions to the event. People are at
the centre of Wheeler's history.

*

James Keelaghan, a Calgary-based folksinger, grew up in a household
that was both musically and historically inclined. His father was a veteran of
the Spanish Civil War, and had collected folk songs in Ireland before World
.War II. His mother lived through the Blitz in London, and Keelaghan grew up
listening to his parents sing. After completing a degree in history at the
University of Calgary - "I started dOin~ these little historical songs as a
cheap excuse for not doing term papers" 2 - he found work as an historical
researcher and a musician. By 1988 he was playing the major folk festivals
of Canada. With two albums out and a third on the way, he has emerged as
a rising star in Canada's rich folk scene.
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Keelaghan's songs are largely Canadian social history set to music.
These vary from a happy-go-lucky trainman's account of a CPR wreck
("Railway Tune") to more sombre works about the murder of marching
miners in Estevan, Saskatchewan in 1931 ("Small Rebellion") and the 1914
Hillcrest mine disaster ("Hillcrest Mine"). What sets his work apart is its
subtlety - three-minute songs manage to convey more than many a lecture
on the same material. Needless to say, they are also reaching a much larger
audience. In addition to their lyrical power, his songs ring with Keelaghan's
strong voice and an easy familiarity with the folk tradition.

Like both Wheeler and Wiebe, Keelaghan's lyrics draw from his own
experiences and link these with more profound issues. This comes across
in such songs as "Boom Gone to Bust, II where the Depression of his
parent's time is juxtaposed to his own knowledge of the 1980s recession:

My Dadstartedeast sometime in the thirtieswith theOn-to-OnawamenI

He'd enoughof the campsand the dole and the handouts,
Hewanted to work and to tie the loose ends.
Drifted fromfactoryto foundryto flophouse,
The war sortedout what mere mencouldnot;
InSudbury's forgesheworked like a madman,
Hisyears lost to hunger,Dadnever forgot.
And I headedWest when I turnedtwenty,
Whenthe factoriesand foundrieshadclosed.
And in my mind'seye, I thought I mightsettle
Out herewhere my fatherwas raisedandwas born.
I worked as a jughound,a roughneck, a bouncer,
I workedwhere I wanted, I drew damngood pay;
Saw no end to our luck,and so we just pushedit,
But OPEC and mortgagesate it away.33

Such personal experiences are pushed to far broader conclusions by the
song's close:

It seems to me somehowthis nationof migrants,
Fromfather to daughter,from mother to son,
Mustconstantlyshift fromthe eastor the west,
Till we run out of work or of placesto run.
Gonenow the dayswhen you livedwhere your parents,
And their parentsbefore them,were bredand were born:
Mustgo where thework is to live any life, boys,
Bendlike a willow to weather thestorm...34

As can be seen, there is a deliberate presentism in his work. Even in a
song grounded in a specific event, such as the title song, "Small Rebellion,"
an account of the march of Bienfait coal miners in Estevan in 1931 which left
three of their number dead and many more wounded, Keelaghan is intent on
connecting with larger issues:

I amvery seriousabout relatingthatsong,Small Rebellion, towhat happenedin
TienanmenSquare.... The struggle for rightsand the struggle for freedom and
the strugglefor political beliefs,or the struggleto have the right to express~our
politicalbeliefs, I think is never-ending, and SmallRebellions is about that?

tntnatalourn, his second, Keelaghanwas particularly interested in confront
ing the past of the West, and with a specific intent:
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"Small Rebellions" is very much based in prairie geography; the big thing with
people in Saskatchewan and Alberta and Manitoba is more than anywhere else
in the country, I think we have a real inferiority complex about our history,
because there are no landmarks.... Because there aren't marvellous stone
buildings and things, people think we don't have a history. History for a lot of
people seems to be measured in physical structures, and to me itls not; I wanted
to deal with some points of history that operate outside of physical structures in
a prairie setting.36

Like Wheeler, Keelaghan's work has received a mixed response from "the
country's national newspaper." For example, The Globe and Mails review
of "Small Rebellions" ignored the content of Keelaghan's songs, comment
ing only on the form. And at this level, the album was damned with faint
praise. The review began: "Very small rebellions. Calgary's James
Keelaghan is surely the most traditional of the newest generation of
Canadian folk singers and songwriters.,,37 Audiences have come to their
own conclusions - a Keelaghan performance often ends with a standing
ovation.

History is almost intrinsic to folk music; the genre is steeped in tradition
and memory. Keelaghan's concern with the Canadian past - his use of it
as context and meaning for his music - is scarcely unique. Yet his historical
songs stand out because they are closely grounded in events, while
avoiding the temptation to resort to mere narrative or to engage in heavy
handed preachiness. A good example is a recent song concerning the
evacuation of Japanese Canadians from Canada's west coast in 1942;
Keelaghan tells the (evidently true) story of a Japanese woman who decided
to have her piano pitched off the end of a Steveston wharf rather than see it
fall into the hands of others. since all their property was being impounded.
In a clever twist, however, the story is told by a sympathetic policeman, who
himself struggles to understand the meaning of what is taking place. By
contrast. the songs of the late Stan Rogers, the folk musician with whom
Keelaghan is frequently compared, tended to focus on the humourous
incident or the telling anecdote, to stand outside of a larger and identifiable
past.

Keelaghan is by no means the only prairie singer to have reached a
broad audience. Others include Connie Kaldor (whose own song 'Batoche"
is a moving evocation of the 1885 Rebellion), country musicians Ian Tyson
and k.d. lang, and the "roots" musicians, Bourne and Macleod (recent
winners of a Juno Award for their debut album"Dance and Celebrate"). The
1990 Vancouver Folk Festival recognized the new wave of talent coming out
of Alberta by featuring the province's musicians as one of the highlights of
the festival; it also included a workshop on songs about Canadian history,
led by Keelaghan.

*

The popularity in Canada of works such as the television production of
Anneof GreenGables, as well as a host of imported period dramas, suggest
that the past can evoke a very positive public response. This invention of an
idealized world does not always reflect a desire to produce a marketable
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commodity for the entertainment industry or to cater to a pervasive nostal
gia, of course; the past can be put to innumerable purposes, from selling
beer to legitimizing political parties of virtually any ideological stripe. Re
cently a number of writers have described the ways in which the past has
been used, analyzing how it is constituted - by whom, for whom, and with
what effect - and the ways in which such representations are shaped by
the contexts in which they appear." Such discussions often assume that the
past has no obvious or direct objective life, maintaining that it is always
invented ortranslated or mediated, for avariety of conscious or unconscious
reasons. The argument here is considerably different, shaped not only by
the focus on three individuals within a specific regional context, but also by
a more optimistic assessment of intent and outcome. The history employed
by Wiebe, Wheelerand Keelaghan is part of a process of authentication, of
connecting people to the reality of their place. The point, as Eliot put it-in a
much-quoted poem, "Will be to arrive where we started!And know the place
for the first time.,,39

The opening section of this article posed the question of what rneanmq
should be assigned to the work of Keelaghan, Wheeler and Wiebe. We can
first of all make clear what this is not - it is not an invented past, a nostalgic
and indulgent celebration of a past that was not. The father's advice in
Keelaghan's "Hillcrest Mine" is scarcely a sanitized version:

I've heard itwhispered in the light of dawn I

That mountain sometimes moves;
That bodes ill for the morning shift
And you know what you're gonna lose.
Don't go my son where the deep coal runs,
Turn your back on the mine on the hill,
'Cause ifthe dust and the dark and the~as don't get you,
Then the goons and the bosses will...4

Which is not to argue that their work is simply antiquarian chronicling of life
in former times; the subjects and themes are chosen deliberately, to
illuminate specific dimensions of the Canadian past. This process ot selec
tion - with artists as with historians - is neither simple nor straightforward.
As Butterfield once observed, we give the semblance of order to the chaos
of the past by virtue of what we leave out. Whether consciously or not,
writers use their own criteria of significance to determine what is important,
and thus what material deserves to be drawn from the vast amount
available.

One confronts traces of the past in many places, in many guises. As
Keelaghan suggests, western Canada does not have the stone buildings of
earlier centuries such as those that dot the 51. Lawrence basin and other
landscapes. Its points of reference have to be consciously sought out to be
recovered. Wiebe has recounted the difficulties he confronted in this
process of reclamation, in an article describing the genesis of Big Bear.

Anyway, it was from reading Cameron in the '50s that I first realized the bush
homestead where I was born in northern Saskatchewan probably was traversed
in June, 1885, by Big Bear and his diminishing band as among the poplars they
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easily eluded the clumsy military columns of Strange and Middleton and Otter
and Irvine pursuing them; that I first realized that the white sand beaches of Turtle
Lake. where Speedwell School had its annual sportsday with Jackpine and
Turtleview Schools. right there where that brown little girl had once beaten me in
the grade four sprints, a race in which until then I was acknowledged as
completely invincible: perhaps on that very beach Big Bear had once stood
looking at the clouds trundle up from the north. Ofcourse, thanks to our education
system, I had been deprived of this knowledge when I was a child: we studied
people with history-like Cromwell who removed a king's head. or Lincoln who
freed slaves - but I can see now that this neglect contained an ambiguous good.
For in forcing me to discover the past of my place on my own as an adult, my
public school inadvertently roused an anger in me which has ever since given an
impetus to my writing which I trust it will never lose. AI/people have history. The
stories we tell of our past are by no means merely words: they are meaning and
life to us as people. as a particu/arpeople.41

One has to investigate to find, as Wiebe did, the trail of others on the
beach of Turtle Lake. Thus Harrison's point about prairie authors in Un
named Country is wide of the mark: "It is as though they regarded their past
as something that must be rediscovered because it has somehow been
misrepresented to them.?" The history of Wiebe and Wheeler and
Keelaghan is no more a rediscovery of something that was already known,
already in the popular consciousness, than it is invention. Wheeler's com
ment about the research that she did for her film "Great Grand Mother" is to
the point: "so many stories and no one had heard them. u43

A sense of place is clear in the work of Keelaghan, Wiebe and Wheeler.
All three work within western Canada and their work needs to be understood
within that context, historically as well as aesthetically. More than forty-five
years ago W.L. Morton spoke of western Canada's inability to "accept a
common interpretation of Canadian history or a cultural metropolitanism....
It has no acceptable alternative to working out its own identity in terms of its
own historical experience.?" Since then there has been a good deal of
discussion both in and about the West, listing its grievances, its uniqueness,
and so on; discussions which range across the spectrum from the manifes
tos of separatist political parties through to the papers and published
proceedings of academic conferences. Some of this was self-interested
posturing, some of it an angry response to the centralist assumptions of the
National Energy Program and other discriminatory federal policies. The
West continues to prove itself a fertile breeding ground of political parties,
but a recent book is right to claim that there is much more going on in the
region and that cultural activity in the West is attaining a new stature and
self-confidence .45 This latter development could well signal the beginning of
a more profound 'vernacular mobilization" and "cultural politicization" which
will be necessary to survive the turbulent years ahead." At the.very least,
the work of the three artists examined here is evidence that the cultural
community in the West is forging the identity referred to by Morton, an
inclusive identity which encompasses all western Canadians. With the
prospect of the country's federal bonds loosening in the coming years, the
need to understand such regional identities will become increasingly import-
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ant - and the objections of central Canadians to such implicit assertions of
difference even less credlole."

The emergence of a mature and autonomous cultural community also
reflects the end of the West's ingrained deference to imported cultural
norms. As in many other areas of the "settlerdominions," European cultural
expressions in western Canada were until recently essentially derivative, a
result of historical experience in an area colonized by Europeans in the later
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Despite the ethnic diversity of the
colonists, the dominant culture was British, and the regional poets, writers
and painters of the colonial period employed traditional techniques from
"home" to depict their new world. The product of this mismatch between late
Victorian sensibilities and the Canadian West was by and large uninspired
and insipid. In a world where the climate was extreme, where speculators
made easy fortunes while others were exploited mercilessly by the unre
strained greed of assorted representatives of monopoly capitalism. where
the sky was larger than anywhere else in the world, something more than a
secondhand Victorian aesthetic was clearly in order."

With virtuaUy all their cultural points of reference on the other side of the
Atlantic, the colonists remained strangers in the land where they lived. The
subsequent dilemma was captured by New Zealand's Allen Curnow. In a
memorable poem, he described his inability to connect in any meaningful
way with the land in which he had been born. As he contemplated the
skeleton of an extinct moa, wired erect in a museum in Christchurch, he
drew a parallel between his own life in New Zealand and the fate of that giant
bird:

Interestingfailure to adapt on islands,
Taller but no more fallen than I, who come
Bone to his bone, peculiarly NewZealand's....
Not I, some child. born in a marvellousyear.
Will learn the trick of standinguprighthere.49

Such an admission of failure could have come as readily from British
descendants in other corners of the globe, in the South Pacific, Africa or
North America. A common difficulty united them - how to come to terms
with this world in which they found themselves, strangers in their homes, at
home in a strange land.

This inability to connect the imagination with the environment is plain in
the reminiscences of Wallace Stegner and W.L. Morton, as well as in
Wiebe's comments quoted earlier. All three draw attention to the dichotomy
they encountered growing up in the West, the juxtaposition of the literature
of England with the overpowering reality of the Prairies. Remembering his
early reading in southwest Saskatchewan, for example, Stegner reflected
that "What strikes me about this in recollection is not my precocious or
fictitious reading capacity. and not the durability of memory, but the fact that
the information I was gaining from literature and from books on geography
and history had not the slightest relevance to the geography. history, or life
of the place where llived."so Resolving this - working out -an aesthetic and
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cultural adaptation to western Canada - has taken a surprisingly long time,
although this is equally true of other colonized areas. In central Canada, for
example, one can detect an uneasy didacticism in the claim made in the
catalogue accompanying the first exhibition of the Group of Seven in 1920
that "An Art must grow and flower in the land before the country will be a real
home for its people.?" As recently as 1990, Michael Ondaatje wrote that
"memoir and history and fiction blend" in Canadian literature; "the past
invades US.,,52 Robert Kroetsch is the most direct: "we haven't got an identity
until someone tells our story. The fiction makes us real. ,,53

Canadians share North Americawith a larger and more powerful English
speaking nation, whose media and culture dominate the continent. The
claim that the "Yanks" have colonized our subconscious is perhaps facile,
but borne out by the unthinking adoption of so many American symbols, in
Canada as well as Europe.54 Few cultural domains have survived this
imperialist thrust; the most popular (and lucrative) venues, the cinema and
television, have proven particularly vulnerable. The efforts of the Canadian
state to provide something of a counterbalance to the cultural hegemony of
its neighbour have been uneven. Both anglophone and francophone Cana
dians continually confront absorption, and remain who they are only by
deliberate choice." Without such self-consciousness, the survival of Can
ada is unlikely. It follows that cultural expressions such as those discussed
in this paper have far more than an aesthetic or cultural significance. As
Kroetsch claims, they are indeed what makes us real.
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ABSTRACT. Global warming is likely to result in increased agricultural output on the Canadian
Prairies. However. using input-output analysis, we show that its potential impact on agribusi
ness. while significant, is both uncertain and relatively small compared to the impact of
government agricultural policies pertaining to the grain and livestock sectors. Further, caution
is required in deciding whether or not western Canada and prairie agribusinesses are net
beneficiaries of a greenhouse effect because climate-induced changes in agricultural output
elsewhere in the world still need to be taken into account.

SOMMAIRE. II est vraisemblable qu'un rechauffement global entrainera une production
agricole accrue dans les prairies canadiennes. Toutefois. a partir d'une analyse apportrende
rnent, nous montrons que son impact sur les agro-industries, bien qu'important, est ala fois
incertain et relativement faible si on Ie compare a celui des politiques agricoles
gouvernementales qui se rapportent aux secteurs du ble et du betail. De plus, il taut montrer
de la prudence avant de decider si l'Ouest canadien et les agro-industries sont ou ne sont pas
les ooneficiaires nets de I'effet de serre car il on deit aussi tenir compte des changements
provoques par Ieclimatdanslaproduction agricole ailleurs dansIemonde.

Introduction
While the scientific community has not yet reached a consensus con

cerning the timing or magnitude of an aggravated greenhouse effect, nor
whether draconian methods are appropriate for altering the rate of atmo
spheric accumulation of greenhouse gases, most scientists agree that
some action is necessary (see White, 1990; Wilson, 1990). However, we
need a better understanding of the economics of climate change before
recommending either radical actions to alter the path of climate change, or
tie-in strategies (Schneider, 1990) that will indirectly slow global warming
while addressing more immediate economic and environmental problems,
such as ozone holes, high energy prices and acid rain. Economics is a
science that deals with monetary valuation of biophysical and ecological
phenomena, but its tools of analysis are often relegated to the sidelines until
such time that oceanographers, meteorologists and other scientists have a
better understanding of the biophysical mechanisms. Economic analysis is
only as good as the data made available from the other sciences, although
it has the potential to bring a socioeconomic and policy perspective to
dealing with climatic events.

The major role of economics in the climate-change debate is to calculate
both the efficiency implications of climate change and its distributional
consequences (economic impacts). Answers to efficiency questions will
enable us to determine the economic feasibility of various strategies to
militate against or cope with the greenhouse effect. An example of an
efficiency question is: Would a carbon tax or afforestation be more efficient

. in reducing atmospheric CO2 accumulation? Answers to distributional ques
tions will help in the identification of affected sectors and enable us to
consider sources of compensation forthose who are injured. It also helps us

97
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identify sectors or regions in the economy where increased tax revenues
might be expected.

This article focusses on distributional issues by considering sectoral
winners and losers from climate change. While mere mention of potential
"beneficiaries" of climate change may be viewed as "immoral" by some (see
discussion in Arthur, 1990), scientists must take a more dispassionate view
and treat the economic investigation of climate change as they treat the
study of natural phenomena. That belief underlies the research presented
here.

The Problem

In seeking to identify gainers and losers from climate change, obvious
sectors to target are agriculture and forestry. Most of the early "impact
studies" (see Environment Canada's series of abstracts, Climate Change
Digest) focussed on primary extractive activities in these sectors, such as
tree harvests and crop yields. More recent studies have begun to examine
effects on industries with less direct linkages to extraction of climatically
affected resources (e.g., Arthur, 1990; Sanderson, 1987; Wall, 1988). One
of these important dependencies is the agribusiness sector, which both
provides input to the climatically-sensitive agricultural sector and markets
that sector's outputs. In Figure 1, all intermediate sectors, except the box
labelled "Primary Agricultural Sector," are infact agribusiness sectors.lnthe
final demand component, agribusiness is implicated in all processing,
storage and transportation to the final demand segments, both for export
and domestic markets.

Intermediate Sectors

Primary

AgriCUltural Sector
Purchases $23.9 Bil
- formers (groins. live

animals. other
products) $4.6

- feed $1.9
- gas, fuel $1.3
- industrial $2.3

chemicals
- wholesale. $1.0

retail
- finance. insur- '1.0

once. real estate
- indirect taxes S1. 1
- subsidies (S2.2)
- wages, salaries,

unicorp. business,
& other income $5.8
- operating

surplus $5.0

Primary
Agricultural

Sector

123.9 Bil

Final Demand

form Commodity
Exports 14.8 Bil

- Groin 13.27
- live Animals '0.47
- Other $1.09

Processed Agric. Product
Exports $3.1 Bil
- Meat. Dairy, fruit and

Vegetable. Feed

Personal Consumption
of Food

$33.2 Billion

Personal Consumption of
Other Agric. Products:

Alcohol $2.8 Bil
Cigarettes & Tobacco $1.3

Restaurants and
Hotels

$16.1 Billion

Figure 1. Valueof agricultureandfood in the Canadianeconomy,1985.Source:StatisticsCanada.
Input-OutputDivision.aggregationof unpublisheddata.
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While empirical study of the sensitivity of agribusiness to climate change
is not possible, predictions can be extrapolated from research concerning
the effects of weather events such as drought on agribusiness (Arthur and
Freshwater, 1986). In this study, therefore, understanding of predicted
effects of climate change on the efficiency of primary agriculture in various
regions is combined with knowledge of the linkages of agribusiness to
primary agriculture in order to attempt to understand the possible vulnera
bility of agribusinesses to climate change in the province of Manitoba. This
province is chosen because the best data on crop-yield changes under
global warming are available for Manitoba.

Use of Input-Output Models in Analyzing Sectoral Impacts

Input-output (I-O) or interindustry models are currently the most widely
used tool for analyzing economic impacts of public policy. However, there
are several drawbacks to their use, particularly as they relate to climate
modelling. lovell and Smith (1985), Adelman and Robinson (1986), and
others, have pointed out that 1-0 analysis looks at income transfers or
economic impacts rather than true economic benefits. However, as noted
above, these distributional questions are of interest in the climate-change
debate.

Traditional 1-0 analysis is based on the premise that an economy's
production patterns (endogenous or internal to the 1-0 model) are stimu
lated directly by final demands for its goods and services (Le., by exogenous
or external forces).' Therefore, 1-0 modelling is designed primarily for
studies of the economic impact of changes in final demands of the consum
ing sectors, such as households, governments, and importers of Canadian
goods and services. In the case of estimating economic impacts of a
producing sector such as agriculture, the changes emanate from the supply
side; that is, final demands for crops do not change, but available supply
changes. Therefore, one must assume either that changes in production
induce proportional changes in demand for that production (as in Arthur et
aI., 1990), orone must attempt to model the changes in demand resulting
from the change in production (as in Arthur and Freshwater, 1986). The
former approach will be used here on the assumption that all agricultural
output will find a market in the long run. This is yet another limitation of 1-0
analysis (see Arthur and Freshwater, 1986, for a complete listing of such
caveats).

Furthermore, 1-0models do not reflect important adaptations to climate
change because the interindustry structure remains fixed. It is a formidable
task to predict the structure of the interindustry relationships under the new
climate conditions since this requires knowledge about individual responses
to climate change.

The task of constructing more tractable models for analyzing the eco
nomic impacts of climate change on various sectors in the economy is best
compared with that of developing large computer simulation models for
analyzing climate change - General Circulation Models (GeMS). The
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expenseofdeveloping alternatives to 1-0modelsisthe mainreason whythe
1-0method remains popularfor analyzing net economic activitybenefitsof
climate change, and why 1-0 is used in the current study. However, the
resultsof 1-0modelling mustbe interpreted carefully.

Input-Output Model Structure

1-0 models consist of a series of input-output relations or "production"
functionsindicating howmuchsectorslocated atthetopof Table1 purchase
from producing sectors locatedon the left-hand side of the table per dollar
of totalpurchases. Thecoetncients intheproduction andtrade matrix(panel
a) provideonly information concerning the direct purchases of goods from
the various industries in order to satisfy a given industry's production
requirements; for example, to produce $1 of output (say,wheat), Sector A
(wheat or agriculture) purchases $0.16 of its own products (e.g., seed),
$0.08 of productfrom SectorB, and$0.11 of Sectorc's products.

Missinginthis "firstround"effectisthemultipliereffectonotherindustries
of the economy. Forexample, SectorB requires inputsfromothersectorsin
orderto producethe $0.08 worthof productpurchased by SectorA. Sector
B's demand for these "intermediate inputs" requires further production,

Table 1

Input-Output Relationships

(a) Matrix of Technical Coefficients

A B C

0.16 0.26 0.03
0.08 0.07 0.18
0.11 0.04 0.21

(b) Multiplier Matrix

Purchasing Sectors

A B C

1.38 0.25 0.28
0.45 1.21 0.16
0.27 0.38 1.38

From' Producing
Sector
To

A
B
C

From Producing Purchasing Sectors
Sector
To

A
B
C

furtheruseof inputs, andsoon; hence, the so-called "multipliereffect."Due
to this multipliereffect,the total (directandindirect) requirements for Sector
B's products to service $1.00 of production by Sector A rises from $0.08
(panela) to $0.45 (panelb).

It is the multiplier matrix (Table 1, panel b) that is used to conduct
economic-impact analysis. The multiplier matrixis multiplied by the chang
ing demands of final users of commodities (in this case exports or
consumption of agricultural commodities or processed products) to obtain
the changein total industrial output.
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Description of Specific Input-Output Models Used

Asopposed to the square (sectorby sector) 1-0modelin Table1, the 1-0
models used in this study are rectangular (Figure 2), having from 50 to 63
endogenous sectorsand 79 to 100 endogenous commodities (depending
on the region).2 The rectangular structure permitsthe modelling of produc
tion of any given commodity by more than one industry (described in a
"market-share" matrix) and,inturn,anyindustry canproduce morethanone
commodity. Theprovincialmodels areassumed to beclosedto households
(resulting in what is called a Type II solution) - that is, households are
treatedas iftheyproducelabour(output) andconsume cornmodlttes]input),
just as anyothersectorof the economy. This produces an "induced effect"
or an additional roundof expenditures by households basedon the indirect
effects on labour income in addition to the indirect effects noted in the
discussionof "multiplier effects"above.

The solutionto a rectangular 1-0 is the same as for a square 1-0 as in
Table 1.3 The solution algorithm for the regional modelswas developed by
the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Administration, but the structure is that of
StatisticsCanada's1-0modelsforthe prairieprovinces.

COMMODITIES SECTORS FINAL
(Industry) DEMAND TOTAL

1 . . NC 1 . . NS 1 . NF

1 xxxxxxxxxxx

· xxxxxxxxxxx U F Q
COMMODITIES · xxxxxxxxxxx Total

· xxxxxxxxxxx Intermediate Final Commodity
NC xxxxxxxxxxx Demand Demand Output

1 xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx
SECTORS V xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx G
or xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx Total
INDUSTRY Market xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx Sector

NS Share xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx Output

1 xxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxx Y YF P

PRIMARY xxxxxxxxxxx Primary Primary
INPUTS xxxxxxxxxxx Inputs by Inputs Value-

· xxxxxxxxxxx Sectors by Final Added

· xxxxxxxxxxx Demand
NR xxxxxxxxxxx Agencies

Q' G' e

Total Total Total
TOTAL Commodities Sectors Final

Input Input Demand

Figure2.Schematicrectangular input-outputtransactions table.
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The most recent 1-0 tables available at the time of this study were for
1979 for the provinces and 1985 for all of Canada." While use of a more
current 1-0 table is preferred, given the inability to forecast the structure of
the prairie economy for the scenario in question (around 2040 A.D.) and
given the insensitivity of 1-0 model solutions to small changes in costs and
production technologies, use of the 1979 and 1985 tables is not an undue
restriction.

Expected Impacts of Climate Change on Primary AgricUlture

Two major (and recent) research efforts have examined economic
impacts on agriculture - by Adams and his colleagues in the United States
(e.g., Adams, 1989; Adams et al., 1990) and by Arthur and her colleagues
in Canada (e.g., Arthur, 1988; Arthur et al., 1987; Mooney, 1990). The
researchers use results from both the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Labora
tory (GFDl) and Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) GCM
experiments for doubled atmospheric CO2• They also employ crop simula
tion models to obtain yields for the major grains and oilseeds in the
respective regions.

Adams and his colleagues add two permutations to the different GCM
weather simulations; plant fertilization effects from the increased atmo
spheric CO2 - so-called direct effects (Kimball, 1982) - are added to each
GCM scenario. Direct effects are expected to include increased photosyn
thesis and water efficiency. In most of the scenarios, the research finds
there is a net loss in economic surplus to American agriculture as a result of
climate change, but that there is a gain in one of the scenarios. Adams et at,
1990, conclude that climate change will result in a gain of $10 million per
year to the United States agricultural sector if the GISSclimate results occur
and if fertilization benefits occur. Inboth studies, the distribution of gains and
losses varies from one region to another. The conclusion is that there is a
great deal of uncertainty concerning the measurement of economic gains
and losses to climate change for agriculture.

The studies by Arthur and her colleagues have focussed on climate
impacts for the Canadian Prairies rather "than all of Canada. As in the
Adams's studies, various GeMs give mixed results concerning whether
conditions will become more or less favourable to prairie aqneunure." In all
cases the length of the growing season increases, usually by two weeks or
more (Arthur, et aI., 1987), but in some cases moisture deficits also increase
and crop yields decrease (Mooney and Arthur, 1990). However, with the
longer growing season, new cropping options become available to prairie
producers (e.g., sweet corn, soybeans, sorghum), increasing crop diversity
and reducing risk due to cropping decisions (but not risk due to weather
variability). In some regions {such as southern Alberta} and using weather
from some GCM simulations, results show moisture to be insufficient to
support these new crops (Arthur et al., 1987).6

In addition to changes in crop yields, Arthur et aI., 1987, and others have
simulated changes in cropping area. The current climatic regime limits
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Figure3. Ecoclimaticprovinces ofCanadat 1990.Codes:1= arctic;2= subarctic;3= boreal,3a= mari
time boreal,3b= moistcontinental boreal;3c= drycontinental boreal;4 = cool temperate: 5 = moderate
temperate;6 = transitionalgrassland:7 = grass-land; 8 = semi-desert: 9 = unclassed,cordillerasnot
shown.

agricultural production to the southern areas of the prairie provinces. Global
warming could result in substantial increases in arable acreage, particularly
in northern Alberta where adequate soils are available. This is illustrated by
comparing Canada's ecoclimatic provinces under current atmospheric con
centrations of CO2 (Figure 3) and under double CO2 (Figure 4). The
grassland ecoclimatic region increases from 49.9 million hectares to 199.1
million hectares if transitional grasslands are included, almost a fourfold
increase (Rizzo and Wiken, 1989).7

Given that length of growing season, changes in precipitation, crop
response, and potential for increasing arable area are all uncertain and
depend on original assumptions concerning climate change (Le.,GCM
results) and the accuracy of crop simulation models, various studies have
mixed conclusions regarding the status of the prairie agricultural sector
under climate change. However, models that account for the farm sector's
ability to adjust to the changing conditions generally conclude that the region
can benefit from climate change (Mooney and Arthur, 1990; 8mit, 1989).

In models for Manitoba, for example, the most optimistic scenario (based
on GISS-predicted climatic changes and using yields from analogous cli
matic regions) resulted in a $edn. 1.5 billion or a 190 percent increase in
crop revenues as a result of yield increases, substitution of higher valued
crops and seeding of 1.3 million additional hectares of arable land in the
north," Even for scenarios with major crop yield losses (e.g., GISS climate
changes and using the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAD) crop
simulator), revenue increases could be achieved through substitution of
crops alone, namely, soybeans and corn, that cannot currently be grown in
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Figure4. Ecoclirnatic provinces ofCanada,2050(projected). Codes:1 =arctic;2 =subarctic: 3 =boreal:
4 = cool temperate; 5 = moderate temperate; 6 =transitionaJ grassland; 7 =grass-land; 8=semi-desert:
9=unclassed, cordilleras notshown.

Manitoba, for wheat and barley (see Mooney, 1990, fordetails).lnonly one
Manitoba simulation· did net revenue losses result; this scenario was
comprised of GISS weather and allowed for no new crop varieties or no new
arable areas. Even in this very conservative scenario, net revenues de
clined by only 3 percent due to the ability to substitute crops with improved
yields for crops with reduced yields, although this flexibility varied by region
within the province. Results for Alberta and Saskatchewan show similar
crop substitutions but less potential for introduction of new crops."

Regional economies in the Canadian Prairies are extremely dependent
on agricultural incomes and activities. In Manitoba, primary agricultural
proouctlcncornpnses 17 percent of the value added for goods-producing
sectors (Statistics Canada, 1981). Given the strong focus on agriculture in
the Prairies, large agribusiness impacts can be expected.

Agribusiness Impacts

In the aforementioned studies, only Arthur et at (1987) attempt to
extrapolate economic impacts on primary agriculture to other sectors,
namely, changes in economic activity in the agribusiness and non-agricul
tural sectors of the prairie economy. A similar methodology is employed by
Williams et at (1987) to predict impacts for western Canada, but that study
relied on earlier climate-ehange predictions that included no provisions for
changes in precipitation. It is the aggregate output and income of the
primary agricultural sector that affects agribusiness.
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Agribusiness impacts are presented only generally because they vary
substantially according to the primary agricultural impacts. These were
shown to vary with: the GeM chosen to model climate change (e.g., GISS
versus GFDL); the particular region or province, and whether areal expan
sion is included; soil moisture models (e.g., the FAD model versus a
biological simulator); crop yield estimation techniques (e.g., various crop
simulators); and revenue/income estimates (linear programming models
that allow for changes in crops versus gross revenue changes). An 1-0
model is used to identify the linkages between primary agriculture and
agribusinessfor one of the prairieprovinces(Manitoba).

Table 2

Impacts for Manitoba of a $1 Million Increase in Final Demand (Exports)
for Several Agricultural Sectors

Sedor Wheat Cattle Hogs Processed Red Meats
($'Ooos) ($'Ooos) ($'0005) ($'Ooos)

Agriculture 1,040.08 1.055.11 1.062.95 545.49
Forest/Fish 0.47 0.67 0.69 0.50
Non-Fuel Mines 0.91 1.14 1.13 0.93
Fuel Mines ·0.38 0.39 0.34 0.28
Agricultural Processing 43.25 55.52 56.45 1.146.08
Other Manufacturing 67.90 65.80 61.90 50.18
Construction 25.51 37.41 37.56 20.52
Utilities 22.87 34.18 43.14 22.27
Trade 75.09 96.42 99.47 70.94
Transportation/Storage 22.82 30.87 33.31 25.32
Finance 72.69 96.63 98.07 63.35
Services 101.17 128.18 126.89 109.99
Households 410.69 686.69 747.54 437.02

Total 1.883.83 2,289.01 2.369.44 2.492.89

Employment (person-years) 11.88 13.48 13.66 9.89

Results for all sectors with linkages to the agricultural crops sector in
Manitoba are presentedin Table 2 and are expressed in terms of changes
in productionvalues,measured inthousandsofdollarsofoutputandperson
years of employment. In general, the model estimates that each $1 million
increase in wheat exports from the provincewould generate$1.88 million
additionalproduction provincially (bothdirectandindirect) andnearlytwelve
additiona/person yearsof employment (i.e_, beyondthe director aqrieultur
ally basedemployment required). Total type II multipliereffectsofwheatfor
all industries (not just agribusinesses) are estimated at 1.88; that is, for
every $1 of provincialexportsof wheat an additiona/$O.88 of activitywould
be generatedelsewhereinthe province, fortotal outputof$1.88. Mostofthe
additionalactivityisgeneratedinthefinance,services, trade(wholesale and
retail), and household sectors;an increasein household activity impliesan
increase in consumption and employment.

Theseresultsdonotaccountforthe costs/benefits of expansion ofarable
area into unexploited northernregions. Howproductive this additional area
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will be in agriculture is a matter of scientific speculation, although some
estimates provided in Arthur et al, (1987) suggest that productivity would be
low. The impact of the new areaonthe agribusiness sectorwill depend upon
the increase in agricultural output and the capacity of the transportation and
marketing system to move the product to export markets. It will also depend
upon other resource demands in the economy. None of these economic
factors are taken into account by the 1-0 model.

The most optimistic primary agricultural scenario described above (i.e.,
Mooney and Arthur, 1990) results in a $1.5 billion increase in agricultural
exports from Manitoba alone, or a 190 percent increase from baseline
conditions. If the first column in Table 2 is multiplied by 1 ,500, the resulting
figures suggest agribusiness processing could increase its output by $64.9
million, transportation by $34.2 million and wholesale and retail trade by
$112.6 million. Some 17,820 jobs would be added to the economy. How
ever, it helps to put these numbers in perspective.

The 1-0 results in the last three columns of Table 2 (for cattle, hogs and
processed red meats) indicate that efforts to increase production of cattle
and hogs, or processing of meats, could provide substantial income and
employment benefits to the Manitoba economy, perhaps as great as the
expected positive benefits from climate change. The policies might include
incentives that encourage utilization of marginal and nonmarginal lands for
grazing rather than cropping, a reduction in transportation subsidies for feed
grains, ortax incentives to encourage a larger degree of processing.

In general, agricultural policy impacts can be as great as those estimated
for climate change. Simple examples include the $1 billion 1986 and 1987
payouts under the Special Canadian Grains Program and the $950 million
1988-89 payout under Western Grain Stabilization. Therefore, climate
change can only be considered one of many major potential influences on
agricultural and agribusiness productivity. Clearly, the impact of climate
change could easily be enhanced or offset by policy decisions.

Conclusions

Surprisingly, and contrary to studies of United States agriculture, many
of the climatic change scenarios investigated for the prairie region of
Canada indicate enhanced agricultural output, relative to current or baseline
conditions. The implications are that prairie agribusinesses need not fear an
insidious greenhouse effect; this sector will likely benefit from primary
agriculture's capitalization on a longer growing season, expanded area and
cropping options. If weather variability increases, on the other hand, the
sector could suffer periodic losses due to increased probabilities of drought
(Wheaton, 1990), but these increased risks may be offset in the longer run
by decreased risk due to diversification and by increased income opportuni
ties arising from additional arable area and possibilities to grow
higher-valued products.
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The economic implications for prairie businesses of the effects of the
climate change on other majorcompetitors in world markets, particularly the
American Midwest, the former Soviet Union and Europe, will likely be as
important as the effects on prairie yields, persee The majority of past studies
of American and European agriculture under the greenhouse effect predict
reduced yields of current crops (Canadian Climate Centre, 1985; Kane et
al., 1989), which could mean improved markets for Canadian crops. How
ever, many of these studies use only the greenhouse temperature changes,
not the precipitation changes, which could ameliorate or exacerbate the
greenhouse effect. More recent studies suggest that yield increases might
be possible (Adams at al., 1990; Rosenberg, 1982). Yields in Northern
Europe, the former Soviet Union and Australia may also increase (Kane et
aI., 1989). In these cases, as Van Kooten and Arthur (1989) have shown for
forestry, it is not clear whether or not Canada will be a net beneficiary from
climate change. This depends upon the international trade effects and
requires the use of an appropriate trade model, as well as models of the type
discussed in this article.

The impact model used in this study was very simplistic. It does not, for
instance, account for a potential CO2 fertilization effect as do some Ameri
can studies (Adams, 1989). As noted above, it also does not account for the
costs of opening new arable lands, the trade effects of climate change, or
the effects of climate on sectors of the economy with no linkages to
agriculture.

While environmental economists must continue to emphasize the uncer
tainties and generalities of their models, simulation models such as that
outlined above offer insights into the possible economic consequences of
environmental deterioration and change. The estimates of economic impact
can alert policy makers and consumers to the long-run economic conse
quences of their actions, and can aid decision makers in designing policies
that will avert or attenuate these consequences, or at least assist people in
accepting and adapting to the consequences.

NOTES

The authors wish to thank an anonymous reviewer for helpful comments and suggestions.

1. Final demands refer to purchases of products for final uses, such as consumption or
export; intermediate uses refer to inputs into the production of other goods and services.
For example, there is final demand for wheat from export markets, and intermediate
demand from the Canadian milling industry.

2. Some sectors or commodities have no entries, depending on the economic structure of
the region.

3. The conformable market share and technology matrices are cross-multiplied before the
matrix inversion (to obtain the multiplier matrix). a = (I-BOr' F, where a = a vector of
commodity outputs; I =an identity matrix; 0 =a matrix of market shares (of sales of
commodities by industries): 8 =a matrix of technological coefficients for intermediate
inputs (commodity inputs to industry or sectoral production): F =a vector of final demands
for commodities (by households, governments, importers, etc.); and (I-BOr1 = the
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commodity multiplier matrix. For the interested reader. a technical description of the 1-0
methodology is provided in Miller and Blair (1985).

4. 1984data for the provinces have since been released.

5. Unless otherwise indicated. GCM results are from experiments using a doubled atmo
spheric carbon dioxide scenario.

6. Only dryland production is simulated.

7. The area of the grasslands ecoclimatic province increases from 50/0 to 12% of Canada's
total land area. while transitional grasslands increase from 0 to 8% (Rizzo, 1990). The
entire increase in the former is located in the prairie region. while some of the latter is
found in northwestern Ontario (Figure 4).

8. Clearly. transferring crop yields from regions with analogous weather also creates
problems because crop selection and yields are affected by factors other than weather
(e.g .• U.S. agricultural policies, local pest problems, soil types). Also it should be noted
that if marketed products are constrained to reflect the current capacity of the transporta
tion system, much of the increased product remains in inventory.

9. These are interim results from a study currently under way by the senior author.

10. Many scientists believe weather variability will decrease (see Arthur. et aI., 1987).
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Regulating Danger: TheStruggle forMineSafetyin the RockyMountain
GoalIndustry, by James Whiteside. Lincoln/London: University of
Nebraska Press, 1990. Pp. 273.

Coal mines have always been very hazardous working environments.
The volatile mixture of methane gas and coal dust ignites all too often, and
over the last century disastrous explosions inwestern Canadian mines have
claimed the lives of hundreds of men. Regulating Danger looks at safety
south of the border, in the mines of the western United States. The author
argues that underground safety was determined as much by deliberate
decisions and unconscious assumptions as by geological and environmen
tal factors: "it is to the total industrial environment - economic, technical,
institutional, social, political, and legal -that we must look for meaningful
answers about safety and death in the mines." (p. xiii) .

Until quite recently, both governments and employers saw coal miners
as ultimately responsible for underground safety. More often than not,
accidents were attributed to miners' carelessness, negligence, illiteracy and
greed. Whiteside rejects such claims, however, and shows how the condi
tions of work contributed to the hazards underground. A particularly signifi
cant factorwas the method of remuneration. Since miners were paid only for
the tonnage of coal produced, they devoted their energies solely to that goal.
Shoring up the roof and walls of the underground working area - an activity
known as deadwork - was vitally important but could be done only at the
expense of production. With superintendents and foremen pushing for
maximum output. miners had no encouragement to attend to their own
safety. While devastating explosions periodically caught public attention,
these disasters were never the leading cause of death in the mines. The
major factor was the day-to-day hazards of mining, such as rock falls,
accidents that were the result of neglecting the necessary though unpaid
deadwork.

Whiteside provides an excellent discussion of the changing underground
environment, and shows how new technology - such as the .gradual
mechanization of coal mining - created new dangers. The core of the book,
however, is his description of the efforts of politicians in the Rocky Mountain
states to regulate the mining industry over the last hundred years. The
considerable political influence of mining companies in state legislatures
scarcely facilitated enacting measures to ensure greater coal mine safety,
since they tended to come at the cost of diminished profits. Overcoming
legal impediments to adequate compensation for the victims of coal mining
accidents confronted similar obstacles. (Common law, with its notions of
contributory negligence, assumption of risk, and the fellow-servant rule,
frequently denied compensation to the widows of miners until specific
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legislation was enacted to forestall such arguments and compel mining
companies to pay).

Although Whiteside does not look north of the 49th parallel, he raises
issues that deserve examination within the context of the western Canadian
coal mining industry. The most obvious is simply the extent to which the
Canadian experience mirrored the American one. Ofcourse, prairie histori
ans have not ignored the coal mining industry: William Baker, DClvid
Bercuson, A. den Otter, and Allen Seager have all written on various
aspects of the western mines. Nonetheless, Whiteside's book suggests that
broadercomparative studies could further illuminate the dynamics of one of
western Canada's important early industries.

Jeremy Mouat
Department of History
Athabasca University

Youth, UniversityandCanadian Society:Essaysin theSocialHistoryof
HigherEducation, by Paul Axelrod and John G. Reid. Montreal/Kingston:
McGill-Queen's University Press, 1989. Pp. 416.

This book consists of a collection of papers examining specific aspects
of the history of Canadian universities. It is not a comprehensive history of
Canadian higher education, for such a task is not yet possible given the
present state of research. It is, however, representative of the kind of work
now being done which will, at some point, make such a history possible. The
fourteen papers in the book are all based upon original research, making
extensive use of enrollment and graduation data, university administrative
records, student newspapers and interviews. They range from the late
nineteenth century to the 1960s and in every case focus upon a sharply
defined theme or topic.

In their editorial lntrooucton, Paul Axelrod and John Reid make two
claims for the book: one, that it will introduce readers to the "new and
stimulating work in the social history of higher education" that is now being
done; and, two, that it tells "a particular story ... about the history of youth,
university, and Canadian society," over a period of "one hundred years of
social change unleashed by the forces of industrial capitalism and rife with
the competing tensions of religion and secularity, regionalism, and national
ism, feminism and male domination, prosperity and depression, war and
peace." (p. xiii) The book achieves its first objective. It does indeed
introduce us to the research now being undertaken in the history of higher
education. It is not so obvious, however, that it achieves its second. There
are simply too many gaps, too much work still waiting to be done, for us yet
to discern the complete story of Canadian youth and universities. The book
shows us what such a story might eventually look like, but itgives us a series
of snapshots and close-ups of particular incidents and episodes, rather than
a total narrative.
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In their introduction, the editors refer to the revolution in the focus of
research on the history of schooling that has occurred in recent years. Not
long ago writing on the history of schooling was confined to a bare narrative
survey of legislation and institutional development, flavoured with an occa
sional dash of homage to individual champions of schooling. and aimed
largely at would-be teachers. with the intent of injecting them with a sense
of tradition and espritdecorps. Historians almost universally ignored it. and
dealt with schooling only where it became a matter of high politics. as most
obviously in the case of the Manitoba School Question. All this began to
change in the late 1960s. Schooling became one of the preoccupations of
the new social historians, with their interest in history-from-the-bottom-up
and their concern for dissecting the make-up and working of particular
societies. This meant that schooling came to be viewed in its full social
context. Who controlled the schools? Who taught in them? For what
purpose? What were their motives? These were the kinds of questions that
engaged the interest of the new historians of education. and their attempt to
answer them made the history of education one of the more innovative and
interesting branches of historical research in Canada.

The editors of this book claim that the change in focus that occurred in
examining the history of schooling is now also occurring in the study of the
history of higher education. The papers in this volume make their case
eloquently. If the history of higher education is to mean anything beyond
itself it must be seen as part of the history of society. Universities must be
seen in the context of the social forces that acted upon them and of the
impact that they themselves had upon the society of which they were a part.
In this connection, there is much in this book to interest students of
Canadian history generally. Barry Moody, for example, eloquently de
scribes the impact of World War Ion Acadia University. an impact that lasted
long after the war had ended. Nancy Kiefer and Ruth Pierson show how
women students at the University of Toronto responded to the demands of
World War II and how their response was channelled by prevalent assump
tions of masculinity and femininity. Other contributors. notably Judith
Fingard in her examination of Dalhousie and Diana Pederson in her analysis
of the YWCA's interest in university women, also link university history with
the themes and concerns of women's history. In other areas. Paul Axelrod
in his account of the student response to the Depression of the 1930s, and
Brian McKillop in his exploration of Ontario undergraduate culture before
World War I, link university life to wider developments.

At the same time, the universities obviously had an impact on the society
of whiGh they were a part, since their graduates often occupied influential
positions. From a surprisingly early period Canadian university presidents
described the purpose and mission of the universities not in terms of
disinterested research, of pure scholarship, or even of the cultural heritage,
but of service to state and community. In 1902, for example. the president of
Queen's announced publicly that "however much we might desire to see our
University renowned as a seat of learning or as a school of research, the test
and touchstone by which it must be tried is the service it is rendering to the
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country." (p. 6) His views were representative of most university administra
tors. It is, therefore, not surprising to learn how early in their development
most Canadian universities became centres of professional training. Ac
cording to the editors of this volume, by 1911-12, 55 percent of the
undergraduate body were in professional faculties. And, of course, many of
the remaining 45 percent who were enrolled in arts and science courses,
were there for professional rather than academic reasons. The papers in
this volume do not, for the most part, pursue in any detail just what the social
impact of the universities was, for their interests lie elsewhere. What this
impact could be is, however, most vividly pointed out by Michael Behials in
his examination of the founding and the work of the Faculty of Social
Sciences at Laval between 1938 and 1955. The faculty played a big role in
the secularization and modernization of Quebec society, not only by training
social scientists, but also by its research programs and its encouragement
of the free and objective discussion of social phenomena untrammelled by
religious orthodoxy and doctrinal authority.

Forthe most part, the papers in this book deliberately concentrate on the
examination of student life and culture within the universities. In doing so,
they suggest a number of interesting considerations. In the first place, they
help to give us a more comprehensive picture of the past in its own terms,
which is surely one of the fundamental goals of historical study. Second,
they show how student life was both the product of and a response to social
forces originating outside the universities. Finally, they'implicitly provide an
interesting contrast between university life in the past and in the present.
The impression that emerges from these papers is that until somewhere
around World War II student life was much more collective, collegial and
self-conscious than it is now. Student clubs and societies seem to have
played a more prominent role in university life. Ritual was more accepted
and more important. Students seem to have been aware that this was a
special time in their lives. They were, in general, accepting of professorial
and administrative authority and not especially interested or involved in
political issues external to the university. Axelrod's description of the
universities of the 1930s seems typical of other decades also, at least until
the 1960s. In his words: "As small, fairly "intimate institutions offering a
temporary haven from a gloomier world, universities successfully elicited
the fidelity of their students. II (p. 226) Based on the evidence in this book, it
seems that universities did not have to elicit it; it was freely given by their
students. One gets the impression of an adolescent, almost high school,
flavour from these analyses of student life, whether itbe in James Pitsula's
account of Regina College in the 1920s, Malcolm McCleod's examination ot
Memorial, or Keith Walden's analysis of initiation and hazing rituals at
Toronto.

There is one aspect of student life, however, which remains unexamined
in these papers. They show us students in their clubs, on the sports fields,
in their social life generally, but rarely in the laboratory, lecture hall, library
or seminar room. What did these students think of the curriculum they
followed and of the way in which it was taught? How many of them might
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have agreed with lucy Maud Montgomery who. on looking back on her one
year at Dalhousie, came to consider it "a mistake - a waste of time and
money. I do not think I received any good whatsoever from the year as far
as educational value went." (p. 27) Why did only 19.5 percent of those
Acadia male undergraduates who fought in World War I and survived return
to finish their studies? Was there something quintessentially adolescent
about student life and university attitudes that people with experience and
maturity found distasteful? Whatever the answer. onlyone paper in the book
addresses this question of the academic life of students - Patricia Jasen
examines the criticisms made by radical students in the 1960s of the
conventional arts program.

A collection of research papers obviously cannot do everything and the
papers in this volume achieve the editors' goal of illuminating many aspects
of student life in the past. Just as important, the papers provide a variety of
leads and examples as to how this can best be done. There is much in this
volume that can be applied to all those universities not specifically studied
here. Anyone looking for a research topic in the history of higher education
will find much food for thought in this volume. In this regard, one of the
practical advantages of this book is its extensive bibliography, although it
contains one puzzling omission, which must surely be an accidental over
sight - its failure to list W.l. Morton's history of the University of Manitoba.

The editors succeed in showing the importance. interest and potential of
the history of higher education. They claim too much, however, when they
write that these-papers also tell the story of higher education over roughly
the last one hundred years. They illustrate some specific aspects of this
story, limited by either time or place, but we are simply not yet in a position
to tell the whole story ~ The emphasis of these papers, for example, is placed
primarily upon Ontario and Atlantic Canada. There is only one paper on
Quebec and one on western Canada. There is still much we do not know
about university life in Canada. It might even be that there will prove to be so
many local peculiarities and regional variations that a comprehensive story
will be difficult to tell. The concept of limited identities is as applicable to
higher education as it is to other aspects of Canadian society.

Not only do we need to find out much more about universities in their own
right, we need to know much more about their relationship with other
institutions. As these papers demonstrate, many university graduates be
came teachers, sometimes in far-flung parts of the world. What was the
relationship between schools and universities? How did university educa
tion and training affect school curricula and pedagogy? How did the needs
and demands of the schools impinge on the universities? Beyond the
schools, what was the interaction between universities and business or
labour? In his discussion of university reform in the Maritimes. John Reid
describes J.J. Tomkins' establishment of a "People's School" at St. Francis
Xavier in 1921 and his hopes for a "labour college," which involved him in
contacts with the local unions. How typical was this kind of initiative? How
did organized labour and working people generally view the universities?
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How typical was a woman like Mrs. J.R. Henry of Pictou County, who,
despite her widowhood sent all five of her daughters to Dalhousie, where
they graduated between 1912 and 1921 ? Such questons, andrnany others,
quickly leap to mind and will need to be investigated before we can form a
complete picture of the social history of Canadian universities.

Nonetheless, the papers in this volume show the kind of work that is now
being done. They deserve a wide readership. The history of universities and
their students are an integral part of Canada's history. Beyond this, we can
also hope that the uncovering of the history of the universities might throw
some light on the nature and role of universities today. The combination of
increasing enrollment and decreasing funding together with the growing
debate on the contribution of education to national economic goals, are
attracting more and more public and governmental attention to the nature
and role of the university. None of the questions that are now being asked is
new. If they are to be answered satisfactorily some understanding of their
history is indispensable. In his description of the introduction of the social
sciences into Laval, Michael Behiels quotes their great defender, Father
Georges-Henri Levesque, who said that scholarship demands of its expo
nents more than academic achievement alone:

It demands that they put the results of their research at the disposal of the people
and that, whenever possible t they carry their scientific knowledge forward into
social action, by entering into conflicts over questions of truth and justice and by
bringing their intellect and judgment to bear on the practical issues of the
moment. For these days, sciences that do not put themselves at the service of
humanity are inevitably turning themselves against it. (p. 333)

These words apply with as much force to the history of universities as to any
other branch of research and scholarship.

Ken Osborne
Faculty of Education
University of Manitoba

JamesJ. Hill and the Openingof theNorthwest, by Albro Martin. 1976; St.
Paul: Minnesota Historical Society Press, 1991.Pp. 676.

TheRailwayKingof Canada:Sir William Mackenzie, 1849-1923, by R.B.
Fleming. Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1991. Pp. 301.

As an internal continental region the Great Plains have been dominated
by their systems of transportation. The current settlement pattern of the
region owes much to the railroads which were laid during the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries. The corporate histories of the firms which built
these lines, together with a considerable amount of the social and political
history they influenced, have been addressed in a number of valuable
studies. What has not had sufficient attention is the management of these
companies, specifically biographies of the men who planned, financed, and
directed the corporate operations. These two volumes seek to address this
deficiency, but meet with differing degrees of success.
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Albro Martin's JamesJ.·Hillfirst appeared in 1976, and has recently been
reprinted by the Minnesota Historical Society. This edition contains a superb
new "Introduction" by W. Thomas White, curator of the James J. Hill
Reference Library in St. Paul, Minnesota. White deftly places this volume in
the context of recent historical scholarship dealing with railroads and
western development in both Canada and the United States.

This immense biography is based upon the voluminous personal and
business records left by Hill, and now housed in the library which bears his
name in his adopted city. The author takes a traditional biographical
approach, chronicling Hill's evolving fortune from the time he emigrated to
51. Paul, from what is now southern Ontario, through his successes in
building the CPR and the Great Northern lines, up to the amalgamation of
the Great Northern, Northern Pacific, and Burlington lines with the help of
J.P. Morgan.

Of particular interest to those studying the development of the Canadian
Plains are Martin's conclusions regarding Hill's involvement with the CPR.
An original member of the syndicate which built that railroad, Hill was the
one who conceived of it, according to Martin, but as an extension to the
group's existing line from 51. Paul to Winnipeg. It was Hill who decided to
alter the original route across the Prairies to one further south, thus forever
altering the settlement pattern and urban evolution of the region. It was also
Hill who hired Major Rogers to find a southern pass in the Rockies, and who
later hired William Van Home to complete and run the line. When the
Canadian government insisted upon an all-Canadian route above the Great
Lakes, Hill withdrew from the syndicate and proceeded to build the Great
Northern from St. Paul to Puget Sound.

While Albro Martin faced a daunting task in organizing an immense
amount of material into a biography, R.B. Fleming took on exactly the
opposite challenge. Fleming's subject is Sir William Mackenzie who, with
his partner Sir Donald Mann, built the Canadian Northern Railway which
later became part of the Canadian National system. Fleming's problem is
that Mackenzie left few records, forcing his biographer to stitch together his
life from newspaper articles, reminiscences, and pieces of government and
business records which touch upon the subject's life.

Fleming's effort is a valiant one, but ultimately suffers from this paucity of
sources. The problem can best be seen in a comparison with Martin's
JamesJ. Hill. Martin can let Hill speak for himself regarding his ideas, plans,
and concerns whereas Fleming must be content with qualifying much of
Mackenzie's life with "possibly," "perhaps," and "maybe."

Fleming's use of qualifying' phrases is understandable, but there is
another problem with language in this book. Fleming has based his manu
script upon his doctoral dissertation, yet has tried to lift the academic style
with the injection of current adjectives and phrases. This effort is to be
applauded as there are too many reconstituted dissertations around which
sink due to their leaded prose. A more careful editing of this book, however,
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would have eliminated some of the more inappropriate examples of modern
jargon.

Even with its limitations The Railway King of Canada is a valuable
contribution to studies of the Canadian Plains because it properly places
Mackenzie at the centre of a global empire. Mackenzie is rightly identified
with the Canadian Northern in this region, but as Fleming shows this was but
one of his many enterprises. Canadian capitalism has always been interna
tional, and Fleming extends our understanding of how that came about.

While Martin's biography is more successful, both of these volumes are
lacking in one crucial area. The lives of these two men were clearly
exceptional; there were many small contractors and freighters in the late
nineteenth century who did not reach the levels of accumulation achieved
by these two men. While it would be unfair to ask historians to attempt to
psychoanalyze their subjects, one would have expected some attention to
motivation in these biographies. What drove these men? Were they more
ruthless? Were they simply more greedy? Neither of these books directly
deals with these questions, and both suffer as a result.

R. Bruce Shepard
Calgary, Alberta

Hard Bargains: The Manitoba Labour Movement Confronts the 1990s,
edited by Errol Black and Jim Silver. Manitoba Labour History Series:
Winnipeg: Manitoba Labour Education Centre, 1991. Pp 272.

Serious analysis of labour's past and present strengths and weaknesses
has created a veritable academic industry in Canada, the impressiveness of
which is easily seen by flipping through any issue of the journal Labour/Le
Travail. But, of course, few workers or even union leaders are likely to read
journals with several hundred footnotes per article, and linguistic and
stylistic conventions that are bound to turn off all but fellow researchers in
the area. Instead, most workers who take any interest at all in unions will
likely get their information about the workers' movement from the "bour
geois media" which cares diddledy squat about working people and from
union newspapers filled with vacuous triumphalist fluff.

HardBargains represents an attempt to bridge the gap between the work
of academic labour researchers and the trade union movement. It is the first
of ten illustrated booklets by the Committee on Manitoba's Labour History,
an academic-dominated group with close ties to the provincial labour
movement. According to the back cover of Hard Bargains, the booklets are
intended to "make all Manitobans more aware of the vital contributions
made to the life of this province by the women and men who worked on the
farms and in the mines, mills. factories. homes and offices in Manitoba." On
the surface, that sounds like a prescription for triumphalist perorations. But
if this book is representative of the series, that danger is being avoided.
While the quality of the twelve articles in this collection varies considerably,
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.it is on the whole a balanced account in popular language of key issues in
recent Manitoba labour history.

Indeed, in its discussions of aboriginal workers and women workers, this
book raises some challenges to traditional unionist and left-wing perspec
tives on the paramountcy of union rights and even the advisability of forming
locals of existing unions in certain instances. Jeremy Hull's discussion of
"Aboriginal People and the Labour Movement" is particularly thought
provoking in this regard. Hull traces the generally neglected labour history
of Native peoples in Manitoba. He makes clear the demographic shifts that
could make aboriginal peoples the majority group in Manitoba's labourforce
in a few generations. Hull also suggests that notions of Indian self-determi
nation and unionism are often in conflict. He cites a case where teachers on
an Indian reserve were fired after unionizing because band leaders re
garded their membership in the Manitoba Teachers Society as a potential
infringement on the band's right to self-rule.

Of course, such pronouncements from band leaders, often winners in
elections where a negligible percentage of the rank-and-file bother to vote,
cannot be taken as the final word. Workers require protection from employ
ers even when the employers claim to be the embodiment of some principle,
regardless of whether that principle is management's right to manage or
Indian self-government. Hull nonetheless has some positive suggestions to
make to unionists and to workers on reserves regarding ways of squaring
worker and Native rights.

Unions, he indicates, should develop a revised conception of their role in
aboriginal communities. For example, rather than attempting to organize a
union local in a reserve community, a union might choose to assist inter
ested aboriginal workers to organize their own public sector unions. This
would allow the aboriginal workers to incorporate their special concerns
within the union structure and collective agreements, and would avoid what
they might regard as unwarranted structures or assimilative assumptions.
These aboriginal unions might then playa role more like that of the "loyal
opposition" when bargaining with aboriginal employers, keeping the em
ployers honest on matters of fair treatment to employees, while supporting
aboriginal government and development. Unions might also explore the
approach of helping to organize worker-owned cooperatives, which may be
more in tune with traditional forms of commodity production or family
businesses in rural areas. (pp. 98-99)

Just as Native movements are focussing some rethinking within the
Manitoba labour movement regarding the universal truth of established
union nostrums, the women's. movement has also put some cherished
labour notions in question. The debate on the issue of final offer selection
(FOS), well covered in an article by the editors of the collection, was a
complex one, because unions, having always insisted on the right to strike
as a fundamental worker right, suspected initially that FOS was the Trojan
horse hiding state/business aims to outlaw strikes altogether. In practice
however, FOS, in which a union local agrees to forego the right to strike in
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order to have an arbitrator impose either the union's or the management's
last offer in case of failure to conclude a collective agreement, was opposed
by business and the Conservatives. Introduced by an NDP government, it
was a response to union locals, composed mainly of women in the clerical
sector, who claimed that the traditional labour relations model doomed their
members to persistent defeats. Interestingly, while FOSinitially divided the
labour movement in Manitoba, union successes underthe arrangement and
the active campaigning of a coalition of women's organizations in its favour
turned labour opinion around. FOS was finally dropped by the provincial
Conservatives in 1991 but its demise was seen as a victory for capital rather
than an endorsement of a cherished union principle.

The FOS campaign might be seen as one step in the direction that the
editors advocate for Manitoba's labour movement: "to place particular
emphasis on building a movement, so that organized labour is not just a
handful of over-worked union representatives, but rather is a genuine mass
movement. II (pp. 5-6) But how did the labour movement become reduced to
its officialdom and what impact has this had on labour's ability to represent
its members either in the workplace or in the political arena? The editors and
authors of this collection, in my opinion, deal poorly with these issues with
the result that their analysis of the prospects for a genuine mass-based
labour movement is hollow at its core.

Both in the "Introduction" by the editors and in an article by former
Manitoba Federation of Labour research directorGary Russell, we are given
a version of the post-World War II deal between the state and business on
the one hand and labour on the other in which the latter agrees to a narrow
role for trade unions. This is indisputable. But there is the clear suggestion
in both these writings that there was an opposing view of unions' roles that
had some mass support or at least organizational support in the form of the
Communist Party. The editors write:

To make the labour accord work, trade union leaders practiced responsible
unionism. Communists and militants were purged from union leadership
positions, and unions dominated by Communist members were isolated from the
mainstream. The focus of struggle was moved away from the point of production I

and into the jurisdiction of arbitrators and labour boards. (p. 4)

The struggle between Communists and CCFers in the trade union
movement. as Irving Abella, among other authors has established, pre
ceded the "labour accord" of 1944. The Communists during the war
opposed strikes and after the war worked for an alliance of "democratic
forces" that would include the Liberals; to show they meant business they
worked actively to re-elect the King Liberals in 1945. The Communists, in
short, did not reject the premises of the postwar labour relations climate.
They were not turfed out by the more conservative labour leaders because
they threatened the labour accord but because they represented a rival
faction attempting wherever possible to unseat the existing leadership. The
alleged threat posed by Communists became a staple rallying cry for a
variety of elite interests in Canadian society anxious to preserve their
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powers and finding a convenient scapegoat in a party with a declining
membership and an infinitesimal vote.

The real reasons for rising labour apathy have to be found in a more
profound analysis of the society that emerged after World War II. No longer
could an automatic equation be made between being an unskilled or
semiskilled worker and being poor. The role of increased prosperity, chang
ing patterns of working-class residence and leisure, and of cold-war pres
sures for conformity deserve more attention than the battles between the
Communists and their rivals, both groups together enrolling a fraction of the
labour force. A change inunion leadership alone would not have necessarily
changed the behaviour of the membership much. The complaints of the
current union leaders in the province, some of whom are certainly militants,
about membership indifference, are outlined in an article by Silver and Black
based on interviews with union leaders. In the 1990s, despite economic
stagnation and high unemployment forced both by recession and capitalist
economic restructuring, the union movement is only marginally more capa
ble of mobilizing its membership than it was in the 1950s. This need not lead
to defeatism but it is gen~rally unhelpful to blame present or past union
leaders for failure to mobilize their members except sporadically. There are
far more important demobilizing forces in society than union porkchoppers.

At bottom, there remains among many labour scholars an infatuation
with Leninist notions of leadership. A correct, courageous leadership is
believed capable of calling into existence correct, courageous masses.
From the left-wing literature on British Columbia's solidarity movement
(particularly Bryan Palmer's polemical book) to the literature on the French
student-laoour explosion, there is an assumption that conservative union
ists (Communists in France, anti-Communists in British Columbia.) by
stealth defused potential revolutions. No doubt they played a role; but that
role was minor. What is encouraging at present, not only in Manitoba but
elsewhere, is that oppositional forces inside and outside unions have begun
to work more closely together than ever in the past. As an article by Maureen
Morrison in this collection suggests, only two decades ago, the union
movement not only rejected links with the women's movement, it pretty well
silenced women within its ranks, and denied the existence of sexual
harassment. Today the president of the Manitoba Federation of Labour lsa
working-class feminist and women's issues are generally taken seriously
inside the labour movement.

The impact of these various movements on the NDP has occasioned
much debate. In many respects, the NDP, in Manitoba and elsewhere,
appears bureaucratic and opportunist. Yet there is much evidence in this
collection that the Pawley government, more so than the Schreyer govern
ment, was sensitive to the views of organized non-establishment groups,
and mindful of its debt to organized labour. The electoral importance of such
responsiveness is less clear. An article by Paul Phillips suggests that the
Schreyer government's defeat by Sterling Lyon's Conservatives in 1977
was the result of that government's embrace of federal wage controls and
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its craven behaviour during the Griffin Steel strike of 1977. I would like to
believe it, but where is the evidence? The NDPdid hold on to almost aU of its
working-class seats that year, losing suburban and rural ridings where
unionists were unlikely to have much influenced the outcome. The party was
wracked by dissension as a result of Schreyer's violations of party principles
but again it is unclear that this would have affected the vote. There is a
tendency for the Left within social democratic parties to attribute electoral
defeats to workers' disillusionment in the face of labour governments'
capitulation before capital. Not only the NDPdefeat in 1977 but the defeat of
Labour in Britain in 1970 and 1979 as well as that of the Swedish Social
Democrats in 1991 have been explained in this manner. It strikes me as too
simplistic. The Manitoba NDP suffered a humiliating defeat in 1988 after
having refused to cut social spending and implementing progressive legis
lation on many fronts. As the authors appear to admit in many places, a
demobilized labour movement does not listen much to the advice of its
leaders. It is unlikely that workers' votes in 1977 or at any other time were
much affected by Griffin Steel (the MFL, in any case, only weakly supported
the workers involved, because they were members of the breakaway
CAIMAW) and like issues. While a residual class consciousness remains
evident in a city where the 1919 general strike left a legacy of class
polarization. it is unclear that workers respond to the same issues as the
union leaders and labour academics. In any case, tax levels, an issue
skillfully played upon by the Winnipeg Free Press, are the more likely
explanation for NDPdefections to the Conservatives in 1977 (not that these
defections were numerous - the NDP lost about six percent of its popular
vote while the Conservatives dramatically increased their vote because the
Liberals participated in the election in only a token manner) just as they
explain the rout orthe party in 1988.

A few unexamined assumptions running through a book do not neces
sarily invalidate its utility. Indeed, as suggested earlier, what is refreshing
about this book is that, on the whole, it places union shibboleths under the
microscope. It is less willing to subject certain entrenched notions on the
Left to intense scrutiny but it nonetheless achieves its objective of present
ing the changes that have been occurring in Manitoba unionism in the last
few decades. It also makes constructive suggestions for further reforms in
union thinking and behaviour and ought to be a valuable source of informa
tion and ideas for the (still admittedly numerically small) union militants of
Manitoba. It is a very readable collection and hopefully will find at least a
minority audience among working people and among students. I look
forward to seeing the nine other publications promised by the Manitoba
Committee on Labour History and hope their efforts will inspire similar
projects in other provinces.

Alvin Finkel
Department of History
Athabasca University
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Histoirede Saint-Boniface, Tome /,AI'ombre descetneareles: des
originesqe la coloniejusqu'en 1870, by Luc Dauphinais. Saint-Boniface,
MB: Les Editions du Ble, 1991. Pp. 335.

This is a book that falls between two stools. It is above all a local history,
yet it has implications for historiography in various areas, notably the history
of the Canadian West, patterns of settlement in Manitoba and particularly
the Winnipeg area, the role of the clergy in the development of the Red River
colony, and, above all, the emergence and marginalization of the Metis
nation.

In many ways it is a frustrating book to read, since the authors (L.
Dauphinais was. the main author, but two others contributed) steadfastly
refuse to place their historical data in any theoretical or broader regional
context. For the reader wishing to learn more about 51. Boniface beyond its
prehistory, the second volume will have to be awaited, since this first volume
often just rehashes well-known secondary sources such as Morton, Stan
ley, Creighton, and Friesen. At the same time, the lack of a theoretical
framework makes it difficult to relate the new data which emerge, mainly
from clerical sources, to our broader knowledge of western development
and colonization.

Yet, there is much new information here. Nowhere is the story of the
struggles of the first francophone settlers in the Red River valley better told.
From Joseph-Norbert Provencher's arrival in 1818 to his death in 1853, and
through the 18508 and 18608, the colony developed slowly and fitfully,
suffering constant setbacks: crop failures, devastating floods (in 1826,
1852, and 1861), epidemics, and fires. Through it all, the two iron-willed
bishops, Provencher and his successor, slowly constructed an outpost of
"civilization," including all of the main institutions that still survive and define
oldSt. Boniface today: a cathedral and bishop's residence, a convent, a
hospital, a college, and primary schools. The sheer courage, sometimes
bordering on heroism, demonstrated by the two men over the four decades
which constitute the core of the book, makes for interesting and occasionally
riveting reading.

Yet the book's main interest, in my view, is the subtext. Virtually eveOry
thing we learn about St. Boniface is seen through clerical eyes, since the
main archival sources of the authors are ecclesiastical. Hence, two themes
emerge.

First, the proselytizing mission of the bishops is always in the forefront.
Natives, more particularly the Metis, exist only to be converted and "civi
lized." Provencher's lifetime work was an attempt to break the traditional
nomadic ways of the Metis, the better to instill proper chu rch-going habits in
them. When, in the mid-1840s J the buffalo were becoming scarcer, one of
Provencher's priests writes:

Cette chasse, une fois cessee, serait-ce une perte pour I'etablissement de la
Riviere-Roupe? Je ne Ie crois nullement. A la verite les colons auraient 3 en
souffrir pendant quelques annees: mais se trouvant par 13dans la necessite de
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s'adonner a la culture, iI en resulterait certainement un grand bien pour la
colonie, surtout sous Ie rapport religieux. Cette vie nomade qu'ils menent ainsi
tous les etes n'est pas une fameuse ecole pour las moeurs de la jeunesse qu'iI
est d'ailleurs bien difficile d'instruire en hiver. (p. 150)

This quote, and other data scattered through the book, illustrate well the
bishops' perspective regarding the Metis - their nomadic ways were bad
habits that had to be broken, in their own interests and above all, in the
interests of the church. There is apparently no attempt (at least based on the
extensive material quoted from the ecclesiastical archives) on the part of
clergy to understand Metis values from within and thus to define the Metis
interests in their own terms.

On the other hand, the story of the early development of St. Boniface is
also the story of the marginalization of the Metis in their own land. Contrary
to popular belief I the bishops were indeed successful in instilling the values
of "civilization" (ie., an interest in agriculture) among many Metis. This
contributed over time to creating a class structure within the French
speaking part of the settlement: at the top were the bishop with his own
extensive land holdings; the "Canadiens," francophones who had emi
grated from Quebec and settled permanently in Red River (usually marrying
Metis women); sedentary Metis, who had eventually accepted the priests'
admonitions and turned to agriculture as their main livelihood; and the
nomadic Metis. the majority, who could not even be counted properly at
census time, much less influence day-to-day decisions in the settlement.
The authors describe this process of "socioeconomic differentiation" in the
1860s as follows:

[Blien que I'occupation principale dun grand nombre de families metisses de la
Riviere Rouge demeure la chasse I plusieurs autres ont definitivement
abandonns cette occupation traditionnelle pour sa convertir a I'agriculture et a
I·elevage. Certaines ne tarderont pas a figurer parmi les families las plus
prosperes de Saint-Boniface. ou elles controlent une grande partie des
richesses produites. (p. 250)

As between the "Canadiens" and the sedentary Metis, a spirit of equality
appears to have prevailed. This is evidenced by the fact that, in Bishop
Provencher's list of nominees to the first democratic council of Assiniboia in
1849, half of the lay members proposed, after a public consultation, were
Metis. (p. 262)

The book's second major claim to a mainstream western researcher's
attention is the additional documentation it provides in support of the thesis
that relative peace and good relations existed in Red River throughout the
nineteenth century until the arrival of the Ontario immigrants in the 18605.
At several points, the active support for Provencher's settlement provided
by Selkirk and Governor George Simpson is documented. In 1840, the
merchant Andrew McDermot assisted Provencher in realizing one of his
cherished dreams, the delivery of three massive bells (with a total weight of
over 726 kg) for his first cathedral. (p. 125) Following the destruction by fire
of the cathedral and the bishop's residence on 14 December 1860, "Ia
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charite publ~qLJe et la gef1~rosite de William MacTavish, gouverneur de la
colonie, et de plusieurs autres riches habitants leur viennent aussit6t en
aide." (p. 223)

The respect shown towards the French settlement by the Anglophone
settlers appears to have been genuine, as evidenced by the reaction to
Provencher's death in 1853, described by Tache himself as follows:

Ce digne prtllat etait trop cher ason peuple pour n'etre pas pleura amerement,
Les protestants, en grand nombre dans ce pays, se sont joints a nous dans
I'accomplissement de ce penible devoir. (p. 192)

Finally, a third broad theme emerges, which, along with the others,
probably warrants further research. This is the church's natural tendency,
often observed elsewhere, notably in Quebec, to ally itself with the powers

.that be in order to prosper in its proselytizing mission. The trade-off is clear
- the church offers support for law and order in return for having a free hand
in developing its missionary activities. In this case, the result in terms of
economic development was the .consolidation of the Hudson Bay
Company's monopoly in the West through most of the nineteenth century,
with its manifold socioeconomic ramifications. The link is documented at
several points. In his instructions to the first missionaries sent to Red River
in 1818, Mgr. Plessis set out a tell-point code of conduct. The tenth point
reads as follows:

lis maintiendront un parfait equilibre entre les pretennons reciproques des deux
compagnies du Nord-Ouest et de la Baie d'Hudson, se souvenant qu'ilssont
exclusivement envoyes pour Ie bien spirituel des peuples de la civilisation
desquels doit resulter /'avantage de /'uneet /'autre compagnies. (p. 59; emphasis
is the reviewer's)

This book's small but real contribution to the historiography of western
Canada will have to be complemented in coming years with a more
definitive social history of the Metis people, since the period covered by UA
I'ombres des catneorales" is also the period when Metis culture and
influence was at its height. Paradoxically, explanations for its subsequent
decline can be found both in the bishops' lack of understanding of that
culture and in the refusal of the Metis to admit the wisdom of the bishop's
admonishments. After a reading of this book, one is left with a nagging
question - whatever injustices were perpetrated upon the Metis people
(and these have been well documented by D.N. Sprague and others), would
history have been different if more of the Metis had developed sedentary
ways? On the evidence presented in the book, it seems clear that had this
occurred, many more Metis might have found a permanent home in St.
Boniface and flourished socially and culturally. Perhaps the Metis nation
itself could then have developed a cohesion and sense of purpose which
would have allowed it to survive the technological upheavals of the twentieth
century.

Raymond M. Hebert
Department of Political Science
5t. Boniface College, University of Manitoba
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Beyond the Vote:Canadian Women in Politics, edited by Linda Kealey
and Joan Sangster. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1989. Pp. 356.

In the literature on the women's movement in Canada, it is commonly
assumed that there were two important stages. The first culminated with
women acquiring the right to vote in the period following World War I and the
second "wave" is said to have gained momentum in the 1970s. Because
these two time periods have received attention, it is assumed that little or
nothing happened in the years that intervened. Once women won their
hard-fought right to vote, and after they were recognized as persons under
the law in 1929, they retreated from the political scene. During World War II,
they entered the labour force to take the place of men called to fight in the
war, but once that war was over they quietly retreated back to the private
sphere of home and family life. It was only in the wake of the various
movements of the 1960s and the pubncaton of Betty Friedan's The Femi
nineMystiquethat women once again entered the public sphere of political
involvement and struggle for change.

The collection of essays that Linda Kealey and Joan Sangster bring
together in this volume is meant to overcome the "silence" of the missing
years; to show that-women continued their involvement in the larger world
beyond their kitchens. In this sense it is a "revisionist" work. There are
biographical essays on women who played prominent roles- in the political
arena, women like Senator Cairine Wilson, Therese Casgrain (provincial
leaderof the CCFin Quebec from 1951 to 1957), and Amelia Turnerwho ran
for political office in Alberta on behalf of the CCFalong with Edith Patterson.
There are essays on women's involvement in both mainstream politics (for
example, in the Liberal Party) and in the politics of the Left associated with
the CCF, with the labour movement and with communities like the Jewish
communist movement in Toronto and the Finnish socialist community.
Finally, there are essays on prostitution and the "sex question" (and the
problematic responses and attitudes of socialist men to it), on Ukrainian
women's perceived and actual contributions to Ukrainian identity and
nationalism, on the peace movement, and on the Ontario farm movement.

The authors demonstrate that indeed women continued their involve
ment, albeit often in conjunction with their roles as wives and mothers. Many
organizations established women's auxiliaries and remained male domi
nated. However, many of the authors argue that while this perpetuated the
unequal place of women within the power structures of these organizations,
it also provided many women with a forum to develop leadership skills and
to become involved in the larger spheres of politics, the labour movement,
and socialism. Most of the authors make mention of the prevailing
maternalistic ideology that many of even the most committed women
accepted without apparently questioning it. This ideology maintained. the
differences between men and women, attributing to women a superior moral
sense based on the qualities of nurturance and motherhood. Often this
ideology was reinforced by strong religious commitments, commitments
that gave women an important role in their communities and in theirfamilies,
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but that at the same time attributed a separate sphere for women within the
private realm of the family. Even the most militant women had a difficult time
dissociating themselves from the idea that a woman's most important
function is that of wife and mother. Those who were married and bore
children took on additional burdens without questioning their primary func
tion.

It is here, perhaps, that the essays as a whole are weakest. In their
"Introduction," Kealey and Sangster argue that the essays demonstrate that
''the boundaries between the public and the private are not fixed but
shifting." If by this they mean that women move from one to the other and
have never been wholly confined to the private realm of family life, then they
are correct in their assessment. But if they are also claiming that these
essays contribute to a reassessment of the meaning of "private" and "pUblic"
then the collection fails. Indeed, Jill Vickers, in the piece that concludes the
introductory portion of the book, addresses this need to conceptualize the
private and public in non-dichotomous ways. Hers is a call for a new
theoretical vision that overcomes the limitations of forever situating women
in the private or the public spheres as if the two were incompatible. Vickers
calls for political scientists to redefine the boundaries of their discipline by
reconceptualizing what she calls "women-in-politics."

With such a challenge, it is curious that most of these essays could be
more easily situated within the discipline of history rather than that of
political science. It is true that one of the great strengths of feminist work is "
its interdisciplinary span. Yet it is odd that this volume, given the nature of
the two introductory pieces, does not contain any theoretical essays that
could shed some light on the interpretations that could be made given the
rich historical material. None of the authors of these essays makes an
attempt at theoretical, or even analytical, interpretation. They seem to be
content in simply filling in the missing years by describing the activities of
specific communities of women. This is a much needed and a very welcome
corrective to the assumption that nothing happened between the two great
waves and to the omission from male-stream history and political science of
the important contributions made by women to the settlement and growth of
Canada as a nation. But itis not enough. A further omission in this volume
is a discussion of the important role of aboriginal women.

However, it is "time that we became even more interdisciplinary and
began pulling together all of this important historical material into a feminist
theoretical perspective that indeed treats of the private and public realms as
themselves historically situated, as shifting over time and as redefined over
time. In other words, it is not enough simply to state that we need to
re-evaluate the dichotomization between the private and the public worlds
and of woman's place in the private. We need to treat the private and the
public as theoretical concepts that have their own important histories and
political importance in how women, arid men, come to be defined and
situated in this dichotomized world. Otherwise, we do little more than
reinforce these dichotomies within feminist research. Jill Vickers notes that
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feminist work in political theory by scholars like Mary O'Brien, Zillah Eisenst
ein and Nancy Hartsock is not found within the discipline of political science.
It is also not found in this volume but could easily serve as a framework for
interpreting its rich historical base.

Alicja Muszynski
Department of Sociology
University of Waterloo

Two SpiritsSoar:The Artof AllenSapp; The Inspiration ofAllan Gonor, by
W.P. Kinsella. Toronto: Stoddart, 1990.

That a person may be articulate in one medium but not in another - the
illiterate jokester, Frank Fencepost, of W.P. Kinsella's early Indian stories,
for example - is not a fiction. Kinsella once came upon a Cree painter who,
unable to read or write, was able to capture the essence of prairie Indian life
in his remarkable paintings. Kinsella first saw Allen Sapp's art when he was
trying to find the right voice for his own work:

There are stories of viewers being moved to tears by the art of Allen Sapp. I can
verify that those stories are not exaggerated. When I first saw Allen Sapp's work,
not in person, but photographs of his paintings, they touched my heart as no
works of art had ever done before. I have visited famous art museums, seen
world-renowned masterpieces, and though I recognized and appreciated their
quality, and in some cases their beauty, no works of art ever totally moved me
until I saw Allen Sapp's paintings.

Many art lovers who have never experienced the world of Allen Sapp are
attracted to his work and moved by the exotic locations and subject matter of his
paintings, but it was the familiarity of Allen's paintings that touched me.

What immediately impressed me was that Allen had exactly reproduced prairie
scenes that were also stored in my memory, scenes so real that they quickly
transported me back to my childhood on a remote homestead in Northern
Alberta. The landscapes of the paintings, the backgrounds of poplar and birch
trees, the prairie grasses, the winter skies were so accurate, so much as I
remembered them, that I developed an instant attachment to the paintings, a
longing to own them. (p. 1)

Two Spirits Soar is a commodious book containing reproductions of over
eighty full-colour paintings, dating from 1969 to 1989, with an accompanying
text by Kinsella. Asked in 1988 if he would write a text for a proposed
collection of sapo's work, he was overjoyed to help his friend. He explains
why:

Though I had been familiar with his paintings for a number of years, I didn't meet
Allen Sapp until the fall of 1978. I had recently returned to Canada after several
years of graduate study in Iowa City, Iowa, and soon after my arrival I discovered
that Allen was having an exhibition at the Gainsborough Gallery in Calgary. Even
though I knew it would be painful to look at a galfery full of his paintings and not
be able to afford one, I wanted to see his work, and since he was going to be
appearing at the gallery, I wanted to try to convey to him, in person, how much
his work meant to me. (p. 4)
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The painter and the writer finally met about two years afterKinsella's first
book, Dance Me Outside, was published. Before they met, Kinsella had
been trying to find the right words to capture "the essence of [Sapp's)
painted scenes."Just after handing Allen Sapp a copy of Dance Me Outside,
Kinsella heard someone remark at the gallery that the painter was illiterate.
The writer was mortified. A few weeks later he got a letter from Dr. Allan
Gonor, a Saskatchewan physician who was Allen Sapp's friend,
"inspiration," and a selfless promoter of the paintings. Gonor had read some
of Kinsella's Indian stories to Sapp, who became an instant fan, if not reader.
A year later Kinsella and Sapp were guests at the doctor's home, by then a
virtual Allen Sapp rruseum,

In Two Spirits SOBrKinsella explains how thrilling it was to sleep in a
bedroom with eleven Allen Sapp paintings on the walls! Until Dr. Gonor's
death, in 1985, the camera-toting physician took hundreds of photos of the
two side by side, until finally the painter turned to the writer with a Frank
Fencepost-like whisper: "I expect our souls are gone by now." (p. 9)

Judging by Allen Sapp's comments (faithfully transcribed by Kinsella)
beneath each of the pictures in Two Spirits Soar, Sapp has a better
command of verbs than Silas Ermineskin, the narratorof Dance Me Outside;
but he shares Silas's sense of humour. The caption to a pai'nting of a family
in a field near a clump of burning logs explains: "Supper was often cooked
outside in the summer over an open fire. Today people call it barbecuing."
(p.63)

Allen Sapp tells Kinsella what it is like to grow up in a racist country.
Forced to attend a residential school (at Onion Lake, Saskatchewan), his
hand was slapped ifhe drew pictures when he was supposed to be copying
letters in a language he didn't know. He was forbidden to speak the Cree he
had learned from his grandmother (after his mothers untimely death from
tuberculosis). He didn't need to learn the white man's lessons about
discipline since old Maggie Soonias had told him to respect the rights and
property of others, to not waste time gambling, and to never drink alcohol. It
was Maggie who was responsible, more than anyone else (even Dr. Gonor),
for Allen's choice of profession. Allen was a sickly child who suffered from
meningitis and other ailments - Kinsella remarks perceptively that the
interior scenes in Allen's paintings of the Red Pheasant Reserve are "from
the point of view of someone lying in a bed." (po 13) During one of the boy's
illnesses, Maggie's sister, a tribal Nootokao (elder), dreamt of his death.
Maggie decided that the child shouIdbe given a new name to avert fate. The
Nootokao stood by his bedside, touched Allen's forehead, and said
"Kiskayetum": He-perceives-it. Allen Sapp was to prove true his heritage in
every sense. He chose to remain illiterate in the white man's language and
to give shape to his perceptions on canvas with a paint brush.

However, the ugly reality of Native life is something that Sapp avoids. He
tells Kinsella that he is embarrassed to show his people in a negative light.
Kinsella says his own stories about the "Ermineskin Indians" also avoid
ugliness. Ie Disturbing is not an adjective I want applied to my fiction." (p. 20)
Whereas Kinsella considers himself "first and foremost an entertainer,"
Sapp is a witness to his people.
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When Sapp speaks to us in words (in the captions to his paintings in Two
Spirits Soal) , he uses what grammarians refer to as the literary present. For
example, he recalls how he began his professional career with the sale of a
drawing to a white lady when he was still a school kid: "That five cents,
brand-new money [big as the present 't.oonie" he observes], makes me
happy." (p. 25) This is not semi-literacy or simplicity or, as Kinsella puts it,
'truth as memory edits it." (p. 20) It is the same power of total recall that
makes his paintings so unstylized. (As a sort of footnote to socioeconomic
history, Kinsella mentions that he, born six years later than Sapp, sold his
first piece of writing, at about the same time in his life, to the Edmonton
Journa/for seven dollars.)

Unfortunately, Kinsella documents stages in the careers of the two men
rather than letting us soar with them. At some points in the text it would
suffice to have just the pictures with their dates and captions. Take, for
example, Summer Pow-Wow at Piapot (1987): "I meet many friends and I
feel happy when I am dancing at pow-wows" (93). At one point Kinsella
sounds like someone from Indian Affairs:

Although many native cultural practices were at one time criticized by society and
banned by government, native culture did not die but simply went underground.
Rather than lamenting the past, the native people today proudly participate in
these events. Allen Sapp affirms that much of his inspiration and enthusiasm for
painting comes after he has renewed himself by participating in the
once-frowned-on rituals of pow-wows and Sun Dances. Allen is an accomplished
dancer and likes to dance at pow-wows while dressed in colourful regalia. Once.
a visitor from Germanyinquired of Dr. Gonor where he might find Allen Sapp. to
which Dr. Gonorreplied, "Allen Sapp the artist?" "No." answered thevisitor,"Alien
Sapp the dancer. II (p. 90)

Finally, we might connect Sapp the painter with Kinsella the writer of
baseball stories. Two Spirits Soartells us what it feels like to be Bill Kinsella.
He loves the countryside around Darwell, Alberta, as the Cree loves the Red
Pheasant Reserve in Saskatchewan. Upon first seeing them, Kinsella
wanted to have Sapp's paintings on his own walls because they are vital to
him. They are the closest the"writer can get to the land as it once was and
never will be again. As we read through the commentary of Two Spirits Soar,
we understand how Kinsella looks at the world.

We note the unbounded enthusiasm which the writer brings to the
paintings - more than casual viewing, more like his passion for baseball.
We note, too, that it is the dimensions and texture of the artist's physical
world that is focussed. It is remarkable that nowhere in his moving praise of
the art does Kinsella mention the sight of people or the remembered sound
of the human voice, although there is not one of saop's paintings which
does not centre on one or more Native people: a motheror a father, children
skating on a frozen slough, men at work in the bush, a woman tending a fire,
a man pitching hay in the barn or feeding a horse - people of all sorts
dancing and singing at pow-wows, working with the land. The scene is
always communal and natural. Allen Sapp's world is clearly that of the
Prairie Indians of central Alberta and Saskatchewan; the Ermineskins who
inhabit this land in Kinsella's work are wholly of the writer's imagination.
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Looking at a painting, Kinsella imagines what it would fee/like to be there
at this moment. He puts his feelings into these words:

I couldsmell the freshness of a spring thaw,hear thesnowsqueakingunderfoot,
hear the bite of the ax fellinga tree,smell the bitter odor of barkand pinesap in
the air, hear the horsesshakingtheirharness,makingbreathy, tremblingnoises
as they pulled a loadof logsor hay. (p. 4)

We, too, would like to hear the sound of the horse - breathy as it labours
against all that gravity, the unending pull downward.

An acute sense of hearing notwithstanding, an art critic once wrote that
an Allen Sapp painting has "an atmosphere of stillness and timelessness
and sensitivity to the nuances of nature." Sounds like a religious experience
of the highest order! In fact, the comment appeared in the Christian Science
Monitor (5 May 1976). Thinking of Kinsella responding to Sapp, the critic
might be describing the rapture that takes hold of W.P. Kinsella whenever
he contemplates baseball. The journalist has put into words the aesthetic
experience of the pure baseball worshipper, the ideal fanatic, for whom the
merely human players lose significance as he or she is caught up in their
magic motion. Bill Kinsella sees things as an artist. Like Sapp's, his is the
aesthetic imagination.

With his friend Allen Sapp, the writer truly loves this earth, both the rough
prairie grassland and the carefully clipped field of the ballpark. B~I Kinsella
brings to his writings - whether about people on reserves or baseball
diamonds - the felt quality of living in a physical world. He says in Two
Spirits Soar: "Allen works with paint on canvas while I work with a typewriter
orword processoron paper, but we both employ the senses - sight, sound,
taste, touch, smell - to make our viewers or readers experience the
pictures and stories we want them to enjoy." (p. 4)

Recall the phrase about the "breathy. trembly noises" of horses
overheard in an Allen Sapp painting. In one of the baseball stories in The
Thrill of the Grass (1984), the narrator thinks of the miracle which spring
brings to the aging players as they return to the field:

The old-timerswill raise their heads like ponies,as far away as the parking lot,
when the thrill of thegrassreachestheirnostrils.And,as theydress, they'll recall
sprawling in the lushoutfieldsof childhood, the grassas coolas a mother'shand
on a forehead. (pp. 195-96)

Such is the exhilaration of the renewable land. (Not by chance, the narrator
has started a movement to get rid of artificial turf.) After a northern winter, a
person should thank the sun that nourishes the grass and the kernels of his
buttered popcorn. If he is W.P. Kinsella or Allen Sapp, he agrees with an
Indian Chief, Little Bear, who once said, "The earth is all that lasts." The
whites and the Indians make contact in Kinsella's world.

Don Murray
Department of English
University of Regina
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